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In this thesis we investigate the role played by fundamental properties of QED in determin-
ing the non-perturbative fermion-boson vertex. These key features are gauge invariance 
and mult ipl icat ive renormalisability. We use the Schwinger-Dyson equations as the non-
perturbative tool to study the general structure of the fermion-boson vertex in QED. These 
equations, being an infini te set, have to be truncated i f they are to be solved. Such a trunca-
tion is made possible by choosing a suitable non-perturbative ansatz for the fermion-boson 
vertex. This choice must satisfy these key properties of gauge invariance and multiplicative 
renormalisability. 
I n this thesis we develop the constraints, in the case of massless unquenched QED, that have 
to be fu l f i l l ed to ensure that both the fermion and photon propagators are multiplicatively 
renormalisable-at least as far as leading and subleading logarithms are concerned. To this 
end, the Schwinger-Dyson equations are solved perturbatively for the fermion and photon 
wave-function renormalisations. We then deduce the conditions imposed by multiplicative 
renormalisability for these renormalisation functions. As a last step we compare the two 
results coming f r o m the solution of the Schwinger-Dyson equations and multiplicative 
renormalisability in order to derive the necessary constraints on the vertex function. These 
constitute the main results of this part of the thesis. 
In the weak coupling l im i t the solution of the Schwinger-Dyson equations must agree 
w i t h perturbation theory. Consequently, we can f ind additional constraints on the 3-
point vertex by perturbative calculation. Hence, the one loop vertex in QED is then 
calculated in arbitrary covariant gauges as an analytic funct ion of its momenta. The 
vertex is decomposed into a longitudinal part, that is fu l ly responsible for ensuring the 
Ward and Ward-Takahashi identities are satisfied, and a transverse part. The transverse 
part is decomposed into 8 independent components each being separately free of kinematic 
singularities i n any covariant gauge in a basis that modifies that proposed by Ball and 
Chiu. Analyt ic expressions for all 11 components of the 0(a) vertex are given explicitly in 
terms of elementary functions and one Spence function. These results greatly simplify in 
particular kinematic regimes. These are the new results of the second part of this thesis. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The sciences do not try to explain, 
they hardly even try to interpret, 
they mainly make models. 
By a model is meant a mathematical construct which, 
with the addition of certain verbal interpretations, 
describes observed phenomena. 
The justification of such a mathematical construct is 
solely and precisely that it is expected to work. 
-J.V. Neumann-
1.1. "The Jewel of Physics" 2 
1.1 "The Jewel of Physics" 
The physicist's endless quest is to understand nature. A major success is Quantum Elec-
trodynamics, the quantum theory of the interaction of light and matter. According to R. 
Feynman i t is the " jewel of physics" and the "physicist's proudest possession". Quantum 
Electrodynamics (QED) is the best tested of all theories of the fundamental interactions. 
I t is a gauge theory which predicts experimental results to great precision. 
1.2 Gauge Field Theories [1, 2 
The main interest of high energy physics is the particles and their interactions, which are 
governed by symmetry groups. These determine conservation laws and the invariances of 
the physics. For instance, when we transform quantities by translations or rotations, i f they 
remain unchanged we can talk about symmetries and conservation laws. I n mathematical 
language, this lack of change means physical laws are invariant under certain groups of 
transformations, the symmetry groups. Basically, these symmetry groups [3] are: 
1- Space- t ime symmetr ies which include the Lorentz and Poincare groups. In quan-
t u m field theory ( Q F T ) , particles are described by fields which obey appropriate equations. 
Invariance of these equations under the space-time symmetry groups leads to the conser-
vation of energy, momentum and angular momentum. The momentum four-vector is the 
generator of space-time translation and angular momentum is that of space-time rotations. 
One of the most important examples of this k ind of invariance is the principle of relativ-
i ty, which requires that the equations of motion should be invariant under the Poincare 
group. The fields can only be scalars, spinors, vectors and tensors under this group. Such 
a Poincare transformation is : 
x*^ X ^ — -\- l'^ x" , (space-time translations plus rotations) . (1-2-1) 
For instance, vector and Dirac fields transform under this group as : 
Vector field : (^""(a;') = l''J''{x) , 
Dirac field : ^'{x) = D{e)^{x), D{e) = e-i'^""^'"' . (1.2.2) 
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2 -Internal symmetr ies : Experiments in particle physics have shown that as well 
as being representations of the Poincare group, the fields also have internal degrees of 
freedom. This is due to the invariance of the equations of motion under certain groups 
of transformations such as the U{\) and SU{2) phase transformation groups related to 
internal quantum numbers (isospin, flavour, color, etc.). 
These symmetries can be either global or local. Global transformations are independent of 
space-time coordinates. Local transformations wi l l be different f rom one point to another 
(i.e. they depend on space-time coordinates). A n example of such a symmetry is the [ / ( I ) 
gauge group of electromagnetic theory. This symmetry ensures that the observables do 
not depend on the phase of the field; the physics constructed wi th "^{x) is the same as the 
physics constructed w i t h the fields "^'{x) where : 
'f'ix) = e'^^^ix) , (1.2.3) 
I f A has no dependence on x then we have a global symmetry, but i f A = A(a;) then we 
have a local symmetry. As we shall see all the forces of nature (the strong and electroweak 
forces) are well described by local gauge theories. 
1.2.1 Quantum Electrodynamics : Q E D as a Gauge Theory 
As mentioned before, in a QFT, particles are identified by the fields which obey relativistic 
wave equations. These fields interact w i th each other under the influence of four fundamen-
tal forces by the exchange of gauge bosons. One of these forces is the Electromagnetic 
Force which has been developed over a long period wi th contributions f rom Faraday, 
Maxwel l , Einstein, Feynman etal. Today the nature of the electromagnetic interaction is 
better known than any other. The unification of Maxwell's electromagnetism wi th the 
quantum field theory is called Q u a n t u m Elec trodynamics or Q E D [4, 5 . 
In QED, the relativistic wave equations for spin-1/2 and spin-1 particles are given below : 
I . Vec tor (Maxwel l ) F i e l d : 
Photons, the spin-1 or vector particles, are described by Maxwell's equations. In covariant 
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fo rm these are : 
d^F'"' = 0 , (1.2.4) 
where the field strength tensor F'^" can be expressed in terms of the vector potential A'^ 
b y : 
F'^" = d^A' - d^'A^ , (1.2.5) 
where A^ denotes the photon field. The appropriate Lagrangian is : 
C = -^-F^'^F,, . (1.2.6) 
I I . D i r a c Spinor F i e l d : 
Fermions (i.e. spin-1/2 particles obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics) are described by the Dirac 
equation, which in covariant fo rm is : 
[iYd^ - m)^ = Q , (1.2.7) 
where ^ denotes spinor (fermion) fields and 7^ are Dirac matrices satisfying 
{7^) 7"} = '^9^^• Eqn. (1.2.7) is the equation of motion of the Dirac Lagrangian, which is : 
Ccirac = i'^rd^.^ - mm . (1.2.8) 
I f one looks for invariances of spin- l /2 fields, the Dirac Lagrangian for a free theory is 
found to be invariant under : 
* ^ e * ^ ^ * , • ^ ^ • ^ e - " ' ^ , (1.2.9) 
where A here is a constant. Thus the transformation in Eqn. (1.2.9) is global. In order to 
generalize the global symmetry to a local one, the Lagrangian must be invariant under the 
local transformation : 
I ' — e ' ^ ^ ( ^ ) ^' . (1.2.10) 
When this transformation is applied to the Dirac Lagrangian, Eqn. (1.2.8), for the free 
theory, i t yields : 
J^mrac = J^D^rac - 6 ^ 7" ^ <9^ A • (1-2.11) 
L2. Gauge Field Theories 5 
The Lagrangian is clearly not invariant under local gauge transformations. However, in-
variance is achieved by replacing the derivative operator d'^ by D'^, the covariant derivative, 
defined by : 
d^-^ D^ = d^- ieA^ , (1.2.12) 
where ^4^, the vector field, is required to transform as : 
A'^^A^ + d^\ , (1.2.13) 
and then Dirac Lagrangian can be wri t ten as : 
£ = ^{i-f^D^-m)<i! . (1.2.14) 
Now Eqn. (1.2.14) is locally gauge invariant. When the Maxwell field term, —^Ff^^F^", is 
added to this Lagrangian, i t gives the Lagrangian of QED : 
JI^QED = -^F'^'^F^^ + e'^j'^A^m+'^{i^''d^-m)^ . (1.2.15) 
The covariant derivative automatically generates the interaction term. I t is a feature of all 
local gauge symmetries that they generate the basic interactions. 
In summary, QED is a local gauge theory describing the electromagnetic interactions of 
fermions and photons, and is determined by the given Lagrangian. Thus, QED is invariant 
under the local (gauge) transformations : 
a ; = A, + d,A{x) , 
^ ' = •3re-'^'^(") . (1.2.16) 
1.2.2 Gauge Fixing 
The property of gauge invariance means that A'^ and A''^ are equally good as photon fields. 
Therefore, when we perform a functional integration over , this lack of uniqueness of 
the vector potential causes overcounting. To overcome this, we fix the gauge and thereby 
1.3. Path Integral Formalism 6 
eliminate this in f in i ty of choices. The Lagrangian is then no longer gauge invariant. To do 
this, we introduce the Lagrange multiplier (or gauge f ixing term) 
CGF = -^^id,An' , (1.2.17) 
into the Lagrangian. ^ is the covariant gauge parameter in this term. As a result, there wi l l 
be many different, but physically equivalent gauge conditions. Each has its own advantages. 
Then, the QED Lagrangian is modified to : 
CQED =-jF^-'F^. + e^j^A^^+"^{{^^8^-7X1)^1!-^{d^A^f . (1.2.18) 
The different choices of gauge f ixing term does not alter the physics. 
1.3 Path Integral Formalism 
In this section, we shall present the derivation of the Schwinger-Dyson equations (SD) to 
make this thesis self-contained. In order to do this, the path integral technique [4, 6, 7 
w i l l be used. Let us briefly review this formalism: 
This technique strongly depends on fundamental quantum mechanics. The Path integral 
(or functional integral) can be thought of as the sum of contributions of all the possible 
paths that a particle can travel between ini t ia l point a w i th position a;,- and final point 
b w i t h position X f . Instead of calculating the certain motion of a particle as in classical 
mechanics, only probabilities are calculable in quantum mechanics. The probability, that 
a particle is created by a source, then moves in space-time, interacts and is then destroyed 
by observing i t is given by summing over all possible paths. I f we divide up each path into 
A'^  intermediate points, and then sum over all paths, by integrating over the positions of 
these intermediate points, we can write : 
N 
E = U^^n^ fv<f> . (1.3.1) 
. ^ J L - jv—>oo ^ J paths n=l 
The integral fV is an infini te product of integrals, taken over all possible paths. A l l 
intermediate points between a and b are connected by what are called the Green's functions 
1.3. Path Integral Formalism 7 
G of the theory. In other words, path integrals are a compact fo rm of Green's functions. 
I f S is the action for a path, then the amplitude is : 
exp[iS (field)] , (1.3.2) 
and the integral over all paths is given by : 
j exp[iS{field)]llV{field) . (1.3.3) 
In general, the path integral of a field theory is given by the addition of the term 
/ dxsource{x)field{x) as : 
Z [source] = j T> [field] exp * ("^ / ^^i^^'"'''''^^) ifi^^^)^ 5 (1.3.4) 
where the source represents particle creation or annihilation. The functional Z has a 
Taylor series, Z{source) = ^"Z(0)/5[5ource(xi)] 6[source(xn)]t and is known as the 
generating functional because i t generates all Green's functions of the theory by taking 
functional derivatives w i t h respect to the source term : 
1 
SJ{xi) SJ{Xn) J=0 
(1.3.5) 
where J is the source of some scalar field. For instance, the 2-point Green's function gives 




and the fermion propagator in the case of free fields is : 
iAplx — y) , (2-point function) , (1.3.6) 
G{x,y) 
6ri{x) ST]{^J) r)=7;=0 
= ISF{X - y ) (1.3.7) 
where rj and rj are the sources of fermion and anti-fermion fields, and are Grassmann 
variables. When the free action is replaced by the complete one by the addition of the 
interaction term, Eqn. (1.3.4) is true for the interacting fields as well. The generating 
functional Z generates both disconnected and connected graphs. When this formalism is 
1.3. Path Integral Formalism 8 
applied to the amplitude for a physical process, one wants to distinguish these two types of 
graphs and find another functional that generates only connected graphs. This is denoted 
by W and is related io Z hy : 
Z [source] = e'^ t^""^^ '^ , (1.3.8) 
or 
PF[50iirce] = —i\nZ [source] . (1.3.9) 
The second derivative of W w i t h respect to sources is 
6J{xi) 8J{x2) 
8^Z 
J=0 6J{xi)SJ{x2) J-0 
iGc{xi,X2) , (1.3.10) 
where Gc is now the connected Green's function. The next step is to find a new generating 
functional for the proper (1-particle irreducible) vertex : F, wi th no external propagator 
factors. I t can be derived f r o m W by the functional Legendre transformation: 
W[source] = T [field]-\- j dx{source) (field) , (1.3.11) 
where the sources and fields satisfy : 
Making use of the above expressions, we obtain two useful relations : 
I f we generalize Eqn. (1.3.13), we can write {n -\- 2m)-point Green's function in QED as : 
( - 0 
J^nMviyi) v{ym)v{zi) vi^m) 
Glr+'^\x,, ,a;„,2/i, z „ ) . (1.3.15) 
1.3. Path Integral Formalism 9 
1.3.1 Derivation of the Schwinger-Dyson Equations in Q E D 
The exact equations for the Green's functions of the theory can be found by using the same 
path integral method. These relations are called the Schwinger — D y s o n equat ions. 
They provide the starting point for the study of non-perturbative physics. Their derivation 
is based on a simple fact that the functional integral of a complete derivative is zero : 
/ (1.3.16) 
I f we apply this to the example of a scalar theory : 
JV(f>J^exp!^i(^S{(l>) + JdxJ(l)^^ = 0 , (1.3.17) 
J V(j) i [S'{4>) + j ] exp i (^S{(l)) + j dxJ(j) = 0 
This can be rewrit ten as a differential equation 
. 6 
S' Z[J] = 0 . 
(1.3.18) 
(1.3.19) 
Now, as an example let us derive the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the gauge boson which 
relates 2-point Green's functions to the 3-point one. First of all , referring to Eqn. (1.3.4), 
the generating functional can be wri t ten for QED as : 
Z[J,1],T] 
Z[J,ri,Tj 
exp (? VF[J, 77,77]) , 
J V[A] V[^] P [ ¥ 
X exp < I S{A^, ^,<P) + I dx ( J M ^ -^rj<F+lJ<F) 
where the action 5, including gauge fixing term, can be wri t ten as : 
S F^'^F^, + 'il{i^-m)xl;- ^ {d.A^f - e ^j^A"^ 
(1.3.20) 
(1.3.21) 
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Making use of Eqn. (1.3.1) yields the following differential equation : 
<^ 5 
Z [J, 77,7?] = 0 (1.3.22) 
8A^{x) \ 8 j ; 8ri' 8ri^ 
Taking the derivative of the QED action, Eqn. (1.3.21), w i th respect to the boson field, 
y l ^ , we have : 
8S 
8Af,{x) 
= a g ^ , - { l - C ' ) d , d , A-'-e'^j,^ . (1.3.23) 
Substituting this equation into Eqn. (1.3.22) gives 
(1.3.24) 
and after differentiating, we obtain the following equation in terms of connected Green's 
functions : 
r / .-^\^^^8W 8 ( 8W\ 8W 8W „ 
J , + - (1 - r ) d^d.\ — - re- j + e — , , — = 0. 
(1.3.25) 
Now, by using Eqn. (1.3.11) to replace W w i th the proper vertex function, F, leads to : 
= r K , * , ^ ] - f j dx(j^A^ + 7i^ -^rj^) , (1.3.26) 
which satisfies; 
8W[J 















8r]8ri 8ri ' 8^ 8^^ 
Afte r making use of the above relations for Eqn. (1.3.25), we find 
(1.3.28) 
8T 
8A^ix) <lr = ilr=0 
°g,u - ( i - 9,d.] ^^i^) - ^^7. [ m 
8'T 
8^{x)8^{x) $ = >p=Oy 
(1.3.29) 
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Now taking the derivative of this equation wi th respect to A^(?/), and setting the fields 
equal to zero, we have 
d ( 8^T 
8A^{y)8A^{x) 
= °9t^u - ( l - d^d^] 8\x - y) - iej^ 
dA^iy) \8^{x)8^{x) 
(1.3.30) 







Inserting this relation into Eqn. (1.3.1), we find : 
8'T 
8A,{y)6A^{x) A='^=<S=0 
_ = [ Og,, - ( l - r ' ) d, 5 J 8\x - y ) + Il.^iz^z^), 
(1.3.31) 
where 
f ( 8^T 8 8^T ( 8'^V 
n , . ( z „ . , ) = i e j dz.dz,^, ^ . ^ ^ — - — j 
- 1 
(1.3.32) 
Making use of Eqn. (1.3.15) to write derivatives of the proper vertex in terms of connected 




8A,{y)8'^{z,)8^{z2) A=<li = 'i!=0 
eA,(y,2i ,Z2) , (1.3.33) 
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Eqn. (1.3.31) finally becomes : 
^•^^uix,y) = [ « ( A o ) ^ ^ ( 2 ; , ? / ) J ^ - e ^ / d z i d z 2 j ^ S F { x , z i ) A ^ ( y ] Z i , Z 2 ) S F { z 2 , x ) . 
This equation can be represented diagramatically as : 
(1.3.36) 
/ + P/2 
-1 
/ - p / 2 
Figure 1.1: Schwinger-Dyson equation for the gauge boson 
1.3.2 Ward-Takahashi Identities 
We are now going to derive identities which are an important consequence of the gauge 
invariance of the generating functional. The best known, the Ward-Takahashi identity [7, 
4], relates the fermion propagator to the proper fermion-boson vertex. Such identities are 
essential in proving the equality of renormalisation constants Zi = Z2. The generating 
functional for QED given earlier in Eqn. (1.3.20) is invariant under gauge transformations, 
Eqn. (1.2.16). This is because changing variables in an integral has no effect on its value. 
The only term, which is not gauge invariant, is the gauge fixing term and the coupling to 
the sources. But since the generating functional Z is gauge invariant and only a function 
of 7/, 77 and J , these terms must vanish. Therefore, variation of the generating functional 
gives : 
Z + 8Z = Jv[A^]V[^>]V[^]S^expiJdxC{A^,\i>,'^) + A^J'' + ri<ii + ri'^) 
+ (-J (d^A'^) • -t- (5^A) + leA ( T / I F - 77 j I . 
(1.3.37) 
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Expanding the exponential to the first order in A and integrating by parts gives : 
J V[A^]V[^]V[^ l - j {dxA\x)) + ie {rj{x)'W{x)-fi{x)^{x)) - d ^ j A 
X e x p t S + J dx ( A ^ J ' ^ + 77* + 7 7 ^ ) = 0 . 
( 1 . 3 . 3 8 ) 
Rewrit ing this expression as a functional differential equation for Z, using Eqn. ( 1 . 3 . 1 ) , we 
get : 
[ 8 _ 8 
-d^J"" + e 77-^-7-^ - 77 _ • 1 J _ 
8r^{x) -'Sriix)] C'i8J,^ 
Z [ J , 7 7 , ^ ] = 0 . ( 1 . 3 . 3 9 ) 
After replacing Z by the connected Green's functions yields 
--d,,^^^ - d^J^ix) - f le 7 7 - — - - T]^-^ 1 = 0 . 
8^{x) '8rj{x), 
( 1 . 3 . 4 0 ) 
We then wri te this in terms of the proper vertex function using Eqn. ( 1 . 3 . 2 6 ) 
- a ^ A ' ' ( x ) + a^—(x) + i e t ^ ^ l =0 . 
'8A, 8^(x) 8-^{x)^ 
( 1 . 3 . 4 1 ) 




= ie-= W-^-yH — ix) 8^{z)8'i!{y) \ 8^{x) S^f 
8^T 
le 8^{z)8'^{x) 
8\x - z) 
5i = *=>l=0 
8'T 
8^{x)8'^{y) A=<S='$=0 
( 1 . 3 . 4 2 ) 
To transform this equation into momentum space, we make a Fourier transformation where 
S^{x)8^{y) 
= ii2Ky8{p-k)Sf'{k) , ( 1 . 3 . 4 3 ) 
A=<l-<ii=0 
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and 
J d x J d y J dze'^^''-''y-'"^-
8^r 
A-<i='ii=0 8^{x)8^{y)8A^{z)\ 
= le i27ry 8 { p - k - q) T{k,p, q), (1.3.44) 
Eqn. (1.3.42) then gives the relation between the inverse fermion propagator and the 3-
point vertex funct ion in momentum space : 
q'T^{p,q,p + q) = S"'pip + q ) - S ' p { p ) . (1.3.45) 
This is known as the Ward-Takahashi identity. I f we differentiate Eqn. (1.3.42) w i th respect 
to A^{y) and set = 0 i t gives : 
-rOx^8{x~y) = d^^-
r ^ " ' '''8A^{y)8A,{x) 




q'K"M) = q.'^ , (1.3.47) 
which is a Ward-Takahashi identity for the photon. 
This short description of how to derive the SD-equations and the simplest Ward-Takahashi 
identities provides us w i t h the main tools for this thesis, which we shall use in the coming 
chapters. 
The structure of this thesis is as follows : 
• In Chapter 2, we are going to give a brief introduction to using the SD-equations. The 
commonest way to deal w i th these equations is to make an ansatz for the fermion-
boson vertex. We discuss some simple choices for this ansatz in the rest of this 
chapter. 
• The SD-equations are solved perturbatively for the fermion and photon wave-function 
renormalisations in Chapter 3. 
• In chapter 4 we compute the most general form for the fermion and photon wave-
funct ion renormalisations for them to be multiplicatively renormalisable. 
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• I n Chapter 5, we make a comparison, order by order, between the results of Chapter 3 
and Chapter 4 to determine the constraints on the fermion-boson vertex imposed by 
midtipl icat ive renormalisability. 
• In Chapter 6, the one-loop vertex in QED is calculated in arbitrary covariant gauges 
as an analytic funct ion of its momenta. 




Although this may seem a paradox, 
all exact science is dominated 
by the idea of approximation. 
-B . Russell-
16 
2.1. Introduction 17 
2.1 Introduction 
In this section, we shall discuss non-perturbative methods to address some of the problems 
in Quantum Field Theory ( Q F T ) that cannot be addressed by perturbation theory [8]. 
The calculation of a scattering process by using path integral methods involves a term 
which contains the exponential of the action of the relevant theory. As we have seen, in 
Eqn. (1.2.15) the action of the theory usually contains two parts : a free and an interaction 
part. The free piece contains the non-interacting term obtained by taking all couplings to 
zero. I t gives a Gaussian integral which can be computed exactly. The exponential of the 
interaction term may be expanded in powers of the coupling constant. Then, the calculation 
of e~e~ scattering, for instance, is approximated at low orders by a few Feynman diagrams. 
This perturbative approach to QED works very well. In this regard, QED is known to be 
the best understood QFT . However, perturbation theory is not the whole story of a QFT. 
There are problems which cannot be solved by the procedure just described. For example. 
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) , the theory of strong interaction physics, possesses a 
property known as confinement [9, 10, 11]. In the long distance or infrared region, the 
potential energy between two quarks increases linearly as V{r) kr. As a result of this 
property, i f we t ry to separate a quark and an antiquark in a meson, then, instead of having 
a free quark and antiquark, we have two separate mesons. In this way, we believe quarks 
are confined and free quarks never observed. Only in the short range or high energy l imi t , 
when the potential energy of two quarks is V{r) ~ a/r do quarks behave as though they 
are free. I t is, of course, impossible to give a proof of confinement, a large-distance or 
low-energy phenomenon, in the context of perturbative QCD. Non-perturbative methods 
have to be sought to understand this phenomenon. 
In perturbation theory, i f one starts wi th zero mass in the Lagrangian, fermion fields wi l l 
always remain massless. However, there is a strong evidence of a new phase of QED when 
the coupling is strong (a ~ 1). Then, fermion masses may be generated dynamically by 
chiral symmetry breaking [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] : "start f rom nothing to get some-
thing" [19]. Therefore, QED has to be treated non-perturbatively in the strong couphng 
region where the chiral symmetry breaking occurs. 
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In this thesis we study the non-perturbative framework for investigating QED in the contin-
uum [20, 21]. The natural vehicle for this is the system of Schwinger-Dyson equations [7]. 
2.2 Schwinger-Dyson Equations 
The Schwinger-Dyson (SD) equations are [9] coupled integral equations which relate the 
Green's functions of a field theory to each other. Solving these field equations provides a 
solution of the theory. Once all the 7i-point Green's functions of a field theory are known 
then everything possible is known about that field theory. Below we show the first few of 
the infini te tower of SD equations : 









Figure 2.1: Schwinger-Dyson equations 
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The solid dots indicate f u l l quantities, which include all possible fermion-gauge boson 
emission and recapture and lines without dots indicate bare quantities. Straight lines rep-
resent the fermion propagator, SF{P), wavy lines the photon propagator, A ^ y ( p ) , and NF 
is the number of flavours of fermion. 
Obviously, as seen f r o m these graphs, the f u l l set of SD-equations for any particular field 
theory contains an inf ini te number of equations which relate 2-point functions to 3-point 
vertices, 3-point vertices to the 4-point functions, and in general 7i-point Green functions 
to the (n + l ) -poin t Green functions. I t is therefore not possible to solve this infinite set of 
equations simultaneously. However, we can make progress by truncating or approximating 
this system of equations [22, 23, 9], to arrive at a solvable problem f rom which we can 
hope to extract all the necessai-y information. The best known truncation is perturbation 
theory. In the l im i t of sufficiently small coupling constant, when a < < 1, the SD-equations 
are the usual perturbative expansion of the S-matrix. As previously discussed, in this 
small coupling regime we need only calculate a few diagrams for a scattering ampHtude 
and the rest w i l l be relatively smaller. However for a ~ 1, this picture breaks down, 
as the next terms are of the same order and so cannot be neglected. In this region, 
these equations should be solved non-perturbatively. Thus i f one wants to study the non-
perturbative behaviour of any Green function, which may demonstrate dynamical mass 
generation or quark confinement, this requires some (non-perturbative) approximation or 
truncation rather than a perturbative one. Moreover by making approximations we may 
lose uncontrolled key pieces of the physics. Since gauge invariance and multiplicative 
renormalisability are two basic requirements of a gauge theory any successful model must 
maintain these two important properties [22, 15]. How to achieve this is what this thesis 
is about. 
The most common way to deal w i t h the SD-equations is to replace the fermion-gauge 
boson vertex by a suitable ansatz. In other words, instead of solving the SD-equation for 
the vertex (the th i rd graph in Fig. (2.1)) we approximate its solution. Then the problem 
is reduced to solve the coupled equations for the fermion and gauge boson propagators. 
The idea behind this truncation is to choose the vertex ansatz in a clever way so that we 
maintain all the relevent information lost by decoupling the equations for the propagators 
f r o m the rest of the equations. As a result of the truncation, this vertex ansatz has to 
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satisfy certain criteria that the solution of the vertex equation must itself satisfy. These 
criteria [24, 25, 9] are listed below : 
Any ansatz for the vertex function : 
• I ) - must satisfy the Ward-Takahashi identity; 
-1 
Figure 2.2: Ward-Takahashi identity 
q,T>^{k\p\q')^S^'{k)-S^\p) . (2.2.1) 
I n gauge theories Ward-Takahashi identities [7, 4] are consequences of gauge invari-
ance. They are not only satisfied at every order of perturbation theory, but are also 
true non-perturbatively, as we have described in Sect. 1.3.2. 
I I ) - must be free of kinematic singularities. As a result of the Ward identity, 
Figure 2.3: Ward identity 
T^{p,p) = limT^{k,p) = ^MPl^ (2.2.2) 
the vertex should have a unique fo rm in the l imi t k ^ p [26 . 
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• I I I ) - must reduce to the bare vertex in the free field l imi t ; in other words, when f u l l 
l^ropagators are replaced by bare ones, i t should reduce to the bare vertex. 
• I V ) - must have the same transformation properties as the bare vertex 7^, under 
charge conjugation C [25, 27]; 
cr,{k,p)c-' = - r l { - p , - k ) . (2.2.3) 
• V ) - should ensure the multiplicative renormalisability of the SD-equations 
[28, 22, 2 9 . 
• V I ) - should ensure local gauge covariance of the propagator and vertex [30, 9]. 
2.3 Importance of the Vertex Ansatz 
The aim is then to t ry to find a suitable vertex ansatz which satisfies the above criteria. 
W i t h this in mind, we shall, in this section, build up a picture of where we presently are. 
We shall see how this idea works, where we have reached today and what more can be 
clone. Before starting to develop these ideas, some terminology and conventions have to 
be introduced. 
• L a d d e r Approx imat ion means the f u l l vertex is replaced by the bare one. 
Figure 2.4: Ladder approximation 
• Quenched Approx imat ion is when the corrections to the photon propagator are 
not taken into account (i.e. the second graph of Fig. (2.1) does not contribute). I t is 
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equivalent to taking the number of flavours to zero (A^ r^ = 0). In this approximation, 
the f u l l photon propagator is replaced by the bare one. 
/W>u#W\/^ = 'WAAAAA/^ 
P P 
Figure 2.5: Quenched approximation 
• SF{P) is the complete ( fu l l or dressed) fermion propagator carrying momentum p. 
I t involves two functions of p^. This fact follows f rom the spin structure of the 
fermion propagator. These two functions can be chosen to be F{p^), the wave-
funct ion renormalisation, and M ( p ^ ) , the mass function, so that 
T^rFull F e r m i o n Propagator : 
This can be (and often is) wri t ten in a variety of other ways, e.g. 
Sp{p)~^ = a{p'^) /5(p^), etc, always involving two independent scalar functions.] 
Since Sjr{p) is a gauge-variant quantity, these functions i^(p^), M[p^) w i l l in general 
depend on the gauge. They can be calculated, in principle, at each order in pertur-
bation theory. A t lowest order F{p^) = 1, M{p^) = m, the bare mass. Therefore, 
itrBare Fermion Propagator : 
'SF{P) = ^ • (2.3.2) p — m 
• The f u l l photon propagator involves a photon wave-function renormalisation, G{p^), 
analogous to F(p^), then, 




At the lowest order G{p'^) = 1. So, 
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• B a r e Photon Propagator : 
i r n n. 1 
(2.3.4) 
where ^ is the arbitrary covariant gauge parameter introduced in Sect. 1.2.2. We 
shall see in the next section that the same functions F (p^ ) ,M(p^) also occur in the 
complete fermion-gauge boson vertex, since the Ward-Takahashi identity relates the 
3-point Green's funct ion to the fermion propagator in a well-known way. 
• ^ F u l l Ver tex : 
- z e T ^ , (2.3.5) 
• B a r e Ver tex : 
-iey"" . (2.3.6) 
Af te r introducing our notation, we can now start to solve the SD-equations in the simplest 
approximation, called the rainbow approximation. 
2.3.1 Rainbow approximation 
The Rainbow approximation [29, 14, 31, 32, 33] is the name given to the combination of 
the Ladder, Fig. 2.4, and Quenched approximations. Fig. 2.5, where the vertex and photon 
propagator are bare and only the fermion propagator is f u l l . This approximation can be 
represented as 






Figure 2.6: Rainbow approximation 
This SD-equation, Fig. 2.1, can be solved for the wave-function renormalisation and the 
mass funct ion. Making use of the Feynman rules for Fig. 2.6, 
•iSl \ p ) = - i S y \ p ) - i-re^) ^ Srik) {~zeY) iAl{q) , (2.3.7) 
where M denotes that this integral is to be performed in Minkowski space, e is the bare 
coupling and q = k — p. Using the expressions for the f u l l and bare fermion propagators, 
and for the bare photon propagator, the above equation can be wri t ten as, 
F(p2) ' (27rYJM ik-'-M^ 
X r { f i + M i p ' ) ) Y L . + ( e - i ) 
(2.3.8) 
Mul t i p ly ing by ^ / i and taking the trace (and noting that the trace of an odd number of 
7-matrices is zero), Eqn. (2.3.8) gives the inverse fermion wave-function renormaUsation : 
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F(p2) ^ + 16 
ia r 
M ( F - M 2 ( P ) ) 
Tr ;^7M ^ 7 M 5 . . + a - l ) 
(2.3.9) 
Related traces are calculated by using : 
Tvi^-f" j i Y ) = -8k-p, 
Tx{^Y }^Yq^q.) = 4 [ ( P - f p 2 ) fc.p_2Pp2] 
(2.3.10) 
Substituting Eqn. (2.3.10) into Eqn. (2.3.9) and neglecting M w i th respect to k and p, we 
obtain. 
1 ia f d'^k 
F(p2) 4 7 r V 
(2.3.11) 
The ratio of the mass funct ion to wave-function renormalisation is found by taking the 
trace of Eqn. (2.3.8) : 
M{p') 
F{p') 
I cc f d k a f ^  F{e)M{P) 
q2 (k^-M^{k^)) 
Tr 
w i t h 
T r ( 7 V ^ / M . ) = 16 , 
T r ( 7 V » ) = iq' . 
Let t ing the bare mass go to zero, Eqn. (2.3.12) can be wri t ten as : 
(2.3.12) 
(2.3.13) 
M(p2) _ la r d^k F{k^)M{k^) I a f 
F(p2) 4 7r3yM g2 ( p _ M 2 ( P ) ) (3 + 0 
(2.3.14) 
Usually, i t is easier to perform the integration in Euclidean space rather than Minkowski 
space. In order to do this, we rotate the k'Q-^\a.ne by 7r/2 radians, a procedure proposed by 
Wick. We can interpret this in mathematical language as : 
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Minkowski Space Euclidean Space 
ko iko 
k i i = 1,2,3) -> k (2.3.15) 
d^k' id^k' 
— kQ — ki ~k^ = — (^ Q -|- k f ) 
So, we shall now evaluate the /^-integration in Euclidean space by employing a Wick rota-
t ion, assuming the necessary analytic properties hold. 
I t is then appropriate to describe our Euclidean coordinate system. We choose the external 
momentum as 
= (p, 0, 0, 0) , (2.3.16) 
and use spherical polar coordinates in 4-dimensions. The internal momentum k is then 
given by the 4-vector 
= (kcosxp, ksm4)sin6cos(j),ksmTpsm6s'm(l),ks'm'ipcos9) , (2.3.17) 
where 
k : [0, oo] , V : [0, TT] , 9 : [0, TT] and (/> : [0, 2n . 
The 9 and ( f ) integrals are t r iv ia l , since our integrals have only tp dependence, because they 
have terms like k • p = kpcos ip. The radial and angular parts of the A;-integration can be 
performed by wr i t ing the Jacobian as : 
d^k = 2 7rkUk^ sin^iPd^ . 
This leads to 
X i^-2k-p + ^-^^{{e+p')k-p-2ky)'^. 
(2.3.18) 
Referring to Appendix B for these angular integrations, one can see that Eqn. (2.3.18) 
takes the fo rm, 
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where 
27 
X , = - 2 h , , - { e + p ' ) h^, + 2p'k'Io,2, 
X , = {k'+p') h,2-2p'k'lo,2 . 
Spli t t ing the above integral into two regions, we have 
1 
1 + a F(p2) * • 4p27r 







r \ e ^ F i k ' ) M { k ' ) { 3 + 0 Jo p^ 
(2.3.22) 
We now use an iterative procedure appropriate to perturbation theory. Starting f rom 
F{k'^) = 1 and collecting only leading order terms for the sake of simpHcity, Eqn. (2.3.21) 
yields : 
One of the checks of whether the rainbow approximation for the vertex is good or not is to 
see whether the above solution for F{p'^) ensures its multiplicative renormalisability. As a 
necessary requirement of multiplicative renormalisability, the wave-function renormalisa-
t ion should be of the fo rm : 
47r A2 2! V47r/ A^ 3! l 47 r / A^ ^ ^ 
(2.3.24) 
As we can see these two expressions Eqns. (2.3.23, 2.3.24) are not equal to each other 
except in the Landau gauge, ^ = 0. Therefore this solution of the SD-equation is not 
multiplicatively renormalisable for an arbitrary covariant gauge. Moreover, as we shall 
shortly discuss, this approximation violates the Ward-Takahashi identity [23, 29], and 
hence one of the requirements of gauge covariance, in all but the Landau gauge ^ = 0. 
In any acceptable truncation of the field theory, the physical observables should be gauge 
independent, such as the mass of the particle, the critical coupling at which the mass is 
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generated etc. In Fig. 2.7, the Euclidean mass, defined by m = M{m) f rom Eqn. (2.3.22), is 
plotted versus the coupling constant for different gauges in the rainbow approximation [29]. 
The bare mass is zero. The perturbative and non-perturbative solutions agree in the region 
of a < ttc, but once we reach the critical coupling, these two solutions separate f rom each 
other. The mass remains zero in perturbation theory, but i f a > ac then a nonzero value 
can be dynamically generated [34]. Obviously in this plot the Euclidean mass has different 
values for different gauges, which means that the mass has a gauge dependence in this 
approximation. This is clearly not acceptable. 
Figure 2.7: Dynamical mass generation in the rainbow approximation 
w i t h Landau (i^=0) • , Feynman {(=1) o, Yennie (^=3) a 
The next step is to improve on the rainbow approximation by t rying to re-estabHsh the 
gauge invariance of the theory which is lost by approximating the vertex by its bare form. 
Since the Ward-Takahashi identity is an exact relation between the inverse f u l l fermion 
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propagator and the 3-point vertex function, one can use i t to t ry to extract some informa-
tion about the vertex funct ion. 
q,T^{k\p\q') = S-F\k)-S-F\p) . (2.2.1) 
2.3.2 Ball-Chiu Vertex Ansatz 
The standard approach to representing the vertex is to divide i t into two pieces which are 
called Transverse and Longi tudinal parts [26, 22], 
T'J.{KP) = V'^{KP) + VI{KP) , (2.3.25) 
w i t h 
q.V^ik.p) = 0 , (2.3.26) 
where q^^ is the photon momenta. Because of Eqn.(2.3.26), the transverse part of the vertex 
does not know anything about the Ward-Takahashi identity. 
In order to satisfy Eqn. (2.2.1), an obvious first t ry for a possible vertex function could 
be : 
T^iKp.q) = (^g^'^ - K + ^ {S^\k') - S^\p')) . (2.3.27) 
The above choice fulf i l ls the Ward-Takahashi identity and Eqn. (2.3.26) for every value of 
K , but i f we consider the Hmit k p then Eqn. (2.3.27) should have a unique hmit given 
by the Ward identity, Eqn. (2.2.2). When this hmi t of Eqn. (2.3.27) is taken, we find 
g2 1^  dp'^ n p , p ) = K(P,P) + ^ ^ . (2.3.28) 
This result can be equal to Eqn. (2.2.2) i f and only i f 
K ( p , r t = ^ . (2.3.29) 
i.e. the funct ion V^ is specified to be the vertex itself. This happens because the f u l l vertex 
is free of kinematic singularities; so the singularities appearing in Eqn. (2.3.28) must cancel 
between the longitudinal and transverse parts. 
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As a second t ry one can apply the Ward identity to the inverse fermion propagator, which 
can be wr i t ten in general as : 
S^'= a{p') ^ + b{p') , (2.3.30) 
and when the Ward identi ty is applied, we f ind : . 
T'^{p,p) = 
dPf^ 
a{p')j^ + 2a'{p^)p''^+ 2b'{p^)p^ . (2.3.31) 
We wri te this expression in terms of k and p in a careful way so as not to introduce any 
kinematic singularity, which was not originally in Eqn. (2.2.1). Thus 
r»(p,p) 
= l i m 
k^p 
= nip,p) + T'l{p,p) . (2.3.32) 
On mul t ip lying Eqn. (2.3.32) by q^,, we can easily see that i t satisfies the Ward-Takahashi 
identi ty automatically. Hence, Eqn. (2.3.32) can be expressed as : 
+ (^ + rt»''(^;)-y)^r» . ,2 3 33) 
Consequently, by choosing a{p^) and i(p^) in Eqn. (2.3.33) as 
« ( ^ ) = 7 V ) > ^ ( ^ ) = F ( ^ ' 
Ball and Chiu [26] express the non-perturbative structure of the part of the vertex ( a 
part conventionally called the longitudinal component ) that fulf i l ls the Ward-Takahashi 
identi ty in terms of two non-perturbative functions describing the fermion propagator. The 
vertex proposed by them can be wri t ten as 
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r%c{k,p) = mk,p) 
+ 
2 V F ( P ) F{p^)) 
2 P - p 2 p(^p2^^ 
jk^+p'^) (M{P) M ( P ) \ 
In addition, the Ward-Takahashi and Ward identities put some natural constraints on 
the transverse vertex : one is that the photon momentum is orthogonal to the transverse 
vertex, 
q,mk,p)= 0 , (2.3.35) 
and the second is that in the l im i t of 9^  0, the transverse piece vanishes, 
r ^ ( p , p ) = 0 . (2.3.36) 
I t is this condition that is not satisfied by our first example in Eqn. (2.3.27). Since the 
f u l l vertex and its longitudinal component are free of kinematic singularities, this requires 
that the same property must hold for the transverse vertex as well. 
One of the deficiencies of the rainbow approximation is, therefore, overcome by the BC 
vertex, namely, respecting the Ward-Takahashi identity [24]. We now see i f i t is any 
good for the multiplicative renormahsabiUty of the fermion propagator [23, 24, 31, 35, 36 . 
Substituting the BC vertex in the SD equation for the fermion propagator, 
q= k- p 
-1 
Figure 2.8: Ball-Chiu approximation 
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Making use of Eqns. (2.3.4, 2.3.1) and Eqn. (2.3.34), we get 
d-'k 
F{p^) ~ ^'^ Up^n^Lk^q^-^^^'^ 
x M T r 
+ 5 T r 
k^q^ 




1 / 1 1 
+ 
2\F{k^)^ F{p^)] 
1 / 1 1 
2{k^-p^)yF{k^) F{p^)) • 
Using the traces 
Tv[fi{}^+ f^)ik + pr }iYg,,] = 4[(k' + p')k.p + 2ep' 
Tv[^{H^){k+Pr j^Yq.q.] = 4 { k ' - p ' Y k . p , 
and Eqn. (2.3.40) in Eqn. (2.3.38) and performing a Wick rotation, we have 
- ± - = 1 - ^ - / ^ F ( k ^ ) 
x M '-2k-p-^[{k'+p')k-p-2k'p-'] 





+B ( ( e +p')k-p + 2 k y - 1 - L ( e - p A ' k - p 
^ . p | . (2.3.41) 
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This expression can be wr i t ten as 
F(7) = ^ " 2 ^ r ^ ^ ^ ' ^ (^'^ + + 5 (V-i + m , (2.3.42) 
where 
= {k'+p')i,,, + 2 k y i o , ^ - { k ' - p ' y h ^ , 
Y2 ^ [ k ' - p ^ y ha , (2.3.43) 
and 
X2 
- 2 h , , - { k ' + p ' ) ha + 2 k y i , . 
{k'+ p') h,2 --^kV loa . (2.3.20) 
We refer to Appendix B for the evalution of these angular integrals. SpHtting Eqn. (2.3.42) 
into two regions to compute the A;-integral, we find the expression for 1/F{p'^) : 
2p2 
(2.3.44) 
I f we substitute Eqn. (2.3.39) into the above expression and t idy up, we find 
F(p2) 4 p2 TT I Jo 
f F ( P ) \ 3 P ( p 2 + P ) 
V Fip-^)] ip^{k^-p^) 
F{P)f p^\ 
, A F y ) Y p ' { p ' + k') 
F(p2) \^  p 
F ( P ) \ 
F(p2)y i p ( p _ p 2 ) _ 
(2.3.45) 
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Again, using on iterative procedure, we find 
(2.3.46) 
Again looking at Eqn. (2.3.24) we see that result is not multipHcative renormaHsable. 
There are some extra terms in the above expression which can only be cancelled by the 
transverse component of the vertex, since the longitudinal part is fixed by the Ball-Chiu 
construction. Thus the natural next step w i l l be to t ry to find a suitable transverse vertex. 
2.3.3 Curtis-Pennington Vertex Ansatz 
We have seen in the previous section that multiplicative renormalisability puts a condition 
on the transverse component of the vertex [22, 37]. I t is only the transverse vertex that 
can restore multiplicative renormalisability of the fermion propagator and hence i t should 
know about F{p^), M^p^). In order to construct a suitable non-perturbative transverse 
structure of the vertex, perturbation theory can be used as a guide. Let us anticipate a 
perturbative result we shall derive in Chapter 6, namely : 
TT= - ^ l , \ n - ^ + ^ , { k ^ l i + p'}i-k'^^)\n^ , when k ' » p \ 
OTP p^ OTTK^ p^ 
(6.2.48) 
One can t ry to establish a non-perturbative ansatz that gives the above result in the 
weak coupling l im i t when k^ >> p^. In perturbation theory, i f only leading log terms are 
considered then the wave-function renormalisation can be wri t ten as : 
n P ^ ) = l - f ^ l n | ; + . . . . (2.3.47) 
Note that the following fo rm gives Eqn. (6.2.48) apart f rom the 7-matrix structure : 
1 1 
F ( P ) F{p^) 
^ - - ^ I n - . (2.3.48) 
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As we shall see, the correct 7-matrix structure, in the l imi t k"^ » p^, is offered by the 
basis vector : 
Consequently, the transverse vertex can be wri t ten as 
(2.3.49) 
^ " 87r ' P 
One can then wri te a possible non-perturbative transverse vertex as 





The f u l l vertex satisfies charge conjugation relation, Eqn. (2.2.3), as a result of this the 
transverse is symmetric in k, p. Thus one can only think of having a k^ term in the 
denominator in the l imi t k^ » p^. However i f we account for all symmetry properties and 
the correct dimensions (since the vertex by itself is dimensionless) the above expression 
can be rewrit ten as the so called Curtis-Pennington (CP) vertex [22], in which the massless 
case is : 
1 — ~r~ 
1 ( F + p^) 
(2.3.52) 
2 [ F ( P ) F(p2)J ( P - p 2 ) 2 • 
Obviously, by defining the transverse vertex in such a form a kinematic singularity has 
been introduced when k'^ —> p^. In the massive case the CP vertex takes the form 
CP — -
1 r 
d{k,p) F{k^) F{p^)\ 
(2.3.53) 
where 
(P -p^ )^ - f {M\k^) + M\p')f 
k^ -f p2 (2.3.54) 
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Figure 2.9: Curtis-Pennington ansatz 
I f we add the CP-vertex to the BC-vertex in Eqn. (2.3.37), we find 
-iSj^'ip) = -tSr\p)-l^-^{-ieT^BC^Cp) ^SFik) {-zeY) 
Substituting the fermion and photon propagators into this expression, we get. 
(2.3.55) 
F{p') 
1 + + 
i a f 
16p2 JA F{k^) B 
x T r i^{np'-k') + {k+pr i) g,. + (e - 1 ) , 2 ' 
(2.3.56) 
w here recall B is defined in Eqn. (2.3.39) and is the contribution coming f rom the 
longitudinal part of the vertex given in Eqn. (2.3.34). After taking related traces, 
Tr[^{r{p'-e) + {k + pr ^) jiYg,.] = 12{k'-p')k-p 
Tr {r {p' - k') + {k + PY i) = 0 , (2.3.57) 
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in Eqn. (2.3.56) and performing the Wick rotation, we obtain : 




+ dk' F{k) B {k' +P')j,+ dk' F{p) B + I ? 
(2.3.59) 
and after tidying up, this expression can be rewritten as 
1 + 
a i r ' , 2 ( . F{k')\3Pik' + p') 
Ap-'n^lJo [ F(p2); 4 p2 ( p _ p2) 
+ A F{k^)\3p^e+p^) V V F(p2)y 4 P ( p - p 2 ) 
(2.3.60) 
Referring back to Eqn. (2.3.45) for the form for we see, the necessary cancellation 
between the longitudinal and transverse parts has taken place. We then find : 
•-{ I' 3 
Eventually, this solution of the wave-function renormalisation comes out to be multiplica-
tively renormalisable : 
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and the mass function for this vertex is, 
M(p2) = mo 
which is gauge independent at least for leading logs. 
4 7r A2 (2.3.63) 
We have already seen in Fig. 2.7 that the mass function was dependent on the gauge pa-
rameter in the bare vertex approximation. We also mentioned that any candidate for a 
vertex ansatz has to produce physical observables independent of the gauge. Numerical 
studies of non-perturbative quenched QED [29, 24, 34, 31, 35] using the CP vertex in 
SD-equation, Eqn. (2.3.55), have shown that the Euclidean mass is no longer strongly de-
pendent on the gauge parameter. As a result of this, in analogy with Fig. 2.7, the mass 
function is plotted against the coupling constant [29], using CP vertex, in the figure below : 
1 0 1-5 2 0 2 5 
a 
Figure 2.10: Mass generation with Curtis-Pennington ansatz 
In these studies, the critical coupling constant is also plotted versus gauge parameter 
34], then it looks like : 






Figure 2.11: Gauge dependence of the coupling constant with CP ansatz 
This vertex (CP) makes the critical coupling weakly dependent on the gauge parameter. 
There is appreciable improvement compared with the Rainbow approximation where the 
critical coupling is strongly gauge dependent. Since the aim is to find a vertex ansatz that 
makes the critical coupling and other observables completely gauge independent, there 
is still room for improvement. This may come from the contribution of the other basis 
vectors in the transverse vertex since only one of them is used in the CP-vertex. In this 
regard, Bashir and Pennington have recently suggested a different ansatz for the transverse 
component. Al l this work is in the context of quenched QED. 
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2 . 3 . 4 B a s h i r - P e n n i n g t o n V e r t e x A n s a t z 
q = k - p 
-1 -1 
k Tp— FBc+rBP 
Figure 2.12: Bashir-Pennington ansatz 
Bashir and Pennington have taken into account four of the basis tensors in the transverse 
piece which involve an odd number of 7-matrices to study the SD-equation. Referring to 
Ball-Chiu's work [26], 




n = n p ' - k ' ) + ip+kr^, 
^-j^k'p'a,, + k>'^-p^ji 
with cr^ ;, = 2 ^-ff'^'f^^ • (2.3.65) 
They have tried to solve the SD-equation for the wave-function renormalisation F{p^) and 
mass function M{p^) in quenched QED by demanding a gauge independent critical coupling 
constant using bifurcation analysis. They managed to write the transverse vertex in terms 
of two unknown functions Wy and W2 which have some constraints to obey. Multiplicative 
renormalisability of the fermion propagator imposes the constraint 
[^dxWi{x) = 0 , (2.3.66) 
Jo 
whereas, the gauge-independence of the critical coupling places the following constraint on 
n Ax 
/ —W2{x) = {) . (2.3.67) 
Jo ^x 
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Then, a non-perturbative multiplicatively renormalisable solution of the wave-function 
renormalisation and the mass function are 
M{p') = B{p'r^ (2.3.68) 
the latter only holds in the neighbourhood of the bifurcation point = a^/iir. Coefficients 





4 P -p2 5i(A;2,p2) 
1 k'+p-" ( 1 
2 (A;2 _ p2y \F{k^) F{p^)j ^ 3 k^ - p^ + ^  
I k^ + p^ 
%k\p') 
1 
+ 77 6 fc2_p2 Siik^p'^) 
/A-2 \ in 2 
A;2 
r2{k\p') = 2^ 
(fc2-p2)2 S2{k\p^) 
1 1 
( P - p 2 ) 2 ,2(A:2,p2) 





/A;2 \ /„2 
r3(A:^;>^) = 
+ 




A ;2 -^2 S2(k\p'^) 
1 k^+p^ 1 
1 /fc2 \ c 
6(fc2_p2)2 ,2(F^p2) 
^Ifc4^p4_g^,2p2 
6 (A;2-p2)3 ,2(fc^;'2) 
P' fc2 
1^ 2 El 
A;2 
a,nd 
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M k ' y ) = 
where 




I p + p^ 1 
1 ( p \ 1= 
3 (fc2-p2)2 S2{k\p-^) 
2 + p^ 1 
3 (A;2 -p2)3 52(A;2,p2) 









1 - A;2 
Cj2{k\p') 
P -p2 
P A<(A;^)F(fc2) p3 Mip^)F(p^) 
p M{p^)F{p'^) k Af(A;2)F(fc2) 
[..2 „2N _ '73(^•^P') {k^-p^y 
2, M{k')F{k') 
M{p^)F{p^) - {k' - Sp') 
2, M{e)F{e) 
7W(p2)F(p2) 
(fc2-p2)2 ^ ( 3 ^ - . . ^ ) 4 f S S - f ( ^ ^ . 3 / ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ >J(p2)F(p2) /t' A1(p2)F(p2) 
Bashir and Pennington also give a simple example for Wi and W2. However, these functions 
are not unique. Still more information is required in order to pin them down. Hopefully, 
this information may be extracted from the perturbation theory calculation in arbitrary 
covariant gauges, which we introduce later in this thesis. 
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2.4 Our Aim 
Our aim in the first part of this thesis is to find non-perturbative constraints on the 
fermion-gauge boson vertex by using the fermion F[p) and photon G{p) wave-function 
renormalisations for unquenched QED. The next step will be to make a simple suggestion 
for constructing a non-perturbative vertex ansatz which satisfies these constraints. To 
represent the main steps of this procedure, we display in the following flow diagram the 
calculations of Chapters 3-6. 
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Truncation is needed 
Make an ansatz for 3-point vertex 
I 
T-' basis tensors are 
given by Ball-Chiu 
Using charge conjugaton and 
other informations, 
perturbative expansion of 
Ti are suggested 
The ansatz must satisfy 
criteria, (see Sect.2.2), which 
the full vertex itself satisfies 
Full vertex is divided into 
longitudinal and transverse 
parts 
r'' — r'' -L r'' 
^ F — ^ L'^ '•T 
As a result of Gauge 
Invariance Ward Identities 
must be fullfilled 
Longitudinal vertex is fixed 
by Ball-Chiu 
^ L — ^ BC 
Transverse part left to be 
determined. The vector 
structure of the vertex leads to 
i, the coefficient functions 
are the only unknowns 
Substitute this vertex into 
the coupled SD-equation 
Calculate the general form of 
multiplicatively 
renormalisable F and G 
T. 
Perturbative calculation and 
all other vertex information 
Solve SD-eqn. for the l/F and 1/G 
in terms of the constants of 
the perturbative expansion of 
5: 
Order by order comparison to get 
constraints on the vertex function 
imposed by multiplicative 
renormalisability 
Construct non-perturbative vertex ansatz 
Figure 2.13: Flow diagram of the Schwinger-Dyson calculation 
Chapter 3 
Solving Unquenched 
Schw^inger-Dyson Equations in 
Massless QED 
On the mountains of truth 
you can never climb in vain : 
either you will reach a point higher up today, 
or you will he training your powers so that 
you will be able to climb higher tomorrow. 
-Nietzsche-
45 
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3.1 Introduction 
Our main intention is to study the fermion-gauge boson interaction in massless QED by us-
ing the unquenched SD-equations. One can approximate the fermion-gauge boson vertex 
by an ansatz satisfying the criteria which were mentioned previously in Eqns. (2.2.1-2.2.3). 
The longitudinal part of this vertex is fixed completely by Ball and Chiu [26]. However, 
the transverse part remains undetermined. I t was seen in the last Chapter, how multiplica-
tive renormalisability plays an important role in fixing this [22, 29]. It is crucial to know 
the constraints imposed by multiplicative renormalisability [28, 39] on the vertex function. 
This would help us find a better approximation for the fermion-gauge boson vertex func-
tion. In this context, we shall devote this chapter to two main topics in the framework of 
massless QED : 
(1) studying the unquenched fermion SD-equation for the fermion wave-function renormal-
isation in an arbitrary covariant gauge, 
(2) studying the unquenched gauge-boson SD-equation for the photon wave-function renor-
raalisation in an arbitrary covariant gauge. 
These SD-equations are displayed below : 
q = k - p 
-1 





q = k - p 
Figure 3.1: Unquenched Schwinger-Dyson equations for fermion and gauge boson 
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We shall write out the most general perturbative expansion of the coefficients r,- appearing 
in the representation of the transverse vertex. This will yield the perturbative expansion 
for the wave-function renormalisation and photon functions upto next-to-leading log terms 
of the expansion parameters of r;. Then, we shall see how multiplicative renormalisability 
constraints these parameters. This will help us construct the non-perturbative transverse 
vertex. 
Let us start with the unquenched SD-equation for the fermion. 
3.2 Unquenched Schwinger-Dyson Equation 
for the Fermion in massless Q E D 
Figure 3.2: Unquenched Schwinger-Dyson equations for fermion 
Ma,king use of the Feynman rules, Fig. 3.2 above can be written as : 
-iS^\p) = - i S f \ p ) - ^^{-^eV%) iSr{k) {-le^) • (3-2.1) 
Recalling the fermion and photon propagators from Chapter 2 in the massless case, 
iSp{p) = , (2.3.1) 
r 
- - ^ ^ l - n ' - f ^ (2.3.3) 
and employing the Ward-Takahashi identity for the longitudinal part of the photon prop-
agator, 
q''V,{k,p,q) = Sp\k)-Sp\p), (2.2.1) 
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we can rewrite Eqn. (3.2.1) as : 
zS^Hp) = ^V(P)-^7m(0{ ^FSFik)YAlM 
+ ({s^^{k)-S^\p)) S^{k)^Y 
+ ( [f,-SF'{p)SF{k)-l^ j . (3.2.2) 
Being an odd integral, the second term in the integral is zero : 
After substituting the fermion and photon propagators, Eqn. (2.3.1, 2.3.3), in Eqn. (3.2.2),we 
get 
F(p2) - {27ry JM'^^X j( ^ 
F(p2) ^ 9^  J • 
(3.2.4) 
Multiplying by /^/4 and taking the trace, we find : 
^ = l + T 6 ^ I ^ ^ ^ - { i n M F i k ^ ) G i q ^ ) [ g . . - ^ - f ) 
(3.2.5) 
As always, we divide the ful l vertex into two pieces, 
= + . (3.2.6) 
Recall the definition of the longitudinal piece given in Chapter 2 : 
n^Kp) = n d K p ) 
= Ar + B{k''+p''){ji+^), 
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where 
1 / 1 1 
2 VF(P) F{p^)J ' 
B = 
2{k^-p^) \F{P) F(p2)^ 
(2.3.38) 
Also recall the transverse piece is : 
i=2,3,6,8 
(2.3.64) 
where the T j are coefficient functions depending on momenta k^,p^ and q"^, which are as 





r { p ' - k ' ) + {p+kri, 
-Yk'^p'cT^X + k^^-p^ji, 
1 
2 1v. • 
Making use of this ful l vertex function in Eqn. (3.2.5), we have : 
(2.3.65) 
F{p') 
1 + — / 
K^V^ JM 
d^k 




+ G{q') Tr 
F{k') 
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Let us compute the necessary traces below : 
50 
Tr = - 8Ak-p , 
Tr [ / A 7 ^ j^Yq^q^] iA{ik'+p^)k-p - 2 P p 2 ) 
Tr [^B{k + pY{}t+ T^) jiY9,u] -- 4 B ( ( P + p 2 ) j f c . p + 2 f c V ) 
Tr yB{k + pY{^^ PYq.qu] = iB{e-p^yk-p 
Tr 4 ( f c 2 + p 2 ) ( p p 2 _ (k-p)') , 
Tr 0 , 
Tr 16(A;-p )2+8fcV - 1 2 ( P + p 
Tr 0 , 
Tr yr.^PYg,.] 12{P-p^)k-p 
Tr 0 , 
Tr i m }^rg,u] 8{pp^-{k-py) 
Tr 0 , 
Tr 4 ( ^ - 2 - k - p ) . 
Using these traces, Eqn. (3.2.7) acquires the form : 
1 , ia f d^k 
F{p') 
= 1 + 
X 
4 7r3p2 JM k^q^ ^ ' 
-f G{q^) \ A { - 2 k - p - \ [{k^ +p')k-p- 2k'p'] ] 
\ q V . 
B ({e +p')k-p + 2k'p'- \{k' - p ' y k• p" 
_ V q^ J 
r,{e + p') { k V - { k . p f ) 
+ rs (4(fc • pf + 2 fcV - 3(fc2 +p')k-p) 
+ Te{3{P-p'')k-p) 
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To perform these integrals, we move to Euclidean space using the Wick rotation. Tidying 
up leads to : 
F ( p 2 ) 4 7r3p2 
d^k 
E k^q^ 
F ( P ) p' 




-{4(k-pf + 2ep'-3k.p{e+p')) 
+i{2{e+p^){kv-{k.pr)) 
T2{k'+p') { k y - { k - p Y ) 





To proceed further, we introduce the following general form of the perturbative leading 
logarithmic expansion of the fermion and photon wave-function renormalisations : 
F y ) = l + a ( A „ l n | ^ + A j + a ' f A 2 2 l n ' | ^ + A 2 i l n f ^ ' 
and 
+ (ASS \n' ^ + A^2 In ' ^ ] + Oia") , 
Giq') = l + a ( ' 5 „ l n | ^ - h B j + a ' f B 2 2 l n ^ ^ + B 2 i l n | ^ ' 
V A ' y V A2 A2y 
+ a'lB:,^\n'^^+B^2\ry'^)j + 0{a') , 
(3.2.10) 
(3.2.11) 
where we keep only leading and next-to-leading logarithms. Eqn. (3.2.9) can then be re-
expressed as follows after plugging in these expansions and splitting up the angular and 
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radial part of the integral : 
F(p2] 2 7r2p2jo 7q 
52 
+ F (P ) 
+ F ( ^ 2 ) 
F(p2) ^4 
2 2 
(1 + a5io) + ( a 5 n -f a ' ^^ j ) In | ^ + a''B22 In ' | ^ + •. • 
^^[4{k-pf + 2ky-3k.p{k'^p')] 
- f ^ { 2 ( P + p ' ) ( P p ' - ( f c . p ) ^ ) } 
(1 + aB,o) + (cvBn + a ' B j i ) In |1 + cv '522 In ' | ^ + • 
A2 A2 
^ ( ^ ^ ' + / ) { f c y - ( f c . p ) ' } 
- ^ {4 (^". p ) ' + 2ky - z{k' + p') k. p) 
- f , { H k ^ - p ' ) k . p } 
- ^ { 2 f c V - 2 ( f c . p ) ' } ] | . (3.2.12) 
Before we divide this equation into four pieces and for convenience deal with these sepa-
rately, we introduce the following simplified notation for the angular integrals. We define 
Jo [q ) 
(3.2.13) 
We then separate Eqn. (3.2.12) into terms with an expHcit gauge dependence L^, the con-
tribution of the "v4" and " B " parts of the longitudinal vertex. LA, LB, and the contribution 
of the transverse vertex, T, such that 
1 
F (p2) 
= l - { L l + L{ + Li+T^) (3.2.14) 
We collect the terms containing ^ in L^, 
(3.2.15) 
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The other terms are : 
X I (a + a2 5io) {4 ha + 2 fcV ha - 3 (fc' + p") ha' 
+ # sin^ V» f (a^ 5 n + a' ^21) In | ^ + ^22 In^ ^ + • • 
Jo \ A'' J 
X ^ {4(fc • p)^ + 2 A;y - 3 A; • p {k^ + p ' ) } j , (3.2.16) 
X I (a + a2 Sio) {2 + p-i) ha - ha)] 
r ( \ 




X I F ( A ; 2 ) ( a + a' B,o) + p^) { A ; V h,i - K x ) 
- T3 {4 h,i + 2 A ; y /o,i - 3 {k^ + p2) 7i , i} 
- r e { 3 ( f c 2 - p 2 ) / i , i } 
- r s {2A;y /o , i -2 /2 ,1} 
x ( J|(A:^ + i« ' ) {^^V- (^^ -p ) ' } 
_ ^ | 4 ( f c . p ) 2 + 2 ^ V - 3 ( f c ^ + p2)fc-p} 
- ^ { 3 ( ^ ^ ^ - p ^ ) f c . p } 
-^{2kV -2{k-p)^] ] | . (3.2.18) 
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Now we are going to solve each integral separately starting with Z/^ . 
3.2.1 L\ Calculated 
In this calculation there are three different combinations of the angular integrals which we 
shall denote by different letters {Xi.,Yi.,Zi). As a first step, recalling the combination in 
Eqn. (3.2.15) as Xi and referring to Appendix B for 
Xi = k^p^ Io,2 — h,2 
where eL = e{p^ - k^) , Ol = e{k^ - p^) . (3.2.19) 
We can then rewrite Eqn. (3.2.15) as 
The ratio of the fermion wave-function renormalisations can be expressed as follows by 
using Eqn. (3.2.10) : 
. . . p'\ 
.2 2^ 
+ ( ^ 2 1 - ^ 0 ^ 1 1 ) [^^J^-^^J^] + (3.2.20) 
We are interested in the terms which give a contribution to leading and next-to-leading 
logarithms in the fermion wave-function renormalisation. Keeping this in mind, we con-
centrate on the integration region between and A^ in L^, 
f f^' dp F{P) 
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Taking into account Eqn. (3.2.20), we can rewrite as, 
55 
A2. ( In^ £f - In^ | ^ ) + A\, [ 4- - In 
2 
A2 
+ ( A 2 i - A i o / l n ) £ f - l n ^ £ f 
A2 + (3.2.22) 
where V> are given in Appendix D. On evaluating these integrals, (refer to Appendix D) 
we obtain : 
J_ 
a 
^ U , 2(P'' 
- y ( - ^ - + 3 ^ -
El 




We shall now calculate L{^. 
3.2.2 l ( Calculated 
As we can see in the Eqn. (3.2.16) there are some terms for which we cannot perform the an-
gular integrations immediately, for example the ones containing \n(q'^/A'^) and (q'^/A"^). 
The angle dependence is through the q^ term, since q^ = + + 2k • p. In order to 
perform the angular integrals, we have to separate out the angular dependence, using 
A^ A2 A2 \ {k'+p')J ' 
+ l n M l - 2 
k • p 
{k' + p'), 
(3.2.24) 
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We now use the following series representations : 
In 1 - 2 
InM 1 - 2 
k • p 
{k'+p'), 
k • p 











- 2"+^ (k-pr^^ " 1 
(3.2.25) 
( P + p 2 ) (p+p2)2 
^ • p 
A2 
g jk-pf 
' (F+p2-) (P+p2)2 
+ 4—!^—i-^ h 
(P+p2)2 
Now, these quantities can be written in terms of Therefore, L^^ is, 
(3.2.26) 
x U a + a^ B,o + 5 „ + 5 , , ) In i ^ l ± ^ + .3 j^2 \ 
t V ^ ^ A2 A2 ; 
X (4 /2,2 + 2A;2p2 j^^^ _ 3 (^ ,2 ^ p2) ^^^^j 
( p + / ) \ 
-f a ' Bu + B21 +2a^ B22 In 
A2 
X - 7 7 7 ^ (4/3,2 + 2 fcV/ l ,2 -3( fc^+P^) /2 ,2 ) 
(4 /,,2 + 2 k y ha -Hk'+p') 73,2) 
(A:2-|-p2)2 V 
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Referring to Appendix B for the evalution of 
= ih,2 + ^k'p'h,2-S{k'+p')ha 
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- 0 , 
| ^ ( 3 p 2 - P ) ^ / - ^ | ! ( 3 P - p 2 ) ^ / , 
4/3,2 + 2^V/ l ,2-3(A:2+p2) /2 ,2 
TT p^ 
8 P 
4/4,2 + 2 ^ V / 2 , 2 - 3 ( P + p ^ ) 7 3 , 2 
4/5,2 + 2 A ; y / 3 , 2 - 3 ( P + p 2 ) / , , 2 
I ^ (2p^ - k^) + p2) ^ { - 1 1 ; i2k^ - p^) ik^ + p^) ei , (3.2.28) 
leads us to write Eqn. (3.2.27) as : 
Bn + B21 + 2a^ B22 In 
A2 
/ lk'{3p^-P) , l / ( 3 P - p ^ ) , 
[ ip^ ( P + p2) - 4 A;2 ( p + p2) 
^ 2 p2 ( p + p2)2 - 2 P ( P + p2)2 ^ + 
+ 
+ a^522 -
5 k^ (2p^ - P) , 5 p^ (2F - p2) 
4 p2 (A;2 + p2)2 - 4 ( P + p2)2 + + 
Together with 
F{k')A 1 ( . , 
2 [ F{p^) ) 
2 + „ A „ I n ^ - m ^ + 
(3.2.29) 
(3.2.30) 
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1 f^' 2 
47rp2 Jo 
2 + „ ^ J l „ ^ ^ , „ £ - l + 




1 P i3p' - P) J 1 p2 (3P _ p2) 
4p2 (A;2+p2) - + 4 p (A:2+p2) 
1 ( 2 / - k^) ^ 1 / (2P - p') 




4 p2 ( p ^ p2)2 - 4 p ^ p2)2 
+ (3.2.31) 
Splitting this integral into two regions and keeping the terms to order gives, 
— f dp 
X 
j,2 / )U2 2 
2 t t ' F „ + 2C.3 521+ 4«3fi22 l n Y 7 + a^^^n^n In — - In ^ 
A2 \ A2 A2 
f 1 fc^ (3p2 - p ) l P { 2 ^ j - P ) 
U (^ '^ +P') ^ 2 p2 (A;2 + p2)2 
V 4 p2 (P^p2)2 y 
+ 
+ 
1 /-A^  
47rj92 
2a' B „ + 2a3 + 4^3 In + yi„ BU f i n - In 
A2 \ A2 A2y 
/ I p2 (3A:2_p2) Ip4(2fc2-p2) X 
1, 4 P ( P + p2) + 2 P [P + p2)2 + j 
3 o / (2fc2-p2) \ , a 
(3.2.32) 
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Referring to Appendix D for these integrals, the above expression yields 
L{ = —^\^2a'Bu+2a'B2,+ a'{iB22-AuBu)ln^j [ j + f 
+ a M n 5 n (^4 + Pi + 2a^ B22 ( ^ ] 
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4 
V A2; \^4 2^ 
+ 2a^ ( 4 5 2 2 + A n 5 n ) ['-^ + h-] + a'B22 4 ^ 
V 4 I V 4 / 
Therefore, the expression for L'^ is found to be : 
8n 
3 ^11^11 , 2 f p 
A2 A2 
3.2.3 l I Calculated 





- t 4 ^ r dk'F{k')B 2 7r2 p2 Jo 
a + Bw + c? Bu In (k'+p'y 
A2 
+ 2^2 Bu{k'+p') 
X ( 2 ( f c^+p^ ) ( f cy / o , 2 - / 2 , 2 ) ) 
2 
" ( F + p 2 ) 
2 
~ ( P + p2)2 
8 
~ 3 ( P + p 2 ) 3 
( f c V A , 2 - M 
( f c V 7 2 , 2 - / 4 , 2 ) 
( f c v / 3 , 2 - 7 5 , 2 ) 
(3.2.35) 
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with the related angular integrals being (see Appendix B) 
A^2 = k p /o,2 - /2,2 , 
_ 37 rP , 37rp2 
- ~^P 
X3 = Pp' /l,2 - /3,2 
4 p^ i P 
X, = ha-ha 
= Pp^ /3,2 - h,2 
Eqn. (3.2.35) can be written as : 
- - i - ! " \ P ' (l ^^^'A 
" 47rp2 Jo [P-p^) y F{p^)) 
(3.2.36) 
X a + a' 5,0 + a' Bn In ( ^ ^ (^2 + ^2) ^ 3 (,2 ^ ^2) ^/ 
1 P [bP -h 2p2) 1 / (5p2 ^ 2^ 2^) 
8p2 (P+p2) - 8 P (/t2+p2) + 
2 p2 (P+p2) - 2 P (P+p2) 
(3.2.37) 
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Making use of the Eqn. (3.2.20), 
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F(P\B - 1 (x nk')\ 
^^'^^ - 2 i k ^ ) [ ' - F i ^ ) 
1 [ , L F , p'' 
— a 
/ 2^ 2 N 
+ {A21 - Aw Au) f In — - In ^ 
So LQ becomes 
1 
( P -p2 ) 
X 





+ 1- (1- - 1- J + (^21 - An) In - - In ^ A2 
+ 5io + Bu In A2 
k ' ^ 
^ p' 
1 ^-M5fc2 + 2p2) , Ip^ (5p^ + 2fc2) 
"^8p2 ( P + p 2 ) ( p + p 2 ) 
1 k"" 1 





After separating the integration regions, we see that the only contribution to the leading 
and next-to-leading log terms comes from p2 —> A2 region. Hence, 
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-'B 4:7V P - 1 rp2 L2 
dp 
{ ( P p 2 \ 
X I n ^ - l n ^ - f « 
P 
A2 
A22 ( I n ^ ^ - l n ^ ^ 
A2 
+ ^11 1^  - X^) + (^21 - ^10 A n ) (in ^ - I n A2 
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X + 5io + B n In ^ 3p^ ( P + p ^ ) 
A 2 ; V 4 P ( P - p2) 
1 / (5p2 + 2P) 
P ( P - p 2 ) 8 P ( P + p 2 ) ( P _ p 2 ) 
1 ^ 1 1 
2 P ( P + p 2 ) ( p _ p 2 ) + 
Referring to Appendix D for the fc-integrals, the above expression gives. 
a = 
1 
4^ — < a'An 
-3£-









see Appendix D for the i f . After evaluating these, we finally find the solution for LL : 
^ 47r 
+ a' 2 A In 3 P_ 
A2 
3 3 
- g A i i ^ i o - - {A2-1 - Aw An) 
(3.2.42) 
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3.2.4 Transverse Piece Calculated 
The last piece we have to calculate is the transverse part, which can be written as : 
63 
F(p2) 27rp2 Jo 
dk' 
a + a'^ Bio + o? In 
A2 
7-2(fc'+p') ( ^ y / 0 , l - / 2 , l ) 
- r3 (4/2,1 + 2 fcy /o,i - 3 {k" + p2) / i , i ) 
- r e (3(A;2_p2-)^^J 
- r s (2A;y /o , i - 2 / 2 , 1 ) 
^•a'B 11 r 2 ( f c ' + / ) - (P + p2) 
2 
(A;2+p2)2 
( f c y / 1 , 1 - /3 , l ) 
( A ; y / 2 , i - /4,i) 
T3 ^ ^ ^ ^ (4 /3 , i + 2 fc2p2 _ 3 (^ 2 ^ p2) 
^^^2)2 (4 4^,1 + 2 / . y /2,1 - 3 (^ ^^  + / ) /3 , l) 




3 ( P + p 2 ) 3 ^ 4 , l • • • y 
^ ^ ^ ( 2 ^ y / i , i - 2 / 3 , 1 ) 
2 
(fc2 + p2)2 {;2kyhA - 2/4,1) -
(3.2.43) 
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To calculate this expression, we have to input the coefficients of the basis tensors, i.e. 
the Ti in the transverse vertex, Eqn. (2.3.64). Let us see what we can say about these 
coefficients? The transverse vertex is dimensionless. So knowing the dimensions of the basis 
vectors from Eqn. (2.3.65) would tell us what the dimensions of the r,'s are. Therefore, if 
d = momentum2; 
dim. of T2 : d' —> dim. of 72 : 47 i 
dim. of : d —> dim. of TS : - , 
d 
dim. of Tq : d —> dim. of : — , 
d 
dim. of : d —> dim. of rg : - . (3.2.44) 
d 
As was mentioned before, the C-parity operation [27, 25] of Eq. (2.2.3) requires 
T2{P,p^,q') = T2{p',P,q^) , symmetric in k and p , 
T^iP,p'^^q^) = T3{p'^, P, q'^) , symmetric in k and p , 
Te{P,p',q') = —Te{p',P,q') , antisymmetric in k and p , 
Ts{P,p',q') = Ts{p',P,q') , symmetric in k and p . 
(3.2.45) 
In general, the r,- can be written as a sum of terms, each with the correct dimensions and 
symmetry properties, as : 
T ^ ^ f , { P , p ' ) r , { F , G ) . (3.2.46) 
Each of these terms can be divided in two parts : (1) the part responsible for giving 
the right dimensions which only depends on momenta squared. Although each of the Ti 
would have q' dependence in general, this would severely complicate the situation. We 
therefore introduce effective TJ-'S which are only functions of p2 and P. This is because 
the leading and next-to-leading logarithms are generated by regions where either p' » P 
or P « p^, and then q' ~ max(A;^,p^). The forms of the r,'s are guessed such that the 
integrals are soluble. (2) the part which depends on the fermion and photon wave-function 
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renormalisations at momenta p2 and k'^. Its structure has to ensure the correct symmetry 
of Ti when multiplied with part (1). Hence, we can write : 
T2 = 
T-3 = 
< + (A;2+p2)(P - p 2 ) ' ( P + p 2 ) 2 
^3 + ' 
7-6 





( P + p 2 ) 
{k' - P') 
(fc2+p2)2 
1 





The factor 2 in the numerator of r2 is merely for later convenience. The r/ and r/' are 
antisymmetric and symmetric under k'^ ^ p^, respectively. In general, antisymmetric 
combinations of F and G, i.e. the r/, can be written as : 
/ p2 ^2 \ k ,2 P L2 I n ^ T T - l n ^ ^ + M In - - In 
A2 A2 A2 A2 
+c?(«^ ), { i = 2,3,6,8} , (3.2.48) 
and symmetric combinations, r/',as 
a 
/ )S-2 2^ \ / r,2 2-2 \ r 2 2 
{z = 2,3,6,8} , (3.2.49) 
K,J^M^K\J',M\H' and (5' are the constants which will be found later. The angular 
integrals we need are given by : 
A^ e = ^ y Io,\ - h,i 
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Xr = kYh^,- /3,x 
16 p2 " ' ' - ' 16 P 
I . ^ ^ 2 p ' . P ) e i + y - i 2 P - p ' ) e l , 
Xs = fcV/2,1- /4,1 
^ ^ ( 2 p ^ - k')iP + p')ei + ^^{2P -p%P + ei , 
n = 4 /2 , i -K2Pp2 /o , i -3 (P- t -p^ ) / i , i 
n = 4/3,i + 2Pp2/i , i -3(A;2-fp2)4i 
Y, = 4 / 4 , i -F2Pp^ /2 , i -3 (P - fp^ ) /3 , i 
- . 2 _ j , 2 N / 7 2 , 2 X / ) / , ^ P \ o 7 „ 2 ^ ^ ( 2 / - ^^) (^ ^^  + / ) (2^^ - p^) (^ ^^  + ei , 
^1 = h. 1 
4 p2 4 fc2 ^ 
Z2 = ^21 
Z4 — 74,1 
3^ ^ (P -f 2p^) (fc^ + p2) ^/ + iL | _ ( p 2 + 2P) (P + p2) 6l. (3.2.50) 
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We can now rewrite the transverse piece as : 
X a -I- B-io + Bn In 
{p + p'Y 
A2 
X ( - y ik' + / ) + -3 + rs) ( ^ (P - 3p^) + ^ (p^ - 3^ ^^ ) 
-re{k'-p') 2p2^- + 2 
+ 5 i i 
X 
_n(A :2 + ,2^ , ^ A / ^ 3 P ( 2 p 2 - P ) , 3 / ( 2 P - p 2 ) , \ 
3 fc2p2 
^3 77 
3 / t y 
2 ( P + p2) - ' 2 ( P + p2) 
- r e { - l ' ^ i k ^ - P ^ ) e i - l ' ; i e - P ^ ) e l 
5 P (P-p^)(^-^ + 2p2) , 
4 p2 (Jfc2 + p2)2 
5 / ( P - p 2 ) ( p 2 4-2P) , 
4 F ( P + p 2 ) 2 
+ 0 ( 0 " ) (3.2.51) 
We would also like to define here two quantities, Z- and Z-', which we are going to use 
later : 
Zl = F{e)Tl 
( 7? i-2 ' 
./C- I n ^ - l n A , 
f P r?\ ( /-2 T,2 \ 
/ P n2 7.2 ^ 
+ / C A 1 1 I n ^ l n f ^ - l n ^ ^ 
V A2 A2 A2, (3.2.52) 
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( P r?\ / A-2 2' 
P , yt2 
An I In^ ^ + In ^ In ^  ) 77/ In ^  -1- Q\ In ^  In ^ 
A2 A2 
p 
A2 A2 A2 
(3.2.53) 
As a next step, the effective will be substituted into Eqn. (3.2.51) and then to avoid the 
expression being too long, we divide into two parts the symmetric and antisymmetric 
combinations of 7^(p^) and G{p'). The antisymmetric part is 
T^' = J— dPF{P) 
47rp2 7o 
X a + ^10 + Bn In 
A2 
'i-r' + r' + r') f ^ 1 S - l M /^+ ^ i^-ll^ / ( r2  rs + r,) ^^^^ _ 6_+ _ 0^  
. jk'+p') f 3 P , 3 p 2 , \ 
' ^ ^ ( P - p 2 ) I ,2p2^- + 2P^V 
-f a'B 11 
X ( r', + T^ + T',) ( 4 p2 ^. p2) (^ .2 _ p2) 
(2P^ - -^^ ) ^/ 
3 / ( 2 P - p 2 ) . 
I J 7 0 / 7 0 . n \ / 7 n o \ ^ - f -4 P ( P + p 2 ) ( P - p 2 ) 
/t2p2 A;2p2 
n 2 ( P + p2) ( P - p2) " - • 2 (fc2 + p2) (^ 2^ _ p2) 
/ 3 P ( P - p 2 ) , 3 p ^ ( P - p 2 ) , 
^ " ^ ^ 1 , ^ 2 p2 ( P + p 2 ) ' ^ - + 2 P ( P + p 2 ) 
5 P {P - p'){P -f 2p2) , 5 p4 ( P - p2)(p2 ^ 2P) Y 
4 p 2 (P - | -p2)3 - 4 P ( P - f p 2 ) 3 I 
(3.2.54) 
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and the symmetric part is 
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X I [a + a^ B^Q + a^ Bu In 
A2 
X 
2p2 (P+p^) - 2 P ( p + p 2 ) 
+ a'Bu 
( — t" J. t" -L t"\ ( (2p^ P) 
3 Pp^ 3 
r« -
3 P 3 p ^ ( ^ 2 - p ^ ) 
2p2 ( P + p 2 ) 2 - 2 /fc2 ( P + p 2 p 
5 A;'* ( p + 2p2-)(^„2_p2)2 
4p2 ( P + p 2 ) 4 
4 P (A;2 + p2)4 
6L + . . . 
(3.2.55) 
To evaluate T^' by using Eqn. (3.2.52), we first split up the integral as; 
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An p 
1 _ 
- 2 Jo 
a + Bio + OL^ Bu In El A2 
X 
/3 F {k'-p^y 
-Z'e 2 p2 (A;2+p2)^ 
+ • 
- ^ 3 
^6 
+ 2 ( P + p 2 ) ( p _ p 2 ) 
3 P {k^ + p") 
2 p^ ( P - p2) 
4 (^ 2^ ^ p2)3 
1 /•A' 




i - z ' + z ' + z ' ^ ( ^ ' ' i p ' - m ' 
- 4 




2 ( P + p 2 ) ( ^ 2 _ p 2 ) 
3p' ( P - p 2 ) 
+ 
2 P ( P + p2) 
5 ( P _ - P 3 ( P ^ + 2 P ) 
4 P ( P - p 2 ) 3 + 
(3.2.56) 
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We consider the p'^ integration region only which gives the contribution to leading 
and next-to-leading logarithmic terms. Then referring to Appendix D for the A;-integration, 
Stt' a ' ( - K2 + K3 + Ks) t';' + a' ( - J2 + J3 + Js) 
- ( - M2 + M3 + Ms) i f + A^o {-K2 + K3 + Ks) 
+ a^A,, {-K,+ K^) t'^ 
- 3 lU ti - 3 a V s t'; + 3 {Me - Ke Ajo) i f - 3 Ke An te 
+ a'B,o ( {-K2 + /V3 + Ks) i f - SA-eif ' 
V / 
+ Bn ( ( - K2 + I<3 + Ks) i f - 3 I Q i f 
- 3 / i : 3 i f + 3A^6if 
+ 0{a') 
This result can be wr i t t en as : 
.2 rg 
i { ^'^-'j^[li-K2+K3+Ke+Ks) 
+ l n 3 | ^ | - ( - J 2 + J3+ J6+ Js) 
, (An + Bn) 
+ In' 1^  I - ^ ( - M2 + Ma - f Me + Mg) 
+ J (.4io + 5 io) ( - K2 + K3 + Ke + Ks) 
+ ^ 5 n ( / v 3 - A ^ 6 ) | 
+ 0{a') ] 
(3.2.57) 
(3.2.58) 
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Taking Eqn. (3.2.53) into account to evaluate ", we get : 
1 
72 
J ' / " — 
Jo 
d¥ 
X a + Bw + 5 u In ^ 
( - Z ^ ' + Z'^-V Z^) 
-z'l 
' P ( P - 3 p 2 ) ^ 
,2p2 ( P + p 2 ) y 
3^ P ( P - p ^ ) ^ ' 
2^ p2 ( P +p2)2^ 
X 
/ 7// , 7// , A, (2p k ) 
V4 p2 ( P + p2)2 
/ 3 Pp2 
l , 2 ( P + p 2 ) 2 + - - -
/ 3 P ( P - p2)2 
^3 
2 p2 ( P + p 2 ) 2 
5 P ( P + 2p2) ( P - p2)2 
'4p2 ( P + p ^ ) " + 
fA2 
+ - T ^ dk' 
47rp2 
X { a + a^B^o + a^ Bn In — 
V A2 
X / r7" I rrll , ryll\ ( p2 (p2 - 3fc2)\ 




3 ( P - P )^ 
^ 2 P ( P + p 2 ) 2 ^ 
+ a'B 11 
r z"^z"+z"^ f ^ p ' i l ^ L z f } ^ 
{ - Z , + Z,+ Z,) | ^ - _ ^ ^ ^ _ - ^ + 
/ 3 Pp2 
1^ 2 ( P + p 2 ) 2 + 
/ 3 p ^ ( P - p 2 ) 2 
-^3 
•^6 2 P ( P + p 2 ) 2 
5 p" (p^ + 2 P ) ( P -p2)2 
• 4 P ( P + p 2 ) 4 + 
+ 
(3.2.59) 
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Referring again to Appendix D for the related A;-integrals, 
T^" = ^ { {-K'2-^K + K',)t^,-ZK',ti^ 
+ 0?\ {-J'2 + J'3 + J's)t'2-^J'etl 
+ An ( - K + K'3 + K ) is - 3 An K t? 
+ ( - Q2 + Q3 + Qs) In < - 3 Q'e In ^t^s 
+ Bn In 1^  ( ( - K + K3 + K ) i f - K 3 ^ 
- f ( - i / ^ -(- + H'^) i f - 3a''H'^ 15 
- F a ^ ( ^ ( - J ^ + J^ - f J^) i { ^ - 3 J ^ i { ^ 
+ -h M ^ + M ^ ) ' i f - 3 M ^ i i ' ^ 
+ A,o {K'2 + + IQ is - 3 ^10 K 
+ An{-K'2 + A l + /v^) i f i - An K 3 ^ fz 
+ A n ( - //^ + i / ^ + / / ^ ) i f ^ - 3 An i fs 
2 2 
+ i-Q2 + Q'3 + Qs) l n | ^ i f 2 - 3 g ^ I n ^ i f s 
+ 5 io ( - A^^  + A-^ A l ) i f - 3 Bro K t'L 
+ Bw (— H2 + H'j-\- H'g) ig — 3 Bio Kg i fg 
+ 5 n ( - K A^^  - f A^^) i f , - Bn K 3 i f r 
+ Bn i-H'e + H'^ + H'^) t^,- SBnH'gtf, 
-3BnKt^o+ ^BnK'.f;:,- 3BnH',t^,+ SBnH'etf. 15 
(3.2.60) 
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Afte r evaluating these integrals, we can now write the result as : 
= l { - ^ l - ^ ^ ( i ( - ^ ^ 2 + /^ 3 + /^e + / ^ s ) ) 
+ l n | ^ ( ^ ( - / / ^ + / /^ + / /^ + / / ^ ) + 2 ( 1 3 - 1 6 1n2)/^^ 
+ (zZ + 8 1n2) (-K!^ + K'^ + iq + K'^{ 
+ In^ 1^  0 ( A l l + Bn) ( - K + K + K + K ) 
+ « M n 2 + 8 l n 2 ) ( - + + + J^) + 2(13 - 16 ln2) 
+ + 8 l n 2 ) {An + ^ n ) ( - K', + + K', + / r^) 
+ 2 ( 1 3 - 1 6 1 n 2 ) ( A i i + B i i ) / ^ ^ 
+ ^ ( - M ^ + M ^ + M ^ + M^) 
+ ^ ( A o + Bio) ( - + A - + A - + A-^) 
+ ^ ( A i i + B i i ) { - H ' , + H;, + H', + H',) 
+ |^ zl + 8 1 n 2 ) ( - g ^ + Q; + Q^ + Q ; ) + ( 1 3 - 1 6 l n 2 ) g ; 
+ I Bn ( A - - A - ) 
(3.2.61) 
Recall Eqn. (3.2.14), 
F(p2) 
Consequently, we at last arrive at the result 
^—^l-[Ll-\-L{+Li+Tf'+Tf") . (3.2.14) 








. - ( I ' l )^ . -
^ ( - A'2 + A'3 + A'e + As) + ^ ( - A'^ + A'^ + A'^ + A"^) 
-Is. 
-f ^ (16 ln2 - 7) ( - K', + A'^ + A"^  + K',) 
+ l{-H^ + H^ + H^ + H^)+2 (13 - 161n2) A'^ 
- f - i ( A l l + 5 i i ) (-A'2 + A'3 + Ke + A'g) - ( - J2 + 4 + 6^ + Js) 
+ ^ ( A „ + Bn) ( - A-^  -f A-^ + K'e + A'^) + 2 { - 4 + J^ + J^ + J',) 
+ 1 {-Q2 + Q3 + Q6 + Q'8) 
(Aw An - A21) (f + ^ ) - ^ ^11 ^10 + I An Bn - ^ B22 
+ J (Aw + Bio) ( - A'2 + A'3 + Ke + Ks) 
3 3 
- - ( - M2 + M3 + Me + Ms) + - Bn (A'3 - A'e) 
+ i ( 1 6 1 n 2 - 7 ) {-J2 + J3 + 4 + J8) + 2 ( 1 3 - 161n2) 
+ 1 ( - M ^ + M ^ M ^ + M^) 
+ i (16 In 2 - 7) {An + Bn) {- K'^ + A'^ + K'e + A'^) 
+ \ (Aio + 5io) ( - /t2 + 3 + K + ^'s) 
^ Bn {K's - A'^) + 2 ( 1 3 - 16ln2) {An + 5 „ ) A'^ 
- t - i ( 1 6 1 n 2 - 7 ) ( - Q 2 + Qs + Qe + Qs) + (13 - 161ii2)Q'e 
+ J {An + Bn) {- H'^ + H'^ + H^-^ H^) + 0{a^) 
(3.2.62) 
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3.2.5 Quenched Schwinger-Dyson Equation 
76 
We shall now consider quenched SD-equation as a simple example. In order to do this 
(see Chapter 2), the photon wave-function renormalisation should be taken as G{p^) — 1 
in the photon propagator, Eqn (2.3.3), or equivalently all Bij terms can be set to zero in 
Eqn (3.2.11). We can, therefore, write the result replacing all Bn and Bxq terms by zero 
in the Eqn. (3.2.62) as follows : 
F(p2) 
In ) 
+ ^ ( - /i2 + A'3 + Ke + As) + ^ (- K'2 + K'z + K'^ + IQ 
i (16 In 2 - 7 ) {-K'^ + K'^ + K'^^IQ 
- h ^ ( - i r ^ + / f ^ + i f ^ + / / ^ ) + 2(13-161n2)A'^ 
1 + ?) Al. 
1 
+ - Al l (-A'2 + A'3 + Kq + A's) - ( - /2 + 3^ + + /§) 
+ ^ A i i (-A'^ + A'^  + A'^  + A'^)+ 2 ( - J ^ + 4 + J ^ + J^) 
+ 4 ( - Q 2 + Q3 + Q ; + Q8) 
(A10A11-A21) (1 + )^ 
3 3 
+ - ^10 ( - K2 + A'3 + A'e + As) - ^ ( - M2 + M3 + Me + Mg) 
+ ^(16 In 2 - 7 ) ( - J 2 +-/s + 4 +-/g) + 2 ( 1 3 - 161n2) 
+ ^ (- + + + M^) + ^^10 ( - K'-, + A'^  + K'^ + /r^) 
+ ^ (16 In2 - 7) Al l ( - K2 + A'^  + A'^  + A'^ ) + 2 (13 - 16ln2) An A'^  
+ 1(16 I n 2 - 7 ) (-g '2 + g^ + g ; + Q^)+ (13 -161n2)Q; 
+ - A 1 1 {-H^ + H!, + H^ + H^) 
(3.2.63) 
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3 . 3 U n q u e n c h e d S c h w i n g e r - D y s o n E q u a t i o n 
f o r t h e P h o t o n i n m a s s l e s s Q E D 
As a second main topic, in this section, we are going to discuss the unquenched SD-equation 
for the gauge-boson. We shall t ry to solve i t for the photon wave-function renormalisation 
in order to f ind multiplicative renormalisability constraints on the electron-photon vertex. 
This equation has some different features f rom the fermion equation. For instance, the two 
fermion legs have to be treated equally. We can ensure this symmetry property by dividing 
the external momenta into two equivalent pieces as shown in the following figure. 
/ + P/2 
-1 -1 
'WV#V\A/» = ' W W V W ^ - Np 
l-p/2 
Figure 3.3: Unquenched Schwinger-Dyson equations for photon 
Using the Feynman rules. Fig. 3.3 can be expressed as, 
-iA-J{p) = - i A l - \ p ) - {-l)Np J^-^^Tv[{-ie'f>^)iSF{U){-zenzSF{i.)] {2iry 
(3.3.1) 
where 
= (£ + p/2) , 
= ( ^ - p / 2 ) . 
The definit ion of the fermion * and photon propagators are given already in Chapter 2, 
u 
iA'^'ip) = - 4 
P \ P" ) 
*From now on for convenience, we shall display the fermion and photon wave-function renormalisation 
functions as follows : F{p'^) = F{p) and G{p-) = G{p) . 
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We now introduce a projection tensor [ 1 0 , 1 1 ] in order to get a scalar equation for the 
photon wave-function renormalisation. We can remove the quadratically divergent term 
and project out the ultraviolet logarithmically divergent terms, by using the following 
tensor 
P^. = ^ (4p^P. - P'^g^u) , ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) 
which satisfies the following properties : 
P'-'^g,. = 0 , 
B ^ V m P - = 1 . ( 3 . 3 . 3 ) 
When i t acts on the inverse photon propagator, i t gives 
Gip) e 
P'^'Al^-' = 1 - - . ( 3 . 3 . 4 ) 
1 
So, we can wri te Eqn. ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) by using P^" as : 
G'(p2) 
i a r d^t. r 
^ + 4 ^ A . 4 Z ^+ ^\BC^T) 
( 3 . 3 . 5 ) 
Employing the Ball-Chiu definition, Eqn ( 2 . 3 . 3 4 ) , f rom Chapter 2 , the longitudinal piece 
of the vertex can be wr i t ten as follows wi th the momenta indicated in Fig. 3.3 : 
r ^ c = AY+ B i U + m u ^ i - Y 
= A Y + A B ^ t , ( 3 . 3 . 6 ) 
where 
1 / 1 1 
2 V n ^ + ) i ^ ( ^ - ) , 
l ( F ( ^ - ) + F ( 4 ) ) 
2 F ( 4 ) n ^ - ) 
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B = ' f ' ' 
i£-p \F{U) F{1_)^ 
1 [F{1.) - F{U)] 
U.p F{£^)F{i_) • 
The transverse piece is then : 
(3.3.7) 
r'T= E r^ip'JlOTI' , (3.3.8) 
2=2,3,6,8 
w i t h the basis tensors of Eqn. (2.3.65) are now 
T,^ = 2 { P p ' - p ' ^ i - p ) 
T3' = YP'-P'I^, 
= - 2 Y i - p + 2 t 
Tl = -Yp'i'<T,x + P" ^ - r ^. (3.3.9) 
Making use of the f u l l vertex, Tj^ = F ^ ^ + of Eqns. (3.3.6-3.3.8), we get : 
ia f d^l 
x | y l T r ( 7 ' ' / + 7 ' ' / - ) 
+ ABTr{Y U f^" /-) 
+ T r ( 7 ' ^ / + r ^ / _ ) | . (3.3.10) 
The traces needed are listed below 
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Tvif^' ^+AY f-] = 4A 
80 
p,. T v [ r u A r ^ - ] = 
B T r [ 7 ^ ^+B 
P,, Tv[rhT,^ 
1 
P, . T v l r h B f r ^ . ] = —B 
TvirUT^'^-] = 4x2 
2 ( i f ^ t - ^ ] - g"" f - ^ 
4 7 ^ 1 4 . 
Ai-P? , . 2 3 1 
8 — - 2 ^ - 2 M ' 
4^^^" [^ 2 + ^ ) - p ^ r £ - p l , 
V 4 / 
16 2 ( £ . p ) 2 - 4 ^ 4 - p 2 ^ 2 l 
p 
Tv[r = 4t3 i ^ 2 i ^ e p ^ + p ^ p ^ f - g ^ ^ ( ^ f - ^ ^ - 2 i ' ^ p ' ^ i - p ^ , 
P,. T v [ r h T s ' n = 0 | 2 ( ( £ . p ) 2 - £ 2 ^ 2 ) + 3 ^ 2 L I ' 
P,. T r [ 7 - / + r e ' ^ / - ] = 
476 
3p2 
2tp^ (£2 + ^ 1 - Ap'^p-'l-p 
+ 2 ^ , . ^ p i ^ f - P - j j , 
- 6 . . p ( . 2 - ^ , ^ , 
Tr [ 7^ /+ = 4 Tg { - p^p"^  f - i^t p2 + ^ p ' ' £ • p + p^^" • p} , 
P, . T r [ 7 - / + r s V / _ ] = i § { 2 ( ( r p ) 2 - ^ 2 p 2 ) | ^ 
3p2 
using these we can re-express Eqn. (3.3.10) as 
(3.3.11) 
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1 . ia f dH 
81 
G{P') 
= 1+ N, la 
37r3p2 




1 6 ^ - 2 ) {i-pY - A t - p ' f 
r2[2 ( ^^4 ) ( ( . . p )^ -£V)} 
+ r 3 | 2 ( ( r p ) ^ - ^ V ) + 3 / i ^ ' - j ) ] 
+ rs{2 { { l - p ) ' - e p ' ) ] (3.3.12) 
Now, we move to Euclidean space by performing a Wick rotation. Substituting the 




x | 2 in£-) + n h ) ) 




1 6 - - 2 J {£-PY- 4r~ pU 
-2(2 (^^ + ^ ) ( ( ^ P ) ^ - ^ V ) } 
- r 3 { 2 ( ( £ . p ) ^ - ^ y ) + 3 / (e' 2 I 02 P_ 
4 
- r e | ( - 6 £ - p ) 
- r s { 2 ( ( ^ p ) ^ - ^ V ) } 
(3.3.13) 
We would like to carry out this calculation in three steps, wri t ing 
1 
G{P') 
l - { L l ^ L l ^ T (3.3.14) 
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just as we analogously did for the fermion function in Sect. 3.2, where 
T 
T 




127r3p2 JEl\e_ £-p 
We first evaluate LJ. 
3.3.1 Ll Calculated 





2 i^e + p-j {(i.pr-p^e) 
2 { { £ - p r - p ' f ) + 3 p ' U 2 I n2 P_ 
4 
_ 6 r p ( e - ^ 
\ 4 y 
2 { { i - p f - p ' e ) (3.3.17) 
To compute L ^ , we need to know the following quantity : 
F{U) + F[l-) = 2 + « A i i f l n ^ + I n ^ ) + 2 a A i o 
\ A A y 
/ (2 £2 \ I P- 2^ N 
WM. I n 2 ^ + l n ^ - ^ W . 2 ^ ^ ^ h x ^ + l - X ^ ^ 
+ 0 ( a ' ) . (3.3.18) 
As we came across before, and depend on angle. This dependence must be separated 
out i n order to perform the angular integrals. This we do by noting : 
{I!--Pf \ P £2 
2 In 
A2 • (^2+p2/4)2^ 
( ^ ^ - f p 2 / 4 ) ( ^ p ) 2 
A2 (^ 2 + p2/4)i 
(3.3.19) 
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P /2 
A2 
+ ln2 1 + 
l-p 
( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
A2 
+ I n M 1 -
(^ 2 + p2/4)2 
= 2 1 n 2 ^ — 2 1 n 
A2 
+ ^ 2 - 1 ^ : ^ + . . 
A2 V {^'+P'l^y 
Substituting the above expressions into Eqn. (3.3.18) yields. 
(3.3.20) 
F{i+) + F{£_) = 2 
/ ie + »2 /4) ^ 
1 + a An In ^ , , ^ + Aio 
I A2 , 
+ ^22 In 
^ ' + / / 4 ) , , , (^^+PV4) ' 
A2 + >l2i In A2 
-f- a An + " ^ 2 1 + 2a; ^22 In 
(^^+PV4) \ ( _ _ { t P l 
A2 ; ( £ 2 - f p V 4 ) ' 
- f 2 « M 22 {P + PV4) 
Introducing the following definition for the angular integrals : 
(3.3.21) 
r {£ • p )" 
K ^ , = l # s i n ^ - ^ (3.3.22) 
and making use of this together w i t h Eqn. (3.3.21), we obtain 




- 37r2p2 Jo ^ 
(^^+PV4) 
X <^  2 1 + a M i l In 
A2 
+ A 10 
^ 2 , 2 ( f l ± P V 4 ) 
+ a I v422 In + ^21 In A2 
- a An + o? A21 + 2a^ A22 In 
1 
X -^K,^,-2PKoa-^p'Ko,i 
\P ^ ) 
(^2+p2/4)\ 
A2 ] 
A V - 2^2 A V - ^p'/'^2,i 
+ 
(^2+p2/4)2 yp2 
1 / 8 
2(^2+^2 /4)4 y^2 
+ 2 A22 (^2+p2/4)2 yp - K , , - 2 f K 2 a - ^ P ' K : 2,1 
+ 11 12(^2 +p2 /4)4 - 7 ^ 6 , 1 - 2 ^ ^ / ^ 4 , 1 -
Referring to Appendix C for these angular integrals, 
A7 
(3.3.23) 
4/^2,1-2^^/^0,1- ? P ^ A V 
1 
( i 6 f ' ' - 3 p ^ ) ez-y 
3 — 
' p" (^2^.^2/4) V^^" y - 2^2(^2+p2/4) 
4/^4,1-2^^/^2,1-^^/^2,1 
p 2 
. ^ (16£^ + 4 ^ ^ / - 3p^) eZ + YlI (2^' - ' 
4/^6,1- 2 ^ V v ^ i - ^p2/<'4,i 
p"' 2, 
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where 
(3.3.25) 
L\ now takes the fo rm, 
LI = I dee Jo 
X <^  2 
+ a I A22 m — 1- A21 In — 
2 £2 (^2+p2 /4) 
/ 
- a All-\- A21 + 20^ A22 
\ A2 
+ 2a^ A22 
1 
(£2 + p2/4)2 ( ^ (16/^ + 4£V^ - 3 / ) 01 + 1'^ {2f - p^) + 
(3.3.26) 
Af te r separating this expression into two regions of integration and collecting the terms 
which give contributions to the leading and next-to-leading logarithms, 
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2 a Np 
LI = 
{ L 
V / 4 
l + a M , In — I n ^ — j 
1 + a A l l In — + ^10 + A22 In^ 77 + ^21 In — 
\ A / \ A A ^ 
+ {aAn + 2a' A22 I n — 
A V 16(^2 +p2/4^2 
86 
(3.3.27) 
and using the results in Appendix E for the ^-integrals, we have 
T o 2 1 2 f a + « ' A i i l n - ^ + a 3 / l 2 2 l n ' T ^ V f 37rp2 1 \ 4A2 4 A 2 y ' 
- 2 ( « + « M i o ) ^ f - 2 ( a M i i + a ^ A 2 i ) £: 
- 2 A 2 2 - a" A l l ^4 - A 2 2 ^5 
(3.3.28) 
where £ f and ^\ are given in Appendix E. Substituting the exphcit expression for the , 
£f , we finally obtain the result : 
T NF 
37r a 
\ P' 13 
^ " a ^ - T 2 . 
122 1 3 P 
-Y^^n + A,o) I n -
1 % 4. 
+ 0(c.' ') 
(3.3.29) 
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3.3.2 Calculated 
Now we compute Lg, Eqn. (3.3.17). We use the following expression, 
{aAu+(^^A2i) 
( f + p V A ) 









( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) ^ 
i.p 
P + p2/4^ 
In (1 + v 
( 
In (1 + v 
In^ + 
I.p 
( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) ^ 
(^2+^2/4)^ 
l-p \ 
e T f J l j 
Note that 
In i\ e p \ 
{P+p'lA)) 
. ( e p \ 
= -2 
l-p 2 {i-pf 
I n M l 
(^^+PV4), 
- I n ^ 1 + 





p)3 ^ 5 {l-pf 
( ^ 2 + P V 4 ) ' 3 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) j 




aNp f^' dH 
127rp2 Jo 
16 2 (£ • PY - At - p^f 
p. 
a All + a A21 - I - 2 a A22 
( . 2 
( £ ^ + P 7 4 ) \ 
A 2 ; 
2 {l-pf 
+ 2 « 2 ^ 2 2 2 
(^2+^2 /4) 3 (^2+p2 / 4 )3 
{l-pf _^  5 ( ^p ) ' ^ 
- I -
( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 3 3 ( £ 2 + ^ 2 / 4 ) 5 
(3.3.30) 
+ o ( « ' ) (3.3.31) 
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On spl i t t ing radial and angular parts and by using the definition of the angular integral, 




X n a A i i + a ' A2X + 2 a ' A 2 . i^'+pVi) 22 A2 
X 1 6 ^ - 2 ) K 2 , , - { i t + p ' ' f ) K , , 
+ A 22 {e + pViy w p 1 6 - - 2 I U , , - i i i ' + p ' f ) K \ , 
+ 
(3.3.32) 
On performing the angular integrals (refer to Appendix C) : 
= 4 ^ ( 8 ^ ^ - 3 , ^ ) ^ 2 - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
\ P J 
47r ^ { 8 t + p ' f - / ) + ^ ^ (32^^* - %pH' - p') ej , 
1 6 ^ - 2 ) Ke,i - i i t + p'e)K 
P 
4,1 
= -TT — ( - 3 2 ^ * ^ - 20 ^ V - 150p'^'^ 2 1 / ) ^2 
^ ( 1 6 / ^ 2 + 4 8 / £ ' * - 3 8 4 ^ H / ) ^ 7 , 
1024 £2 (3.3.33) 
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a All + A21 + 2 a M 2 2 
A 2 
X - 2 
( ^ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) \^  4^2 
1 
+ o? A22 
3 (^2 + p 2 / 4 ) 3 
2 
{p+py^y 
( ^ ( 3 2 . ^ - 8 / . ^ - . ^ ) ) + 
+ 0{a') (3.3.34) 
We only keep the p^/4 —^  A^ region in the ^-integration as this the leading and next-to-
leading contribution to 1/G{p). Hence, collecting the related terms and making use of the 
integrals listed in Appendix E, we have 
T 7 
6 7 r p 2 a ( « ' A . + « ' A 3 , ) ( - ^ f + i ^ . ' ) 
\ o / 
+ 0 { a ' ) \ , 
which takes us to the result : 
Lb - ^r— 
NF 
6 7 r 
2 ^ 1 1 1 3 ^ 2 2 1 2 P \ rnt 4N 
6 A 2 6 A 2 
(3.3.35) 
(3.3.36) 
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3.3.3 Transverse Part Calculated 
90 
The last step is to calculate the contribution of the transverse piece, Eqn. (3.3.17), to 
yoip), 
- = i^ XS-^ ^ )^-(^ -){ r2[2[e,^)i,.pr-pHi 
2{i£.pr-p^i^)+3p' 
- e i . p [ f - ^ - ) 
2 { { £ . p f - p ' f ) (3.3.37) 
To proceed, we shall use the coefficient functions of basis tensors, Tj-, which were discussed 
i n the last section, Eqn. (3.2.47). They can be wri t ten down for the momenta relevant to 
















'2 ' 2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 2 
2 (£2 + p2/4) 3 , 
2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 2 6 , 
1 
(3.3.38) 
21 -p ' 2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 8 -
The difference that arises in this case is that these coefficients are now angle dependent. 
Now, we shall follow the same method to calculate T''' as we did for the fermion equation. 
Hence separating T'^ into two pieces according to two different groups of combinations of 
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3 / T)2^  
2{P+pyA) [ 4 , 
,2 _// P ^3 -
2{i-pr 
(^2+p2/4) 
We first consider T' by referring to r/ in Eqn. (3.2.48). 
(3.3.41) 
aKi In 1 
A2 
, 2 J, 
/2 
' • 4 
/2 \ / /'2 
I n ^ - U M . I n ^ 1 
(3.3.42) 
Substituting i t in T"^', we find 
rpfl 
X ( ( ^ . ) ^ - . ^ ^ ^ ) 
X {-a{K2 - Kz - Ks) + a' {M2 - M3 - Mg)) ( ^ I n ^ 
+ ( J 2 - J3 - Js) ( i n ^ ^ - In^ f ^ j + 0 ( « ^ ) 
+ 7 7 # - ( ^ ^ - / / 4 ) 
1 
2 ^ - p 
X p'{aK3-a'Ms) I n - In 
\ A A y 
( e"^ /2 \ 
- a ^ ; . V 3 l n ^ i L _ l n 2 ^ U 0 ( « ^ ) 
+ 3 ^ p 
X 
( ^ ^ - p V 4 ) 
( ^ 2 + p V 4 ) 
/ /'2 /f2 
(_a/^6 + « 2 M 6 ) I n - i - l n - ^ 
A2 A2^ 
\ h? A2 
(3.3.43) 
Now making use of Eqn. (3.3.30), we can write V as : 
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+ a2 (M2 - M3 - Ms) 2 
{P + p2/4) 3 (£2 + p2/4)3 
£-p , 2 (^;.)3 + -
+ a' (/2 - J 3 - Js) - 2 
(£2+; ,2 /4 ) 3 (£2+^2 /4)3 
[l.pf 5 (£ .p)^ 
+ 
(£2+p2 /4)3 3(^2 + p2/4)J + • • • + 0 (a2) 
jt>2 (a /i3 - «^ M3) 2 
, 2 (e.pf 
+ 
- a ' p ' J s 
( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
(^2+p2 /4) 3 (^2+^2/4)3 
^ {l-pf 5 (^p)5 
+ 
(^2+^2/4)3 3 (^2+p2 /4 )5 + • • • + 0{a^) 
p^i-aR'e + a^Me) 2 •P I 2 ( ^ i ^ ) ^ , 
(^2+p2 /4) 3 (£2+p2 /4)3 
, „ 2 , f _ 9 - i i : ^ - ^ - i i : ^ ^ 
+ « "^ 6 1^  ^ + ^2/4)3 3 (^ 2 + p2/4)5 + • • • 
To continue this process, we calculate the product of F's 
= ( 1 + 2aAw + a^Alo)+ 2 [a An + A21 + a'^ An Aw) In ^ ^ - ^ - f ^ 
+ Oia^) } . (3.3.44) 
+ a 2 ( 2 A 2 2 + Al,)ln' 
( ^ ^ + / / 4 ) 
A2 
+ l^ a A n + A21 + A n Aio + 2 Q2 ^22 In 
X In (^ 1 -
(^^ + ^ ^ / ^ ) + . 2 ^ 2 ^ , , ( ^ ^ + / / 4 ) \ 
A2 A2 J 
A22 I n M 1 + 
+a' A f i In 
^ (£2 + p2/4)2^ 
^•P 2 f , ^-P \ 
A2 + PTTJII 
(£2+; ,2 /4 ) 
2 . 2 . „ ( ^ ^ + p V 4 ) , t p \ 
£2 + p2/4y 
(3.3.45) 
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Using the series representation for In {1 ± {I - p)/{P •+- p ' / 4 ) ) , Eqn. (3.2.25), and performing 
the angular integrals by using Appendix C , we can represent T'^' by 
2NF r 
3 ^ Jo 
- 2 a2 (A'2 - / i3 - As) (l+2aAio+2a A „ In + P'/4) 
X - - - ^ . . -F- ^ :^  ^ ^ — : - -
-2a^ Aii{K2- Kz- Ks) 
J. 2 1 
\ ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) (£2 + p2/4) + 3 (£2 + ^2/4)3 ~ 3 (£2 + ^2/4)3 + 
(^2+p2/4)3 (^2^p2/4)3 3(^2+^2/4)5 3(^2+^2/4)5 
2 {P ^ p2/4)5 + 2 (£2 + p2/4)5 6 (^ 2 + p2/4)7 + 6 (^ 2 + ^2/4)7 + 
+ 2 Q 3 ( M 2 - M 3 - M 8 ) 
/ A-2,1 _ ^ V A o . i A-4,1 _ ^ V A 2 , 1 \ 
\ ( ^ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) (^2+p2/4) + 3(^2+^2/4)3 3 (^ 2 + ^2/4)3 + " " J 
+ 2 a 3 ( J 2 - / 3 - i s ) 
f A4,i £ V A 2 , i 5A-6,i 5 ^ V A 4 , I 
V (^ 2 + p2/4)3 + (^ 2 + p2/4)3 g (^ 2 + ^2/4)5 + 6 (£2 + ^2/4)5 + 
+ p^{a^ Kz-a"^ M^) 
( {f-py4)Ko,i {e-py4)K2,i \ 
[ (£2 + ^2/4) + (^2+^2/4)3 
+ 2{-a^Ke+ Me) 
( {e-py4)K2,i , ( ^^ - j^V4)A -4 , i \ 
M (£2+p2/4)2 + (^2+^2/4)4 + • • • ) 
+ 
/ £2 I j ,2 /4 \ 
/ 2Aio+2Aii In ^ 
^ / (^2_^2/4)^,^^^^ ( ^ ^ - p V 4 ) A 2 , I 
V (P + Py^i) (£2+p2/4 )3 + 
/ £2 I 2/4\ 
2 / ig 2 Aio + 2 A n In ^ 
V A2 / 
/ ( ^ ^ - p V 4 ) A 2 . I ( ^ ' - f V 4 ) A 4 , I 
V ( ^ 2 + p V 4 ) ' (^2+p2/4)4 
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+ a''AnP^K3 
( {e-p^lA)K2,x 5 ( ^ 2 , ^ 2 / 4 ) 1 {e-p'lA) 
I (£2 + ^2/4)3 2 (£2+^2/4)5^^4,1+ 2 (^2+^2/4)5^^6,1 + 
6 2 An K> 
( {P-py4)IQ, [P-p^lA) 
V (^ ^ + P^l'^f (^ ^ + P^/4)^ 
, ( ^^ -pV4) 5 (^2_p2/4) 
r (^^ + pV4)^ " 2 (£2 + p2/4)5 ^^4.1 + • 
6 
(3.3.46) 
Evaluating these angular integrals and concentrating on the p^ —> A2 region for the £-
integration, we obtain, 
X I - 2 a 2 ( / ^ 2 - A ' 3 - A ^ 8 ) + 2 « A i o + 2 a A i i I n - ^ j 
p2 1 p2^2 ^ 
8^ ( | 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 2 (£2+p2/4)2)^ 
/ I 7l2 1 7,2 /2 N 
+ 2a^{M2-Ms-M,)('- P I Pt 8 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 2 (£2+p2/4)2)^ 
+ p2 (|„2 _ a^Ms) I 1 + 2 a A i o + 2 a A i i In — 
/3 ( £ ^ - p V 4 ) \ 
l , 2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 2 j 
/ £ 2 \ 
+ 2 ( - a ^ A'e + Me) 1 + 2 a Aio + 2 a A n In — 
\ A / 
[8 ( £ 2 + ^ 2 / 4 ) 2 ; + J 
(3.3.47) 
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Now we are going to evaluate the ^-integrals by using Appendix E, 
2Np 
37rp2 - 2a'{K2~ K^- K^){t^+ti) 
- ia'Aii{K2- Ks - Ks){t2''+tt) 
+ ^-a'Kst-!^+3p'a'AiiKst^ 
3p' 
We eventually arrive at the result : 




( - ^ ( A ' 2 - K s - K s ) - 3 K s + ^Ke^ In ^ 
[I All {K2 - Ks - Ks) - 3 All Ks + ^ An A^g) I n ' ^ 
+ 0{a') 
(3.3.49) 
We can start to deal w i t h T'^" which is, 
X 
1 
{P + pV4) 
3 
{{l-p)'-pH^) « - r ; - r ; ) 
2{l - p)' 
2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
2 // _ f ) n 
{P+p^i) 
(3.3.50) 
RecaUing the definition of r," f rom Eqn. (3.2.49), 
a 
( p . p-\ 
/ £2 n2\ 
V A2 A 2 / 
f p. £ 2 \ p. p. 
1" 77 + 1" 77 + <5t- In In , A2 A2 / A2 A2 
+ 0{c?\ 
(3.3.51) 
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aNp f dH I S T T V J £ l f _ F{£^)F{1_) 
X a {K', - K', - IQ (\n ^ + In ^ j + a [H', 
+ a 2 ( J ^ - J ^ - J^) ( ^ l n 2 + I n ^ - ^ ^ 
/ £2 02 \ 
+ a 2 ( M ^ - M ^ - M ^ ) j ^ l n ^ + l n ^ ^ 
+ ^ ^ ( ^ 2 - ^ 3 - ^ ; ) 
3p2 ( £ 2 _ p 2 / 4 ) 
2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
X 
/ /2 /2 \ 
«^^3 I n ^ + l n ^ U«/f^ 
1 
A2 A2 
l n ^ ^ + l n ^ ; ^ ) + a ^ M ' I n ^ ^ + l n ^ ^ 
£2 £2 





^ ^ £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 2 ( ^ P) 
( £? /2 \ 
a/r^ I n - ^ + l n ^ 
+ ( i n ^ T ^ + l n ^ ^+ 1 
A2 
( n2 n2\ 
, 2 , H H . ^ M J l n ^ + l n ^ 
+ « ^ ^ e l n | l n | ] } . (3.3.52) 
Making use of Eqn (3.3.20) and referring to Appendix C for the angular integration, we 
can rewrite the above equation as, 
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rp-y/l _ 2NF 
37r2p2 
1 
rA2 / dee 
Jo 
{l + 2aAio) 2^ + p2/4) 
X {H'2 - H's- H^) (A2,i - p'e Ao,i) 
+ (a^ (A'^ - A l - A'^) + a' {M^ - - M^)) 
X 2 1n i^'+PV^) ^r.- .2,2 
A2 ( A V - i ^ ' ^ ' A V ) -
+ a' {J's - - J^) I 2 In^ (^!±|!Z1) (^2,1 - pH' A0,1) + 
+ (g^ - - Q's) [ In^ (^!±f!Zl) (^ ^^  _ 2^^ 2 j^^^^^ ^ + 0{a^) 
(£2 + p2/4) 11 
X a 2 ( ^ ^ - H's - H'^) 2 In 
- f ( i i - _ A- _ A - ) I 4 In^ + ^ ''^'^ < - "^,2 ... 
A2 ( A 2 , i - p ' ^ ' A o , i ) + ••• + C(a^) 
3p2 ( £ 2 , ^ 2 / 4 ) 
2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) (l + 2 a A i o ) 
X E's Ao.i + (a^ A^ + c? M^) | 2 In (^!+|!Zll A^^, + 
, (^2+^2/4) 
+ { 2 In^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ Ao,i + • • • ^ + <| In^ ^ ^ - ^ c f ^ A^o.i + • • • K ^^C"') 
, 2 ( ^ ' + P V 4 ) , , 
+ 3 
2p'' {e-p^A) 
2 (^2+p2 /4) 
{e-pVA) 
a A 11 
.2 ^, (^^+?^V4),,. 
2 « ^ ^ 3 l n ^2 
A2 
, ,2 . . . ,„2 (^' + ^ 7 4 ) , . Ao,i + 4 A^ In^ ^ '^^ ^ '^0,1 + C?((i-^ ) 
(£2 + p2/4)2 
(1 + 2 a A 
a' H'e K2,r + ( a' + M^) | 2 In (^!±f!Zl) A^ . i -
+ . 3 I 2 1,2 ( ^ - + f / 4 ) + . . . ) + , 3 11,2 ( ^ - + . V 4 ) , , . ,„ ,4. 
A2 K2,i+ ---}+0{a') 
, o {e-pV4) ^ , 
(£2 - f p2/4) 
2 . 2 (fl+|!Zl) A , , + 4 A1 in^ K2,i - 0{a^) 
A2 
(3.3.53) 
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On evaluating the integrals, we obtain : 
2NF 





X (£2 + p2/4) 
A2 
a' {H', - H',- H',) + 2a' {!<', - K', - K',) In 
+ 2a^Aw{H', - H',~ H',) 
+ a'{iM^- M^- M^)+2A^oiKs- Ks- IQ + An {H', - H!, - H',)) 
( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
X 2 In 
A2 
W { 2 { j ' , - J', - J',) + (g'2 - - g ; ) + 4 A n {K', - K', - I Q ) 
X In ' 
( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
A2 
+ Oia") 
8^2 x < + 
2 £2 P' 
2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
2e 
( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
3p2 ( £ 2 - p 2 / 4 ) 
• 2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
(^^+PV4) 
3 -r a i 3 m — a'H' + 2 a ' A - U n + 2a^AwH'^ 
+ ( 2a^M^ + 4 A i o A ' ^ + 2 « M n / / ^ ) In^^-t^Zli 
+ ( 2 a V ^ + a^g^ + Aa'AnK) In^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - f ^ + 0(a ' ' ) 
1 
X 2^2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) ^7 + p2 ( £ 2 + ^ 2 / 4 ) 
+ 3 
(^ ^ - PV4) 
(£2 + p2/4)2 
X g -r ^ix -n-gin a'H' + 2 ^ 2 / ^ ' I - + 2a'AwH', 
+ ( 2 a 3 M ^ + 4 A I O A : ^ + 2 a M n / / 0 ( ^ l ^ | ! / 4 ) 
' ' 1 8 £ 2 ^ + + p ,2 (3.3.54) 
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+ l n ^ - ^ ( 2 a ^ ( J ^ - J ^ - J^) 
3p2 
+ {Q'2 -Q3-Qs)+4 An {K'2 - K - K ) ) (^f + 2^ ) 
4A2 
2 P + W £ ^ ( 2 a V ^ + a'Q', + 4a' An K ) 
+3 
4A2 
,2 + In^ ^ ( 2 ^ 3 + a' Q',+ 4a' An K ) 
+ 
( 
+ 2 (^2 + 2 Aio) {K'2 - K3 - K's) + 2 a' ( M ^ - - M^) 
\ 
+ 2a'An{H'2-H',-H',)\ {t'2 + ts) 
J 
+ a'(2iJ^ - J^ - J^)+ {Q', - Q',- Q',) 
\ 
+ 4 A n (K'^ - K;^ - K'^)] {t^^ + t^) 
3 / a'Hlit^-^- ( 2 (a2 + 2 a' Aio) A3 + 2 + 2 a' An H'^) t 
+ a'{2j;,+ Q',+ iAnK's)t 
+ 
3 / 
a'H'^t^y+ ( 2 ( a ' + 2 a M i o ) A ^ 6 + 2 a'M'^+ 2 a ' A n ^ ) 
+ a 3 ( 2 J ^ + g ; + 4 A i i A ^ ^ ) t 9 ^ 
+ 0{a') (3.3.55) 
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Evaluating the above integrals, we arrive at the end of the calculation : 
2^7" = ILL 
STT 
a ' 4 
{K'2 - K's - K^) + 3 In 2) + A^ ( - 3 + 6 In 2) -f- A^ ( ^ - ^ + 91n2 
+ ^ (-^2 - -^ '^ s) + ^ -^3 - ^ ^ 6 
-f In 
A2 
3 f l 
A2 
K^ K's) + I K's - I K', 
2 ("^ 2 ~ J3~ J's) + J3 — 2"^^ 
+ Aii{K'2 - K'^ - A%) + 2 All A^ - A n A^ 
+ \{Q2-Q3-Qs)+ \Q'3-\Q 
•n2 
7V' 
( j ^ _ j ^ ) (-1+ 3\n2^+ J ^ ( - 3 + 61n2)+ -/e ( - ^ + 91n2) 
- f A n ( A ^ - A ' ^ - A^) ( - ^ + 6 1n2) 
V 2 J 
+ A n A ^ ( - 6 + 12 In 2 ) + A n A^ Y + ^^^^^^ 
+ ^(M;,- M^- M^) + ^M^-^M^ 
+ Aio I {K'2 - A^ - 2A^) Aio 3 A^ - Aio ^ A^ 
+(Q'2 - - Q's) ( - | + ^ l n 2 ) + Q's ( - ^ + 31n2) + Q', ( ^ - ^ + ^ l n 2 
+ ^AII{H;,- H^- H',)+^AIIH!,-^AIIH:^ + 0{a') 
(3.3.56) 
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We can then write 1/G{p) in the following form, analogous to the result for l/F{p) in the 
fermion case, Eqn. (3.2.62), 
- J - = 1 + ^ 
- a I n ^ 
+ + 31n2) (A'^ + A'^ - K'^ - IQ + | K'^ + ( - 9 + 12 ln2) 
4 / z 
+ -(H^+ H!,- He- H's) 
3 1 3 f 
a In ^ 
+ An [K'2 + A'^ - A'^ - A'^) + - + - - Q^) 
A2 
X 
M 2 1 1 1 , 
I — - 1 2 ^ -
All (A'2 + A'3 - A'e - A'g) 
+ + 3 l n 2 ) (J^ + 4 - 4 - + ^ + ( - 9 + 12 ln2) ^ 
+ ( ^ : ^ + 6 In2) A n (A'^ + A'^ - A'^ - A'^) 
+ 3 All K3 + A n ( -18 + 24 In 2) Ag 
+ ^ ( M ^ + M ^ - M ^ - M ^ ) + ^ A i o ( A ' ^ + A - ^ - A ' ^ - A^) 
+ ^ A n ( ^^ + H;, - H^ - H ^ ) + ( = ^ + ^ In 2) (Q'^  + - -
+ ^ g 3 + ( ^ + 6 1 n 2 ) g J - ( ! ) ( a ^ ) | 
Q's) 
(3.3.57) 
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U n t i l now we have considered the SD-equation for fermion and photon wave-function renor-
malisations. As seen in Eqns. (3.2.62. 3.3.57), these equations depend on the constants 
which appear in the coefficient functions, r 's of the basis vectors. These constants de-
termine which combinations of F and G we are talking about in the transverse vertex 
construction. Mul t ip l ica t ive renormalisability imposes conditions on the fermion-boson 
vertex through these constants. In order to f ind these constraints, we shall first work out 
in the next chapter what the general multiplicatively renormalisable forms of the fermion 
and photon functions are. 
Chapter 4 
How Multiplicative Renormalisation 
Puts Conditions 
on the Fermion and Photon 
Wave-function Renormalisations 
// you wish to advance into the infinite, 
explore the finite in all directions. 
-Goethe-
103 
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4.1 Introduction 
The divergent nature of Q F T requires renormalisation [40, 7, 4, 39]. This is because in 
almost every field theory, the corresponding Feynman graphs have loops which give ultra-
violet divergent integrals. I n order to have a meaningful theory, these infinities have to be 
removed, so that we are left w i th finite quantities which are observable. This renormalisa-
t ion can be carried out in a number of different ways. The divergences seen in Feynman 
diagrams are thought to be caused by the infinite nature of certain bare (unphysical and 
thus unmeasurable) quantities such as the coupling constant, mass and Green's functions 
etc. A redefinition of these bare quantities in terms of physical, measurable quantities 
removes the divergences. Af ter this redefinition, we have physical parameters wi th finite 
measurable values. I f this process is successful for the relevant field theory by using any 
renormalisation scheme, then we say this theory is renormalisable. 
The cornerstone of the renormalisation is regularisation [40, 4, 5, 39]. This means we can 
manipulate the divergent integrals to give a finite answer in terms of the regularisation 
parameters which depend on the regularisation method used. There are several regulari-
sation techniques, for instance, dimensional regularisation, cut-off regularisation etc : 
Cut-ofF regularisat ion [5, 7] means we replace the infinite upper l imi t of the divergent 
momentum integral w i t h some ultraviolet finite cut-ofi^ parameter, A. The result is finite 
but w i l l depend on this parameter. 
Dimens iona l Regular isat ion [4, 7] means we evaluate the divergent integrals in a d-
dimensional space. This introduces an infinitesimal parameter e — d — 4. This often 
results in a pole at = 4. 
Af te r regularising the theory, i t must be renormalised. Whichever regularisation scheme 
is used the renormalised quantities must be independent of the regularisation technique, 
i.e. the parameters. A, e. As was mentioned above there are several techniques to make 
the theory renormalisable to all orders in perturbation theory. We mention two equivalent 
schemes: the counterterm and multiplicative renormalisations. For the counterterm 
renormal isat ion we begin w i t h the physical Lagrangian defined in terms of physical 
quantities. New terms proportional to the original ones (counter terms) are added directly 
to the Lagrangian in order to cancel the divergent parts. Af ter this cancellation, we have 
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a f in i te theory. 
The renormalisation procedure considered in this thesis is multiplicative renormalisation [4, 
28, 22]. I n mult ipl icat ive renormalisat ion the divergent sum over all the relevant Feyn-
man diagrams are absorbed into the redefinition of physical quantities and Green's func-
tions. We shall consider multiplicative renormalisation in the case of QED since this is 
main interest of the thesis. 
4.2 Multiplicative Renormalisability of QED 
I n QED, the full-propagators and the vertex function are all divergent. However, by 
introducing the following definition of the finite (renormalised) propagators and the vertex 
funct ion, we can absorb these divergences into functions, Z i , and Z3 which are infinite 
sums of the corresponding, divergent Feynman graphs. We remove the divergences at all 
orders by introducing fields [40, 4, 7] : 
* H = Z^'" *o , = Z;'" r « = Z-' To , (4.2.1) 
where Z i , Z2 and Zz are the vertex, fermion and photon renormalisation constants, respec-
tively. Subscripts R and 0 denote renormalised and bare quantities. The divergence of the 
fermion propagator is absorbed into Z2 : 
Sn{p,^l) = z^\^,,^)s,{p,^) , (4.2.2) 
and similarly for the photon function : 
A« , (p ) = Z - ' ^ l { p ) . (4.2.3) 
The gauge covariance of the photon propagator requires that the covariant gauge parameter 
is similarly renormalised. 
U = Z,-' C • (4.2.4) 
Analogously to the others, the divergence of the vertex function is canceled by the factor 
Zi : 
= Z f ^ , (4.2.5) 
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w i t h the above definitions, the coupling constant is renormalised according to, 
e^ = ^ J z ^ e . (4.2.6) 
Making use of the Ward-Takahashi identity [7, 40] : 
^1 = ^2 , (4.2.7) 
the coupling constant renormalisation becomes, 
e ^ ^ Z l ' ^ . (4.2.8) 
4.3 The General Multiplicatively Renormalisable G{p^) 
In this section, we shall look for the most general form of the multiplicatively renormalisable 
photon wave-function renormalisation. In order to do so, the renormalised GR can be 
wr i t t en i n the following fo rm by using Eqn. (4.2.3) : 
G^{p,y) = Z-\f,,A)Go{p,A). (4.3.1) 
Now, introducing the following quantities, for convenience, 
P = M = l n ^ , 
and 
P + M = , (4.3.2) 
we define the most general perturbative expansion of the unrenormalised photon wave-
funct ion renormalisation up to next-to-leading logarithms by * : 
Goip,A) = l + a o ( B „ ( P + M ) + 5 i o ) + ( B 2 2 ( P + M ) 2 + S 2 i ( P + M ) ) 
+ {BS3 (P + M f + {P + M f ) + [b,, {P + M f + B,^ {P + M ) ^ ) 
+ C ( a ^ ) . (4.3.3) 
*Tlie notation ao has been adopted instead of a, which was used in previous chapters, in order to stress 
that the coupling is bare 
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The renormalised photon wave-function constant is : 
Z^^ = 1 + ao (^11 M + zio) + al {222 + 221 M) 
+ (4 (233 - f Z32 M ^ ) + (^ 44 + Z43 M^) 
+ 0{a'), (4.3.4) 
and since a = e'^/in, using Eqn. (4.2.8), the bare couphng constant, in terms of renor-
malised quantities, is : 
ao = CVH (1 + ^ ^ ( X i i M + xw) + al (X22 - f X21 M) + (x33 M^ + X32M^)+ ) , 
(4.3.5) 
where i?'s, Z's and x's are constants to be determined. After having prepared all the 
necessary ingredients, we can renormalise the photon wave-function renormalisation at 
;,2 = a2 =^ M = l n ^ = 0 , 
A2 
Z3(A^,A^) = constant 
G«(P,M) = Goip,A) (4.3.6) 
2^ = A2 
Therefore, as a left hand side of the Eqn. (4.2.3), we can take the following form for the 
renormalised photon wave-function renormalisation : 
G H ( P , M) = 1 + an {Bii P + Bio) + al [B22 P' + B21 P) 
+ al (B33 P' + B32 P') + al (544 P' + B43 P') 
+ Oial). (4.3.7) 
To find the right hand side of Eqn. (4.2.3), we mul t ip ly Go, Eqn. (4.3.3), by Z3~\ Eqn. (4.3.4). 
Then to convert the bare coupling constant to the renormahsed one, we insert Eqn. (4.3.5) 
into i t . Order by order comparison of this result for different powers of M w i th Eqn. (4.3.7) 
yields : 
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an M : + z „ = 0 , 
an const : i?io + Zw = 0 , 
O H • zu + ^11 Xu + ^22 + ^ i i Xu + 2^2 = 0 , 
alMP : 5 n X n + 2 5 2 2 + 5 n Z i i = 0 , 
al M : 5 u -Jio + J5io X n + ^lo Xu + ^ l o ^11^21 + ^21 + ^ i i Xio + Zii Xio = 0 , 
a ^ M ^ : 2z22Xn +B33 +Z33 +BuX22 +B22Z11 +BiiZ22 + 2BnZiiXii 
+ 2 ^22 X i i + zu X22 = 0 , 
P : 2 ^ 22 ^ i i + X22 + 4 B22 X i i + ^11 2^2 + 2 Bu zn Xu + 3 B33 = 0 , 
a l M P ' : 3P33 + 2 B 2 2 X i i + 5 2 2 ^ i i = 0 , 
al M' : Bu X21 + ^21 + 2 B21 X u + ^10X22 + 2 B „ Zjo X i i + 2 ^ 21X11 
+-2^11 X21 + Bio Z22 + 2 B i i Xio + B32 + 2 5 io X n + -^ lo X22 + 232 
+2 -B22 XlO + ^11 Z2X + ^22 2lO + 2 Z22 Xio = 0 , 
« i M P : 2B32 +BnZ2i + 2B22Zio + 2BirZroXu + 2B2iZn 
+2 Bu Xio + 4 ^22 Xio + Bu X21 = 0 . 
(4.3.8) 
Solving the above equations for Z's, B's and x's gives the following relations 
1^1 = --S11 , 
^10 = —-Bio , 
2^2 = ^ {Bu + X l l ) : 
Z21 = 2 Bio Bu — B21 , 
^ 1 0 Bu Xu -
B'u B'u Xu Bu xl 
3 3 1 
Z32 = " 2 -Sii l l - 2 ^ 1 0 -^11 + ^21 Bu - Bu Xio X l l + -^21 X l l + 2 X21 , 
2^33 = 
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^22 = —^{Bii - Xn) ) 
^33 = ^ ( ^ ^ - ^ 5 n X n + 5 n X n ) , 
^32 = Bii xio Xn + B21 Bii + - Bio Bii Xn - - Bio Bl-^ - B21 Xu - 2 B^'^ X21 , 
X22 = xli , 
X 3 3 = X i i , 
^ 2 5 
X32 = - 2 x i i X 1 0 + - X 1 1 X 2 1 . (4.3.9) 
These relations are between z's-B's and 5 's-x ' s . We also need to know the relation 
between z's and x's- Hence, this time we compare Eqn (4.3.5), order by order, wi th the 
definit ion of the coupling constant given in Eqn. (4.2.8). Then we find : 
anM • X i i — -2^ 11 ; 
an : Xio = Zio , 
alM' • X 2 2 = zii x i i -t- Z22 , 
alM X21 = 2^ 11 XlO + Zio X l l + ^21 , 
alM^ X33 — 2^ 11 X22 + 2 ^22 X l l + 3^3 , 
al X32 = • 2 1 1 X 2 1 + ^ 1 0 X 2 2 + 2 ^ 2 2 X 1 0 
(4.3.10) 
On collecting all the above relations, we can display them as : 
X n = ^11 = —Bii 
Xio = 2:10 = -Bio 
X 2 2 = X?i = Bii , 
X21 = 4 5io ^ 1 1 - ^21 ) 
X33 = X?i = - - ^ 1 1 
X32 = —8 Bio Bii + 1 ^ 1 1 B21 
^11 > 
B'u, 









- Bu B21 — 2 Bio Bu , 
0 , 
0 , 
2B10B11 - B21 , 
Bli Bio — ^ Bu B21 
Finally, making use of these results for the photon wave-function renormalisation constant, 
^3 = 1 + ao\^Bu\n^^ + Bio'j+al[B'u\n'^ + B2iln^ 
+ C.I (^B',, \n' ^ + Bu B21 - 2 Bio B^) \n' 
(4.3.11) 
the coupling constant 
+ a l { B'u \n' ^ -h (4 Bio Bu - i ? 2 i ) In ^ 
A 2 
+ al (^-Bf, In' ^ + ( -8 Bio Bl, + \ Bu P 2 1 ) In^ ^  + 0{a') 
(4.3.12) 
and the mult ipl icat ively renormalisable bare photon wave-function renormalisation, 
2 P V „ G'o(p, A) = 1 ao \Bu In ^  + 5 i o j + al \ BI^ W ^ + B21 In ^ 
+ ocl [B\, In^ ^ + Bu B21 - 2 Bio B\^ In^ 
+ 0{at) 
(4.3.13) 
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the inverse of Go : 
1 p^ 
G ^ i ^ ) ^ ' + -o[-Buln-,-Bio^ 
+ «o 
+ al {{-B2i + 2BiiBio)ln^ + Bl, 
B21 Bii ^ - 2 
+ Bio ^ I ' l ) I n ' 1 ^ + (2 Bio B21 - 3 Bii Bl,) In | ^ + 
Hence the renormalised photon wave-function renormalisation can be wri t ten as : 
Gn{p,^i) = \ + anBiiln^ + a l ( B ' , , \ n ' ^ + {B2i-2BioBii)\n^ 




4.4 The General Multiplicatively Renormalisable F{p^) 
Analogously to the previous section, we deal wi th the fermion wave-function renormali-
sation. We similarly define the following general perturbative expansion of the unrenor-
malised Fo to next-to-leading order in powers of logarithms as : 
Fo(p, A) = 1 + ao All In 7 ^ + Aio 
+ al ( A 2 2 I n ' + A 2 1 In 
A 2 
,2 
+ al I A,, In^ 1 ^ + A,2 I n ' 
A"2 
(4.4.1) 
We again introduce P and M of Eqn. (4.3.2) and note that the gauge dependence of 
the parameters A , j can be usefully displayed. Since gauge dependence arises f rom photon 
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propagators, any Aij cannot have a higher power of ^ than Then Fo(p, A) can be writ ten 
as : 
Fo{p,K) = \ + ao{aii^hi){P+ M) + ao{qit + ri) 
al{a2 + 62 ^ + C2) {P + Mf + ao (92 + ^2 ^ + 52 ) (P + M ) 
+ al{a3e + h3e + C3i + d3){P + Mf 
+ « o ( 9 3 f + r 3 ^ ' + 5 3 ^ + ^3) (P + M ) ^ 
+ 0{al), (4.4.2) 
and the fermion wave-function renormalisation constant becomes : 
Z-\^i|^) = \ + an{ziM+yi) + al{z2M''+y2M) + al{z3M'+y3)M''-\-0{a'). 
(4.4.3) 
Recalling Eqn. (4.2.4), 
io = Z3U . (4.2.4) 
using Eqn. (4.3.4) for Z3, we have 
6 = ^« 
X 1 - ao {Bu M + Bio) - al ( P 2 1 - 2 P j o ^ n ) M + [BIOB^ - ^21^^ M'+ • • 
(4.4.4) 
and Eqn. (4.2.8), 
ao = Z-^ an , (4.2.8) 
we obtain the following relations between bare and renormalised quantities, 
OO^ - ttfiG , 
" o ^ = O^ICRZ^^ , 
c^ie = ccl(lZ3-' . (4.4.5) 
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Making use of all the above quantities, the unrenormalised wave-function renormalisation 
can be wr i t t en as : 
Fo(p,A) = 1 + anUai{P + M) 
+an hi [l - {Bii M -t- Bio) an + {B',, M' + {ABioBn - B21) M) al} {P + M) 
+aR U Qi 
+an ri { 1 - (Bii M + Bio) + ( B ^ ' I M ' - f (ABioBn - B21) M) al + • • • • 
+ « « { « 2 (I + 62 U ( 1 - anBii M - Bio) + C2 ( 1 - 2an (Bn M + Bio))} {P + M ) ' 
+ « H { 9 2 en + r2 in ( 1 - anBii M - Bio) + 52 ( 1 - 2an {Bii M + Bio))} {P + M) 
+al { a 3 fn + '^3 + C3 ^n + ds} {P + M f 
+ 4 {% (I + ^ 3 ^ 1 + 53 + ^ 3 } {P + M ) ' 
+0{al) . 
Renormalising F (as for (?) at 
F , ( p , / 0 = i^o(p,A) 
recalling Eqn. (4.2.2), 
Fn{p.li)^z^\^i|^)Fo{p,^), 
we then can display the left hand side of this equation as : 
Fn{p,li) = \ + an{aii + hi)P+ an{qii + ri) 
+ ( a 2 e' + '^2 e + C2) P ' + 4 (92 e + r2( + S2)P 
+ 4 ( ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) p 3 





Af te r mul t ip ly ing FQ, Eqn. (4.4.6), by Z 2 \ Eqn. (4.4.3), in order to obtain the right hand 
side of the Eqn. (4.2.2), we can compare two sides order by order in powers of M. We find 
for the terms listed as a^ to be : 
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anM : aiU + zi + bi =0 , 
0!R : qiCn + ri + yi = 0 , 
alM^ : a2il+ {b2+ ziai) U + Z2-ZiBu+ C2-biBu+Zibi=0 > 
4 P M : 2a2^l + {ziai + 2b2) U + 2c2-biBu + zibi = 0 , 
Q;^  M : 92 + (2/1 «i + ^1 9 i + ''2) U 
+ yibi + zi ri + y2 + S2- bi Bw - zi Bio - y\bi - ri P n = 0 , 
alM' : a3il + {zia2 + b3)il 
+ (C3 -}- 22 «i - 2i ai Bii + Zib2~ 62 P i i ) , 
alPM^ : 3a3<f^ - f ( 3 6 3 - f 2z ia2) 
(3c3 - H 2 a 2 2 i - 2 6 2 P 1 1 - ziBuai) U 
+ 2ziC2 + Z2bi-Ac2 Bu + 3d3-\-bi B^^ -2zibiBu=0 , 
alP'M : 3 a 3 ^ U ( ^ i « 2 + 3 6 3 ) ^ ^ 
/ 3 1 \ 
+ [zi aibi + -aibl+ - ai bi P „ j U 
+ d3-2c2Bii +Z1C2 , 
4 : 93 + (^3 + ziq2 + yi a2) 
+ (-53 + 2/2 a i + •^i ?^ 2 - ^2 -Sio - r 2 P n + 2/i ^2 + ^2 9 i - ^ i ^ i ^ l o 
- y\ 0.1 Bii - Zi qi P i i ) ^n 
+ ys + ^3 + 22 r i -h y2 ^1 + 4 zi Bio Bu - Zi B21 -[- yi Bu 
-2Z2B10-2 7/2 P i i - bi B21 + r i Bu - 2 02 Bio ~ 2 S2 P i i + zi S2 + yi C2 
-2zihiBio-2y -Ibi bu + 46i Pjo P n - 2z i r j P „ , 
a ^ P M : 2q3il + {2r3^ Ziq2 + 2yia2)U 
+ (21 '^ 2 - y\ ai Bii - zi ai Bio - 2 61 Pio + 2 ?/i 62 - P n 
+ 2/2 o i + 2 5 3 ) U 
- 252 5 n + 4 6i Bu Bio + 21^2 + 2^3 + 2 y i C2 
- bi B21 - 4 C2 Pio - 2 zi bi Bio -2yibiBu. (4.4.9) 
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Solving the above equations leads to : 
zi = -ai U - b i , 
2 ^ 
2^ = Y ^ i + ( « i i i - « i 5 i i ) ^ « + y ( ^ i - 5 i i ) , 
Z3 = - y + [ - \ « i 1^ + 4 B n ) - ^ («i bl + 3ai hi Bu - ai B j ' J U 
- \ h \ - \ h \ B i i - \ b i B l , , 
yi = -qi U - r i , 
y2 = {2aiqi-q2)il + {2airi-r2^-2biqi-aiBio-qiBii) U 
+2 ri bi-S2 , 
f 3 2 A ^3 
ys = \q2di - 2 « i i i J ^n 
+ [-3 ai bi qi + ?2 1^ - 2^1 n + ?'2 «i - 2 92 ^11 + al ^ l o + 4 a j gi Buj (1 
3 5 
-|-(ai bi Bio + r2 6i - - g i 6' - - a j r j B n - 3 a j 6i r j - j - 2^ + 3 qi bi Bu 
3 
- ^11 - 9i - ai B21) U 
1 3 3 




a2 = y , a3 = y , 
62 = ai 61 , 63 = -a^ 61 
= I {bi B n + 6') , C3 = ^ (ai b^ + ai hi B n ) , 
^3 = ^6? + i f t ? B n + ^61 Bj ' j , 
1 2 
g3 = ai 92 - 2« i9 i , 
r 3 = n + ai r2 - O i 61 91 -\-b1q2 , 
53 = ai 52 + ^r2 B n + &i r2 - ^ g i 6' - a i 61 n - ^ ai r j B n , 
^3 = - i r i 6 i B n + 6 i 5 2 - 6 i B n B i o + ^ 6 i B 2 i + 5 2 B n - ^ r i 6 ^ (4.4.10) 
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Substituting these relations into the unrenormalised fermion function , we eventually arrive 
at : 2 
Po(p,A) = l+ao{aii + bi)\n^ + ao{qii + ri) 
+ c . l ( ^ e + aibU+^-^ {Bu + bi)^ In' ^ + al ( 9 2 ^ + r2 ^  + ^2) In ^ 
+ c ^ i ( 4 e + ' ^ e ^ ' - ^ { b . ^ B i i ) ^ ^ : i + 
bl biBl blBii] 3 p 2 




l ^ r j B u 
(hiB2i 
^ j + + r2 ai + 92 61 - ai bi 91 j e 
qib\ airiBu , \ . 
+ «i •52 + r2 bi ai bi r j ^ 
A D D , D ^1^1 , A ^1^1^11 
^ 61 P i i Pio + 52 P l l — + S2bi 
1.2 P 
A ^ ' 
(4.4.11) 
and its inverse : 
1 
Po(p A) " ^ + a o ( - a i ^ - ^ i ) I n — - f a : o ( - 9 i ^ - r i ) 
2 
+ < \ ^ e ^ a i b i i + ' - ^ { b i - Bu)] W ^ - f (2a, - 92)^^ 
A2 
+ {2airi + 2biqi-r2)i^2biri-S2)\n^ 
, 3 / « ? . 3 a? >^i ,2 , «i 1^ / > , 0 w -1 
+ ""'[--Q^ - - y ^ + — M i + 5 i i ) ^ - y 3 
6? biBl, 6?PiA , 3 + A^ 
+ «o 
+ 
9^2 «i - 2^1 ^ + V 2*^ ^ ''^ r2 ai -H 92 61 - 3 a, 61 91 j ^ 
r2 P: 11 , . 7 3 ,2 , ai r i P n 
2 + aiS2 + r2bi- 6^  + " ' ' ' 2 - 3 C i 61 r j -|- 91 61 P n j ^ 
+ ^1^21 , J n n , n 3 2 - 3 2 + &1 P l l Pio + 52 P l l - 2^1 ^  - S2bi + -ri bi Bu ln2 P A ^ ' 
(4.4.12) 
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and the renormalised fermion wave-function renormalisation becomes : 
+ < ' ^ a + arbU.+ ^iibr + B,,)] In^ g 
+ a | ((92 - oi qi) Cl + (7-2 - 61 gi - a i n ) - bi Bio + 52 - n ^'i) In 
+ ocl ( a i 9 2 - a i 9 i ) ^ ^ + ( - a ? r i - 2 a i 6 i 9 i + r 2 a i + g 2 & i ) ^ H 
V 
/ 1 1 
+ r2bi~ qi h\ - 8^ - -bi qi En + Bn + 0,1 S2 
\ z z 
1 \ 
- - ai r i Bn - 2 aj 61 r j ( j , 
^ / 
- h\ 5io + 52 61 - 2 61 Bn Bio + ^ ^'l ^21 
+ 52 JBU - r i 61 Bx\ - r i In^ — 
(4.4.13) 
Then the A^^ of Eqn. (4.4.1) are : 
An = ai^ + bi , 
Aw = qi( + ri , 
A22 = ^ e + a , b u + 
A21 = qiC^ + ^2 ^ + 52 
A33 + ° ' / ' ( B n + 6 , ) + 
[,3 
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A 32 
^ a? oi \ , o / a? Ti , 1 \ ^2 
92 « i ^ ? + ^T" + a i r2 + 6i 92 - cti Oi qi t, 
Z J \ Z J 
+ y— \- aiS2 + r2bi - - ai Bn - cti Oi r i j (, 
+ ^ 1^ B21 - bi Bu Bio + •52 Bu - ^ Ti 6j + 52 61 - ^ r i 61 Bu . (4.4.14) 
4.5 Non-Perturbat ive Applications of M R 
Multiplicative renormalisability renormalises the theory to all orders in perturbation the-
ory. We assume that it works non-perturbatively too [22, 23, 28]. The following examples 
demonstrate the application of the above result to non-perturbative QED. 
4.5.1 Quenched Example 
In the case of quenched QED, G = 1, means 
(4.5.1) 
Collecting only leading terms, the renormalised fermion wave-function renormalisation 
takes the form : 
2^ 
F,i{p,fi) = l + Q!j,(ai^ + 6i) In El 
+ 2 
, 3 + , 3 , .^lA. 
+ «f i ^ ^ ^ • ^ • 
We can easily sum the above expression to give 
(4.5.2) 
FR{P,PL) = exp 0^(01^ +61) In — 
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After a very trivial step we reach the non-perturbative form of the fermion wave-function 
renormalisation : 
,2 \oiR{ai i+bi) 
(4.5.3) 
4.5.2 Unquenched Example 
To illustrate a simple example in this case, we consider only leading logarithms and ^ = 0. 
Then the renormalised wave-function renormalisation becomes : 
FR{P,H) = 1 + a^biln^ 
+ aV-^ {bi + Bu) In'^ 
bi 
+ al ^ (6i + Bu) {bi +2Bu) In + 0{a],) . 
(4.5.4) 
This expression can be written as 







' A . 
6 Bu \Bu 
1 - a^Bu \n — 
B l W ^ -
\Bu 
-bi/Bx 
+ 2 Bt,\n'^^\-VO{a\) 
(4.5.5) 
Recalling the following relations for the coupling constant, 
cvo = a(A) = a « ( l - a « B n M + 4 B i \ M ' - f •••) 
= a{^i) {\ - a{^) Bu ln^+ a^(//) B'u In' ^ + 
a{fi) 
il+aifi)Bu ln/xVA2) ' 
(4.5.6) 
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where a(^) = aji. This leads to, 
1 - a{ii) Bn In — 
similarly, 
l - a ( ^ ) j 5 n l n ^ = 
a{^) ' 





in terms of the running coupling, as the renormalisation group requires. 
In this chapter we established a most general multiplicative renormalisable form for the 
fermion, Eqn. (4.4.12), and photon wave-function Eqn. (4.3.14) renormahsations. We 
have also demonstrated how this method works non-perturbatively. Now as a natural 
step we will make use of these multiplicatively renormalisable functions F and G from 
Eqns. (3.2.62, 3.3.57) to constrain the vertex function. This is what we shall do in the next 
chapter. 
Chapter 5 
M R Constraints on the Vertex 
Physicists like to think that 
all you have to do is say, 
these are the conditions, 
now what happens next? 
-R.P. Feynman-
121 
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5.1 Introduct ion 
In this Chapter, we shall combine the results of the previous two chapters to find the con-
straints on the fermion-photon vertex imposed by multiplicative renormalisability. Hav-
ing calculated the multiplicatively renormalisable fermion, Eqn. (4.4.12), and photon, 
Eqn. (4.3.14) wave-function renormahsations, in Chapter 3, it becomes possible to compare 
these functions order by order with those computed by solving the SD-equations directly, 
Eqn. (3.2.62, 3.3.57). As a second step, we also take into consideration the other informa-
tion detailed in Chapter 6, and conditions listed in Chapter 2 on the vertex function to 
show how to construct a nonperturbative vertex ansatz for unquenched QED. 
We first take the quenched case as a simpler example to demonstrate the procedure given 
above. Hopefully this will be a helpful example to understand the unquenched case which 
is relatively more complicated. 
Before we start to give this example, we want to make a point clear which is important 
for the following procedures, that is : Ki, Ji, Mi, Kl, H-,Qi and M,' are constants in 
Eqns. (3.2.48, 3.2.49). Nevertheless, they may depend on ( and A^ -^ However, this can 
only be in a particular way : the Ki, K'-, M , , M'- and //-can at most be linear, J,-, J/ and Q\ 
quadratic in ( or Np according to the multiplication factors (i.e. logarithms) appearing in 
Eqns. (3.2.48, 3.2.49). Consequently, we should keep this point in mind when the procedure 
of comparison is performed in the rest of the chapter. 
5.2 M . R . constraints in Quenched Q E D 
As was mentioned earlier, in the quenched approximation, the photon wave-function renor-
malisation, G = 1. We therefore only have the fermion wave-function renormalisation to 
deal with. On comparing Eqn. (3.2.63) and Eqn. (4.4.12) in each order for the ( term, we 
obtain : 
p2 
OLQ In—^ comparison: 
- a , i - h , = - j -
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1 
ai = — 6i = 0 (5.2.1) 





- q i i - r i = 0 , 
qi = r i = 0 (5.2.3) 
Recalling A-io from the previous chapter and making use of the values of qi and r i , the first 
next-to-leading term in F becomes 
Ain = 0 (5.2.4) 
2, 2P 
o^ o 1" ] ^ comparison: 
"1 i2 e = - 7 -fir - ( I n ) 
+ ^ {-K2 + + lU + lU) + ^ (-/^2 + K + + A l ) 
Au 
2 
( - A : 2 + 7^ -3 + lU + A ' s ) -f 3 {-K'2 + / i - ^ + K + ^^s) 
(5.2.5) 
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ttoln-^ comparison: 
- 92 i - r 2 i - S2 
J _ 
4 7 
(16 In 2 - 7) {-K'2 -f K':i + K'^ + IQ -f 2 K'^ (13 - 16 In 2) 
+ 2 ( - ^ 2 + ^3 + ^6 + ^ 8 ) 
92 = 0 , 52 = 0 (5.2.6) 
Referring to Table 5.2, we can see that the K[ only depend on Au, i-e. ^, and the H'- depend 
on AiQ. This is where Eqn (5.2.6) comes from. Moreover the study in quenched QED of the 
fermion wave-function renormalisation using the Landau Khalatnikov[30] transformation 
shows that, to order a^, the gauge dependence merely occurs in the leading logarithm term. 
Having 2^ = -52 = 0, the r2 term is the only one left as the next-to-leading contribution 
in F at order cP and makes the fermion wave-function renormalisation gauge dependent 
unless r2 = 0. Therefore, we take r2 = 0 and A21 is then simply : 
A 21 (5.2.7) 
and 
0 = ^ (16 In 2 - 7) ( - A ^ + K'^ + A^ + A^) + 2 A^ (13 - 16 In 2) 
+ ^ ( - ^ 2 + ^3 + ^6 + ^ 8 ) 
(5.2.8) 








8 ^ + - M n T + 2 P -
1 
+ - A n (-/ i '2 + A'3 + lU + Ks) - {-J2 + J3 + Je + Js) 
+ ^ An { - K + /^-^ + K + ^ s^) + 2 ( - + + 4 + J^) 
+ 4 (-(52 + Q U Q ; + Q;) 
/42 
( - J 2 + J3 + ^6 + ^s) - 2 ( - + ^3 + 4 + -^ s) 
(5.2.9) 
3 , 2 P c^oln comparison: 
( ( 3\ 
0 = {A,oAn-A2,) | + -
\Z 8/ 
+ ^ Aio {-K2 + ATs + + K^) - 7 ( - M 2 + M3 + Me + Mg) 
4 4 
+ ^ (16 In 2 - 7) An {-K'2 + A^ s + K + ^ s^) + 2 (13 - 16 In 2) An K 
-f i ( 1 6 1 n 2 - 7 ) i-^ + Js + Je + J's) + 2(13-161n2)4 
+ ^ ( - M ^ + -f- + M^) -f ^ ylio (- /^2 + K'3 + K + K ) 
+ i ( 1 6 1 n 2 - 7 ) ( - g ^ + + + Q;) + ( 1 3 - 1 6 l n 2 ) g ^ 
+ -An i-H^ + H^ + K + H',) , 
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0 = - ( - M 2 M3 Me + Ms) - 3 ( - M ^ + + M^ -f M^) 
1 
+ - ( - 7 + 161n2) (-J^ + J ^ + 4 + J ^ ) + 2 ( 1 3 - 161n2)J^ 
+ i ( _ 7 + 16 ln2) (-^'2 + ^3 + ^6 + ^ 8 ) + ( 13 -16 In2 )g6 
- \ A U i-H'2 + H;, + H', + H^) . 
(5.2.10) 
We see that finding a multiplicatively renormalisable fermion wave-function renormalisa-
tion is entirely related to the structure of the transverse vertex. Having a multiplicatively 
renormalisable F requires that the transverse component must have a particular form to 
obey the above constraints. 
5.2.1 Non-Perturbative Vertex Ansatz in Quenched Q E D 
Obviously, all these constraints depend on the combinations of various constants yet to be 
determined according to different combinations of the wave-function renormalisation. We 
take the Ball-Chiu [26] construction, which determines the longitudinal piece, as a guide. 
This suggests that we consider symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of the function 
F. To be explicit, we use the following forms for the non-perturbative fermion-photon 
vertex : 
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1 
F{k') F{p') 
K = An 
J = A j l - ^22 
M= -A21 +2 An Aw 
K=-An 
2 F{k') - F{p') J = ^ 2 2 
M= .421 
Table 5.1: Antisymmetric combinations of F in quenched QED 
1' 1 , 1 
F ( F ) ' F { f ) 
K' = -An 
J' = y4jj — A22 
M'=-A2i + 2AnAw 
Q> ^0 , H' = -2 Aw 
2' F{e) + F{p') - 2 
K' = An 
J' = A22 , M'= A21 
Q> =0 , = -2 Aw 
Table 5.2: Symmetric combinations of F in quenched QED 
To use these tables, consider the first entry. If the involve an antisymmetric combination 
of F , e.g. -p^r^ — y^i]-, then the constants Ki,Ji,Mi are as given on the right hand side 
of the Table 5.1. The next step is to write down the coefficient functions r,- of the basis 
vectors as a combination of the above choices. Then : 
= Xi*l + yi*2 
+ x : . * i ' + 2 / ; * 2 ' . z = 2,3,6,8 (5.2.11) 
where Xi,yi,x'- and y'- are constants. The numbers 1,2,1' and 2' denote the different 
combinations of the wave-function renormalisation in the left hand column of Tables 5.1, 
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5.2. Which combination of these forms (1, l ' ,2,2 ') can be taken to construct the simplest 
non-perturbative transverse vertex that satisfies the given constraints? In order to find 
this out, let us insert Eqn. (5.2.11) into Eqns. (5.2.5-5.2.10). Starting from the former, 
Eqn (5.2.5), we have : 
= Au {-X2 + X3-\- xe + xs) - Au { - y i + 2/3 + 2/6 + ys) 
- 3 Au {-x'2 + 4 + 4 + 4) + 3 Au {-y'2 + 2/3 + 2/6 + y's) • (5-2.12) 
From now on we shall use the following nomenclature, since the same combinations of the 
different constants in Eqn. (5.2.12) appear everywhere, 
X' = - x { + xii+ xi+ xi, [ X ' = X , Y - - - , x^ = x , y - ] 
X^' = 4'+ 4'+ 4', {X'' = X\Y'---,x'' = x',y'---} 
(5.2.13) 





A u [ { X - Y ) - 3 i X ' - Y ' ) ] , 
{X - Y) - 3 {X'- Y') . (5.2.14) 
Eqn. (5.2.8) yields. 
Au _ All ^(^x-Y)~{ X' + 3 Y')] 
4 2 
1 = { X - Y ) - {X'+3Y') , (5.2.15) 
and Eqn. (5.2.9) gives : 
0 = (^-I-F 81n2) ( X ' - r ) -H 2 ( 1 3 - 161n2) (4- 2 / ; ) . 
(5.2.16) 
Solving these equations gives, 
X' = ZY' , 
- = X - Y - Q Y ' , 
2 
0 = - ( - ^ + 8 1n2) y ; - 4 ( 1 3 - 161n2) (4-2/^) . (5.2.17) 
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In order to find the simplest solution satisfying these equations, Eqn. (5.2.17), it is sufficient 
to choose : 
X = - X2 -\- X^ -\- XQ x& = ]^ , 
and the rest will be 
Y = X ' = r = 0 . (5.2.18) 
Obviously, every a;,-, which satisfies this equation, can be a solution, for instance, 
= ^ , - X 2 - f Xs + = 0 . (5.2.19) 
The simplest example is to take the coefiicient functions, 
T2 = Ta = Tg = 0 , 
and then TQ becomes : 
1 I \ I \ 
= W T f ) [ W ) ~ W ) J • ^^-^-^^^ 
Hence, an ansatz for the non-perturbative transverse vertex could have the form, 
1 f 1 I ' 
2{P+p^) {F{P) Fip'), 
rip' - k') + {p + k)'^ i 
(5.2.21) 
This is in fact very similar to the CP-vertex, except that there is no kinematic singularities 
in the k'^ —> p"^ l imit. 
Taking Eqns. (5.2.2, 5.2.4, 5.2.7) into account together with Eqn. (4.4.11), we can write 
down the leading logarithm terms for the wave-function renormalisation in the quenched 
case as : 
F = 1 . (5.2.22) 
47r A^ 2 V 47r / A^ 
By summing this, we can rewrite it as : 
F{v') = ' (5-2-23) 
which is clearly multiplicatively renormalisable. 
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5.3 M . R . constraints on FT v ia 
the Fermion Wave-function Renormalisation 








Figure 5.1: Unquenched Schwinger-Dyson equations for fermion and gauge boson 
Now we display the layout of whole calculation again below, since it is such a lengthy 
procedure. 
Non-perturbative massless Q E D 
i 
Schwinger-Dyson equation 
Truncation is needed 
Make an ansatz for 3-point vertex 
T 
Flow diagram will be continue in 
the next page 
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Non-perturbative massless Q E D 
Schwinger-Dyson equations 
Truncation is needed 
Make an ansatz for 3-point vertex 
The ansatz must satisfy 
criteria, (see Sect.2.2), which 
the full vertex itself satisfies 
As a result of Gauge 
Invariance Ward Identities 
must be fullfiUed 
T f basis tensors are 
given by Ball-Chiu 
Using charge conjugation and 
other informations, 
perturbative expansion of 
r,- are suggested 
Full vertex is divided into 
longitudinal and transverse 
parts 
Longitudinal vertex is fixed 
by Ball-Chiu 
r*" — r'' 
Transverse part left to be 
determined. The vector 
structure of the vertex leads to 
Ti, the coefficient functions 
are the only unknowns 
Substitute this vertex into 
the coupled SD-equation 
Calculate the general form of 
multiplicatively 
renormalisable F and G 
1 
Perturbative calculation and 
all other vertex information 
Solve SD-eqn. for the 1/F and 1/G 
in terms of the constants of 
the perturbative expansion of Ti 
Order by order comparison to get 
constraints on the vertex function 
imposed by multiplicatively 
renormalisability 
We are here 
Construct non-perturbative vertex ansatz 
Figure 5.2: Flow diagram of the Schwinger-Dyson calculation 
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Here, we first deal with the wave-function renormalisation. To do this, we start by com-
paring ( terms order by order between multiplicatively renormalisable F, Eqn. (4.4.12), 
with those found by solving the SD-equation, Eqn. (3.2.62) : 
2 
Q;O comparison: 
- a , i - b , = - X , 
4 TT 
a i = 4 7r 
6i = 0 





-qii-n = 0 
This requires Aw to be 
9i = n = 0 






+ ^ (-7^2 + As + Ae +/^s) + ^ {-K^-K + K + K) 
(5.3.5) 





+ i ( -7 + 16 In 2) i-K', + K'^, + K'^ + /-T )^ + 2 ( 1 3 - 16In 2) K'^ 
+ 2 ( -^2 + ^ 3 + ^6 + ^ 8 ) 
9 2 - 0 (5.3.6) 
and 
»-2 ^ + •Si = — 
1_ 
4 7r 
+ ^ (16 In 2 - 7) (- /r^ + K':, + /r^ + 7^ :^ ) + 2 (13 - 16 In 2) /iT^ 
+ 2 ( -^2 + ^ 3 + ^6 + ^ 8 ) 
(5.3.7) 
Q I Q l ' ^ ^ ^ comparison: 
= _ _ L 
6 ^ 47r U + s j i T + 2 j — 
+ i ( A l l + J 5 I I ) (-7 :^2 + 7^3 + + Ti^ s) - { - h + Js + 6^ + is) 
+ \ ( A n + B i i ) (-A-^ + K'^ + A^ + A-^) + 2 ( - + + + Jg) 
+ ^ ( - ( 3 2 + Q 3 + (56 + Q 8 ) 
A?l ( - J 2 + J3 + 6^ + is) - 2 ( - + + + i^ ) 
^ ( - Q ' 2 + + Q ; ) - ^ (^11 + 5 l l ) {-K + / ^ 3 + ^^ 6 + K) 
(5.3.8) 
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A2 comparison: 
( 2^ \ 
^ \ (Aio A n - A21) f I + I) - § ^ 1 5lO + I A l l ^11 - ^ ^22 
+ ^ (Aio + B,o) {-K2 + Ks + Ke + Ks) - ^ {-M, + M, + Me + Ms) 
+j Bn (Ks - Ke) + ^ (16 In 2 - 7) {An + B,,) {-K + K + K + K) 
+ i ( 1 6 l n 2 - 7 ) ( - J 2 + ^ 3 + 4 + •^ s) + 2(13-161n2)J^ 
+ ^ ( - M ^ + + + M^) + ^ (Aio + Bio) {-K + ^^3 + K + ^^ 's) 
+ ^ Bn {K^ - K'e) + 2 ( 1 3 - 16 In 2) (An + ^ n ) K'^ 
+ i ( 1 6 1 n 2 - 7 ) ( - g ; + g ; + g ; + Q^)+ ( 1 3 - 1 6 1 n 2 ) g ; 
+ \ (An + 5 i i ) {-H', + H', + H^ + H',) 
4(47r) 
( _ M 2 + M3 + Me + Ms) - 3 ( - M ^ + + M^ + M^) 
3 £ 
= 2 ^21 + 2 2^ -Sn 
3 ^ 15 . ^ 
~ 8 ( 4 ^ + sTi^O 
+ Bn [iKs-Ke)+S{K3-Ke)] 4(47r) 




+ ^ ( 1 3 - 1 6 1 n 2 ) J ^ - — (An + 5 n ) i-H', + H^ + H^ + H^) 
1 
+ — ( 1 6 1 n 2 - 7 ) (-Q', + (5^ + g ; + g^) + _ ( 1 3 - 1 6 l n 2 ) g ; 
(5.3.9) 
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The conditions in the boxes, Eqns. (5.3.5-5.3.9), are the constraints multiphcative renor-
malisability of the fermion wave-function renormahsation imposes on the vertex function. 
5.4 M.R. constraints on the TT via 
the Photon Wave-function Renormalisation 
To construct a suitable ansatz for the transverse vertex, we need as much information as 
possible coming from the coupled SD system. Solving this system for the fermion wave-
function renormalisation only gives part of the constraints. The rest is extracted from the 
photon function. To do this, we repeat the same steps for the photon function as we have 
carried out for F. Comparison takes place between Eqn (4.3.14) and Eqn (3.3.57) order 
by order for G. Obviously, this time instead of looking at the way terms depend on the 
gauge parameter ^, we compare the dependence of Np, the number of flavors hidden in the 
B terms. Then : 
otQ comparison: 
^ " - 3 7 
(5.4.1) 
ao comparison: 




.2P Q^ o In comparison: 
-An = i-K-K + K'e + Ks) (5.4.3) 
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a g l i i ^ ^ comparison: 
—B21 + 2Bn Bw = ( A I O - ^ A l l ) - I {K2 + 7^3 - Ke - Ks) 
+ ( - ^ + 3 1n2) (7^-^+ K'^- K, 
+ 2^^^+ ( - 9 + 12 1n2) /a 
+ 1 ( ^ 2 +H',-H'e- H',) 
K's) 
-B21 + 2 Bn B 10 - 2 ln2) A n + ^ ( -A -2 - 7^3 + Ke + Ks) 
-l{-H'2-H', + H'e^H',) 
( -9 + 12 ln2)7ir^ 
(5.4.4) 
l i ^ ^ ^ ^ comparison: 
0 = ^ ^ \ { J ' 2 + J s - J e - J ' s ) 
1 
+ An(7i'^ + 7 ^ ^ - A - - 7 ( ' ^ ) + - ( g ' , + g ^ - g ^ - g ^ ) , 
A^ , . - - { - J 2 - J . + J'e + J'.)-\{-Q'2-Q'z + Q'e + Q'.) 
(5.4.5) 
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OLQ In^^-^ comparison: 
B 11 (— B21 + 2 Bio Bu) 
37r ^ - ^ A22 - ^ A l l iK2 + K3 - Ke - Ks) 
+ ( - ^ - f - 3 1 n 2 ) {A + J^-J^-J^)+IJ!, 
+ ( -9 + 121n2) + ( - ^ + 61n2) A n ( A ^ ^ + - K', - IQ 
+ 3 A I I A : ^ - F 2 ( - 9 + 12 In2) A n A - ^ 
+ ^{M!, + M^-M^- M',) + ^ Aio + K - K - K ) 
+ IAI,{H', + H'^-H',-H',)+ ^ l n 2 ) {Q'^^Q'^-Q,-Q'^) 
+ ^ Q 3 + ( - ^ + 6 i n 2 ) 
^ ( _ M ^ _ M ^ + M^ + M^) = 
^ + ( 2 4 - ^ ^ 2 ) ( - 2 4 + 1^2) 
+ I (-7^2 - K3 + lU + /^s) (2 A n - 5 n ) 
— ^ ( - / / ^ - i / ^ + i / ^ + 77^ ) ( 2 A n - 5 n ) 
+ ^ K':, (4 A n - 5 n ) + ^ ( -9 + 12 In 2) K'^ (4 A n - Bn) 
+ ^ J ^ + ( -9 + 12 1 n 2 ) 4 + ^(_9 + 12 1n2)g; 
(5.4.6) 
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Again the conditions on the vertex have been enclosed in boxes, Eqns. (5.4.3-5.4.6). The 
general multiplicative renormalisability constraints on the 3-point vertex function are ex-
pressed in terms of the constants Tf, M , J, 7\', J', M ' , 77', g ' . These appear in the defi-
nition of the coefficient functions of the basis vectors in the transverse vertex, r/, r/', in 
Eqns. (3.2.48, 3.2.49), 
/ n2 P \ 
. M . M , I n A ^ - l n ^ ^ 




+ C ( a ' ) , {z = 2,3,6,8} (3.2.49) 
and they also appear in the combination of the non-perturbative 7^ 's and G"s, Tables 5.3, 5.4. 
Basically in the above expressions the r[ and r/' have been written as a general perturbative 
expansion of the different combinations of non-perturbative F and G. Each symmetric and 
antisymmetric combination of the F and G gives similar perturbative expansions but with 
different constants. Thus, as we shall see below, each individual non-perturbative form of 
the fermion and photon wave-function renormalisations has its own set of constants. Here 
some examples are listed in analogy with the quenched case of Tables 5.3, 5.4. Again the 
right hand side of the tables below gives the constants, e.g. 7<', J, M , 77, g , Tf', J', M ' , 77', g ' , 
for the r,'s constructed from the combinations of F and G given on the left. 
Antisymmetric combinations of F and G are : 
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1 _ 1 
F ( F ) 7 x 7 ) 
K = A i i 
M = - A 2 i + 2A11A10 
1 _ 1 
K = B 11 
J = 5^ 1 - B •>22 
-B21 + 2 jBii B 10 
G(kl) G(p') 
K = A n - 5 n 
- 1^1 -011 + B22 
M= -A21 -\- 2 An Aio - ^10 Bu - An Bw + 2^1 
J = - A22 
W ) 
K = A n + 5 i i 
J = A j i - A22 - ^22 
M= -A21 + 2 A l l Aio + Aio 5 n - A n Bio - 2^1 
F{k')G{k') F{p')F{p') 
K = A l l - ^ 5 l l 
J = - ^22 + An 5 i i -F Bl^ - B22 
M= - A21 + 2 An Aio + Aio ^ i i + An B^ - -B21 + 2 5io 5 i i 
K = An - 5 
1 
F{k')G{p') F{p')Gik') 
J =A? 11 
11 
122 Bl + B22 
M= - A21 + 2 An Aio - Aio B^ + An 5io + -B21 - 2 Bw Bn 
Table 5.3: Possible antisymmetric combinations of F and G 
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1' 1 ^ 1 . 9 F(P) F(;,^) 
K' = -A 11 
J' = Al - A22 
M'=-A2i + 2AnAw 
Q> =0 , H' = -2 Aw 
K' = -B 11 
2' 1 -L 1 9 G(P) G(pO J' = - 522 
M ' = - 5 2 i +2 5 i i 5 i o 
Q' =0 , W = -2Bw 
3' g(fe^) I Gip") 
1 W ) ^ W ) 
K' = -An + 5 i i 
J' = A\^ - A22 - An Bn + ^ 22 
M ' = -A21 + 2 >ln ^10 - ^10 Bn - An Bw + 2^1 
Q ' = 0 , 77' = - 2 ( A I O - 5 I O ) 
F ( F ) + T ( 7 ) 
A ' = - y l i i + 5 i i 
/' = Al, - A22 + 522 
M'= -A21 + 2 A l l Aio - Aio Bn - An Bw + 2^1 




- 2 J' = A'n - A22 + An J9II + B]^ - B22 
M ' = -A21 + 2 An Aio + Aio 5 i i + An 5io - 2^1 + 2 Bw Bn 
Q'=0 , H' = - 2 ( A I O + 5 I O ) 
6' 
F(k^)GiP) ^ W ) W ) 
K'^-An-Bn 
J' ^ Al, - A22 + Bl, - B22 
M'= - A21 + 2 An Aio + Aio ^ n + An 5io - 2^1 + 2 5io 5 i i 
g ' = 2 A n 5 i i , H' = - 2 ( A I O + 5 I O ) 
7' G(P) + Gip^) - 2 A ' = i?n ,J '= 522 ,M'= B21 
, H' = -2Bw 
F(P) + F{p^) - 2 A ' = An ,J'= A22 ,M'= A21 
Q'=0 , H' = -2 Aio 
Table 5.4: Possible symmetric combinations of F and G 
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5.5 AppHcations 
The next step is to make use of all these examples for the multiplicative renormalisability 
constraints. In order to satisfy these, we have a set of equations to solve. As a first step 
the coefficient functions, r,-, can be written as a sum of different non-perturbative forms of 
F and G with the above examples. Hence, r/ and r/' become : 
T, = r / + r/' , (5.5.1) 
In general, a symmetric combination of F and G is : 
r/ = a;,- * 1 -I- ?/i * 2 -f- * 3 -F * 4 -F 5i * 5 -h r,- * 6 , (5.5.2) 
while an antisymmetric combination of F and G is : 
r/' = x\*\' + y\ * 2' + z'- * 3' * 4' 5^  * 5' + r,' * 6' + u.' * 7 * 8 , 
(5.5.3) 
where a;, x', y, ?/' • • • are constants. The number of constants needed to solve these equations 
is proportional to the number of various combinations of the F and G. These combina-
tions will appear in the ansatz for the non-perturbative transverse vertex. We then try 
to solve these equations by choosing a minimal number of combinations, in order to find 
the simplest possible vertex ansatz. However, at this moment we cannot decide which of 
these forms are necessary and which not, so we keep them all. Hence, the next step is 
to insert Eqn. (5.5.2) and Eqn. (5.5.3) in the constraints to find these equations, starting 
with the ones which come from the fermion wave-function renormalisation comparisons, 
Eqns (5.3.5-5.3.9). 
5.5.1 Application to the Fermion Function 
Eqn. (5.3.5) gives : 
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A 11 = A 11 ( + Zy + Ty + 5/ + 7?/) - 3 [x'j + + + 5} + 7?'y - W'j) 
+ Bn [{Yj- Z / + r y + 5 y - 7?y)+ 3 z ; + r ; - 5 ; - 7?'y + y ; ) ) , 
comparing ^ and A^^ terms on both sides of the equation 
(1) : ^ = ( X y + Z y + r y + 5 y + 7 ? y ) - 3 ( A - + Z } + r ; + 5 } + 7 ? ' y - M / ; ) 
(2) : 0 = (Fy - Zy + Ty + 5/ - 7?y) + 3 ( - r ; + z} + r ; - 5} - 7?'y + y ; ) 
(5.5.4) 
Using Eqn. (5.3.8) : 
A 11 ^11 
4 2 
+ A i i S n 
(ATy + Zy + Ty + 5y + 7?y) - (A^} + Z} + + 5} + 7?'y + ZW'j) 
- Zf - Sf + ^ {X'j + Y} + iZ'j + 3T} - 2S'^ - R'j - Vj - W}) 
+ Bl, Z f - T f + l ( y ; - 5 z ; - s r ; + 5; + 7?', - 5 y ; ) 




( ATy + Zy + Ty + 5y + 7?y) - ( X } + Z} + + 5} + 7?^  + 3W'j) 
(4) 0 = - Zy - 5y + i (A- + y ; + 4 z; + 3 r; - 2 5; - 7?'y - y ; - w',) 
(5) 0 = Zy - Ty + i (r; - 5 z; - 5 r; + 5; + 7?; - 5 y ; ) 
(5.5.5) 
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Eqn. (5.3.7) yields 
A21 = r2i+ S2 
1 
47r 
[-1 + 81n2) (-A- - Z ' j - T ' j - S ' j - R'^ + W'^) 
+ 2(13 - 161n2) i-x'e - z'e - t'e - s'^ - r ' ^ < ) 
- ^ 5 n + ( - ^ + 81n2) ^ n ( - Y } z ' j + T'^ - S) - R'j + Vj) 
+ 2(13- 16\n2)Bn ( - y ^ + 4 + - s',-r',+ v',) 
+ 3 5 i o {-Y; + Z'J + T;- S'J- R'J- V;) , 
and looking at the coefficients of the ^ and Np terms, we obtain : 
(6) : r2 = 
(47r)^ 
(_1 + 8in2) (A ;^ + z; + r; + 5; + R'^ - Wj) 
+ 2 ( 1 3 - 161n2) {x',+ z',+ t',+ s',+ r',-w',) 
- ^ B n + ( - ^ + 8In2) ^ n ( - F / + Z} + - 5^ - i?'^  + Vj) 
+ 2 ( 1 3 - 161n2)Bn ( -yg + 4+ 4 - 4 - 4+4) 
+ 3Bio ( -y ; + z} + r; - 5} - R'J - v j ) 
(5.5.6) 
The last Eqn. (5.3.9) gives 
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-AnB 11 J-'IX (_l + 8 in2) [x'j + z ; + r ; + 5; + 7?'y - 2vy;) 
- 2 ( 1 3 - 161n2) ( 4 + 4 + f ; + 4 + r ^ - 2u;;) 
+ A n B i i - i ( - ^ + 8 in2) [x'j + 3 y ; + 25 ; + 27?'y - 3 y / - H^;) 
+ ( 1 3 - 161n2) ( - 4 - 3 4 - 2 s ^ - 2 ^ + 3 ^ + u;;) 
3 3 
+ - ( a;3 + 23 + ^3 + S3 + r s ) - - ( + ^6 + ^6 + -se + r g ) 
- - (4+ z^  + ;^ + 4 + 4 - ^ ) 
9 
+ ^ ( + % + *6 + •^ e + ^6 - ^ e ) 
+ A i i B 10 - 4 ( - ^ / - r y + 5 y + 7 ? y ) 
+ - ( - 4 y y ' + Z y + r y - 5 y - 7 ? y - 4 y ; ) 
+ Bl, 
3 3 
-{yZ-Z3^U+Sz- 7-3) + - ( -2/6 + ^6 - ^6 - 56 + Tg) 
J ( y 3 - 4 - ^ 3 + 4+ 4 - 4) 
J (-4 + 4 + 4 - 4 - 4 + 4) 
+ ( - ^ + 8 in2) ( z ; + r; + y;) + 2 (13- i6 in2) (4 + 4 + 4) 
+ ^11 ^10 _ _ ( K ^ + 5 y - 7 ? y ) 
_ | ( _ 4 y ; + Z y + r ; - 4 5 } - 4 7 ? ' y - y y ' ) 
(5.5.7) 
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again comparing the ^ and Np terms, we get : 
( 8 ) : ^ = ( - ^ + 8 i n 2 ) ( x ; + 3 r ; + 2 5 } + 2 i ? ' , - 3 y ; - i ^ ; ) 
+ ( 1 3 - 161n2) ( - x ; - 3 4 - 2 4 - 24+ 34+ < ) 
3 3 
+ - ( + ^3 + is + 53 + rs) - - (xe + Z6 + ^6 + 56 + re) 
( 4 + 4 + 3^ + 4 + 4 - ^ 3 ) + ^ ( 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 - O 
- H (z, + - 5; - /?;) - H ( _ 4 y ; + z; + r; - 5; - R!, - 4v;) 
(8) : 0 = - ( - ^ + 8 ln2) ( x ) + Z ) + + 5} + R'j - 2W'j) 
- 2 ( 1 3 - 161n2) ( 4 + 4 + ^ 6 + 4 + 4 - 2^4) 
3 3 
(9) : 0 = - ( y 3 - -23 + 3^ + 53 - ra) + - ( -ye + ^6 - ^6 - 56 + re) 
(4 - 4 - 4 + 4 + 4 - 4) - ^ ( - 4 + 4 + 4 - 4 - 4 + 4) 
+ (-1+ 8 1n2) (z;+ r;+ y ; ) + 2 ( 1 3 - 16 1n2) (z'^+t'e+v'e) 
+ T (^/ + ^ / - ^ / ) + T ( - 4 ^/ + ^ / + ^ / - 4 - 4 ^ / - ^/') 
(5.5.8) 
5.5.2 Application to the Photon Function 
We now substitute r ' and r " into the constraints which the comparison with the photon 
wave-function renormalisation has yielded, Eqns. (5.4.3-5.4.6). Using Eqn. (5.4.3), we get 
IAU = - A n (a^;+^; + r ; + 5 ; + i ? ; - l y ; ) 
+ Bu {-Y; + z ; + - 5; - + i / ' ) , 
5.5. Applications 
and comparing ^ and A^ r^ in this equation gives 
(10) : - - = ( x ; + z ; + r ; + 5 ; + 7 t : ; - v y ; ) 
(11) : 0 = ( - r ^ ' + z ; + - 5; - 7?; + y ; ) 
Now Eqn. (5.4.5) yields : 
^11 ( x ; + z ; + r ; + 5 ; + 7?; + i^^) 
+ A n 5 n ( z ; + r ; - 5 ; - 7?;) 
- 5 2 2 ( z ; + r ^ + y ; ) , 
the following equations 
(14) : - 2 = ( x ; + z ; + r ; + 5 ; + 7?; + iy^) 
(15) : 0 = ( z ; + r ^ - 5 ; - 7 t : ; ) 
(16) : 0 = ( z ; + r ^ + y ; ) 




^21 = AnB 11 -tJii 
+ Bl, 
+ 2 ( - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 + ^ 3 ) 
+ ( - 9 + i2 in2) ( - 4 - 4 - ^ 6 - 4 - 4 + O 
^ ( F , - z , + r , + 5 p - 7?p)+ ^ ( -4+4+ 4 - 4 - 4 + 4) 
+ ( - 9 + i2 in2) (-4+ 4 + 4 - 4 - 4 + 4 ) 
+ 2 B n 5io 
(5.5.11) 
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The last constraint, Eqn. (5.4.6), gives 
— - I n 2 
24 ^11 + — - I n 2 ) A n ^ n 
- ^11 ^ {X, + Z,+ T,+ S,-\- R,) 
- 3 ( 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 - tx^ 3) 
- 2 ( - 9 + 121n2) (4+ 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 - O 
+ ^ (4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + ^^3) 
+ i ( - 9 + 121n2) ( 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 0 
+ A i i B n - { - X , + 2Y, 3Zp + 2; + 5p - 3i?p) 
+ 3 (-4+ 4+ 4 - 4 - 4 + 4 ) 
+ ^ ( ^ 3 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 - ^ ) 
+ 2 ( - 9 + 12ln2) ( - y ; + 4 + 4 - 4 " 4+4) 
+ 1 (_9+ I21n2) (4+ 4+4+ 4+ 4 - O 
4 ( 4 - 4 + 4 + 4) 
+ 5 i \ 
+ ( - 9 + i2 in2) ( - 4 - 4 + 4 + 4 ) 
-1{Y,- Z,+ T,+ S,- R,) 
- ^ ( - 4 + 4 + 4 - 4 - 4 + 4 ) 
- i ( - 9 + i2 in2) (-4+ 4 + 4 - 4 - 4 + 4 ) 
+ 1 (4+4+ 4) 
+ ( - 9 + 121n2) (4+ 4+4) 
+ BuB 10 
(5.5.12) 
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comparing , Np and ^ Np terms, we obtain the equations below : 
(17) : - ( ^ - l n 2 ) = ^- {X, + Z, + T, + S, ^ R,) 
- 3 (4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 - ^ 3 ) 
- 2 ( - 9 + 121n2) ( x ^ + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 - vo'e) 
+ \ ( 4 + 4 + 4 + 4+ 4+ ^ ) 
+ i ( - 9 + 121n2) (4+ 4 + 4 + 4 + r'e^w'e) 
(18) : ( l - - \ n 2 ) = \[-X^+2Y^- 3Zp +T^ + S^- ZR,) 
+ 3 (-4+ 4 + 4 - 4 - 4+4) 
+ ^  (4+ 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 - ^ ) 
+ 2 ( - 9 + 121n2) (-4+ 4 + 4 - 4 - 4+4) 
+ i ( - 9 + 121n2) (4+4 + 4+4 + 4 - ^ 6 ) 
+ ^ ( - 4 - 4 + 4 + 4 ) 
+ ( - 9 + 121n2) ( - 4 - 4+ 4+4) 
(19) : 0 = - ^ ( - Z^ + T:, + S-^  - 71,) 
- ^ (-4 + 4 + 4 - 4 - 4 + 4) 
_ i ( _ 9 + i2 in2) (-4+ 4 + 4 - 4 - 4 + 4 ) 
+ f (4+4+4) 
+ ( - 9 + i2 in2) (4+ 4+ 4)+ H 5 ; + i?;) 
(5.5.13) 
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As far as leading and next-to-leading terms are concerned, the above constraints ensure 
that both fermion and photon propagators are multiplicatively renormalisable in massless 
unquenched QED. Having these constraints imposes conditions on the transverse part of 
the vertex. Our intention in future work is to f ind simple solutions to these constraints 
and so obtain a non-perturbative fo rm for the fermion-photon vertex. To aid this we 
need as much information as possible about the vertex function. Part of this comes f rom 
the perturbative calculation which we are going to present in the next chapter, where we 
compute the 3-point vertex and the coefficient constants, r^, at one loop order. Surprisingly 
this perturbative calculation has not been done before. This is because i t involves rather 
complicated and lengthly algebra, as we shall see. 
Chapter 6 
Complete Analytic Form of 
One-Loop QED Vertex in Any 
Covariant Gauge 
Contradiction is not a sign of falsity, 
nor the lack of contradiction a sign of truth. 
-Pascal-
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6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the one loop vertex in QED is calculated in arbitrary covariant gauges as 
an analytic funct ion of its momenta. As mentioned before, the vertex is decomposed into 
a longitudinal part, that is fu l ly responsible for ensuring the Ward and Ward-Takahashi 
identities are satisfied, and a transverse part. Furthermore, in this chapter the transverse 
part is decomposed into 8 independent components each being separately free of kinematic 
singularities in a n y covariant gauge in a basis that modifies that proposed by Ball and 
Chiu [26]. Analyt ic expressions for all 11 components of the 0{a) vertex are given explicitly 
in terms of elementary functions and one Spence function. These results greatly simplify 
in particular kinematic regimes. 
The only truncation of the complete set of Schwinger-Dyson equations, that we know of, 
that maintains the gauge invariance and multiplicative renormalizability of a gauge theory 
at every level of approximation is perturbation theory. Physically meaningful solutions of 
the Schwinger-Dyson equations must agree wi th perturbative results in the weak coupling 
regime. Perturbation theory can thus serve as a guide to allowed non-perturbative forms. 
As mentioned earlier, the wave-function renormalisation, F{p^), and the mass function, 
M{p^), are the constituents of the f u l l fermion propagator and they can be calculated at 
each order i n perturbation theory. Now these two functions must occur in the fermion-
boson vertex, since the Ward-Takahashi identity relates the 3-point Green's function to the 
fermion propagator in a well-known way. This is satisfied at every order of perturbation 
theory. Indeed, such identities are true non-perturbatively. Thanks to the works of Ball 
and Chiu [26] we know how to express the non-perturbative structure of the part of the 
vertex ( a part conventionally called the longitudinal component ) that fulfi l ls the Ward-
Takahashi identi ty in terms of the two non-perturbative functions describing the fermion 
propagator, Eqn. (2.3.34). We have also learnt that multiplicative renormalizability of the 
fermion propagator imposes further constraints on the vertex, as extensively discussed in 
Chapters 2, 5, but these have yet to be fu l ly exploited. While the bare fermion-boson vertex 
in a min imal coupling gauge theory is simply 7 ,^ in general the vertex involves twelve spin 
amplitudes that can be constructed f rom j'^ and the two independent 4-momenta at the 
vertex as elucidated by Bernstein [41]. This would suggest that the complete fermion-
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boson vertex involved a large number of independent functions. However, some of these at 
least must be related to the fermion functions F{p'^), M ( p ^ ) , not to mention the analogous 
boson renormalization funct ion G'(p^). I t is to the nature of these forms that perturbation 
theory can be a guide, but only i f we calculate in an arbitrary gauge. For instance, i f we 
calculated the vertex in massless QED merely in the Landau gauge we would f ind the 7*^  
component was like its bare fo rm just 7**. This would serve l i t t l e as a pointer to the form 
I [F'^^k"^) + F'^ijp^)] as its non-perturbative structure. Only by calculating the vertex 
in an arbi trary gauge does this result become clearer. Ball and Chiu have performed this 
0(a) calculation of the vertex in the Feynman gauge and we w i l l be able to check their 
result and correct a couple of minor misprints in their published work. 
Thus our a im is to compute the fermion-boson vertex to one loop in perturbation theory 
in any covariant gauge and to decompose i t into its 12 spin components, of these all but 
1 is zero. This f u l l vertex is by its very nature free of kinematic singularities. We then 
divide the vertex into two parts : the longitudinal and transverse pieces. The longitudinal 
component alone ful f i l l s the Ward-Takahashi and Ward identities. The way to ensure 
this wi thout introducing kinematic singularities was fu l ly described by Ball and Chiu as 
discussed in Chapter 2. We then investigate the transverse part and decompose i t into the 
basis of 8 vectors proposed by Bal l and Chiu [26]. We examine each coefficient of these and 
f ind that two have singularities in arbitrary gauges. These are not present in the Feynman 
gauge in which Bal l and Chiu work. We propose a straightforward modification of their 
basis that ensures each transverse component is separately free of kinematic singularities 
in any covariant gauge. This makes this basis a natural one for future non-perturbative 
studies. 
We divide the discussion into 6 parts: 
• the one-loop calculation of the vertex in asymptotic l imi t is presented in Sect. 6.2.4 
and extraction of the one-loop transverse vertex in the same l imi t is in Sect. 6.2.5; 
• the one loop calculation of the vertex, its decomposition into spin amplitudes and 
the expression of these in terms of known functions, including one Spence function 
w i t h 10 different arguments are all presented in Sect. 6.3.6; 
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• the one loop calculation of the fermion propagator to determine the functions F(p^), 
M ( p ^ ) , which fix the 0{cx) longitudinal part of the vertex is in Sect. 6.4.1; 
• the extraction of the transverse part of the one loop vertex and its decomposition 
into 8 independent components in the Ball-Chiu basis are described in the rest of 
Sect. 6.4.2; 
• checking the singularity structure of each of the components of the vertex is given in 
Sect. 6.5. This leads to the proposal of a new basis for the transverse vertex, which 
has coefficients that have only the singularities of the f u l l vertex; 
• deducing the fo rm of the vertex in specific kinematic regimes. 
6.2 Getting Started 
6.2.1 Definitions: Feynman rules and basis vectors 
For the most part the definitions given here are standard, but they are stated here to make 
this chapter self contained. The perturbative calculation involves the use of bare quantities 
defined as follows in Minkowski space : 
bare vertex : — ieP" = — «e7° , (6.2.1) 
fermion propagator : iSp{p) = i{fi + m)/(p'^ — m?) , (6.2.2) 
photon propagator : «4°^(p) = -i P^Qni. + ({ - '^)Pts.Pu\ /p'^ , (6.2.3) 
where e is the usual QED coupling and the parameter ^ specifies the covariant gauge. 
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Figure 6.1: The fermion-boson vertex to one loop order showing the definition of 
momenta and Lorentz indices 
The vertex. Fig. 6.1, T'^{k,p) can be expressed in terms of 12 spin amplitudes formed from 
the vectors 7 ,^ k^,p^ and the spin scalars and ^ [41]. Thus we can write 
12 
where we number the V/^ as follows 
(6.2.4) 
(6.2.5) 
The vertex satisfies the Ward-Takahashi identity 
q,T'^ik,p) = S^\k)-Sp'{p) , (2.2.1) 
where q = k — p, and the Ward identity 
(2.2.2) 
as the non-singular k ^ p l im i t of Eqn. (2.2.1). W i t h the fermion propagator given to any 
order by Eqn. (2.3.1), we follow Bal l and Chiu and define the longitudinal component of 
the vertex by 
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2 \F{k^) F(p2)_ 
l ( ; ^ + ^ ) ( f c + p ) ' ^ / 1 1 
2 ( P - p 2 ) \^F(P) F{p^)^ 
(p + kr f M { P ) Mip')\ 
(2.3.34) 
( P - p 2 ) ^ F ( p ) F ( p 2 ) ; 
alone then satisfies the Ward-Takahashi identity, Eq. (2.2.1) and being free of kinematic 
singularities the Ward identity, Eq.(2.2.2), too. The f u l l vertex can then be writ ten as 
T^{k,p) = Ti^{k,p)+Tl{k,p) , (2.3.25) 
where the transverse part satisfies 
q^Tt;^ik,p) = 0 and r^(p,p) = 0 . (6.2.6) 
The Ward-Takahashi identi ty fixes 4 coefficients of the 12 spin ampKtudes in terms of 
the fermion functions — the 3 combinations explicitly given in Eq. (2.3.34), while the 
coefficient of cr^^k^^ p" must be zero [26]. The transverse component ry(/: ,p) thus involves 
8 vectors, which can be expressed in Ball-Chiu fo rm 
V'r{Kp) = jZT\k\p\q')Tt{k,p) , (2.3.64) 
2 = 1 
where 
=p^{k-q)-k^{p-q) 
= [ p - ( ^ . g ) - F ( p - g ) ] ( ^ + ? ^ ) 
=lp^{k-q)-k^{p-q)]k'p'ax. 
n =q.<^'' (6-2.7) 
= r i p ' - k ' ) + { p + k r f i 
= \{P' - k') j i ) - p ' - + {k + PY k V a , , 
=-Yk'p'a,x + k y - p ' ' P 
w i t h a^, =^[l^^lu] • (6.2.8) 
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The coefficients r,- are Lorentz scalar functions of k and p, i.e. functions of P,p'^,q'^. 
A general constraint on the eight r / s comes f rom C-parity transformations. The f u l l vertex 
must transform under charge conjugation, C, in the same way as the bare vertex [41, 25, 12], 
so that 
Cr,ik,p)C-' = - T l { - p , - k ) . (2.2.3) 
From the Ward-Takahashi identity, Eq. (2.2.1), i t is clear that r ^ ( ^ , p ) must be symmetric 
under k p interchange. The symmetry of the transverse part depends on its 7-matrix 
structure. Thus f r o m Eq. (2.2.3) together w i th 
C 7 . C - ^ = - 7 j , (6.2.9) 
yields the following transformation properties for Ti(k'^, p'^, q^) : 
n{k\p\q') = r,{p\k\q^) for ^ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,8 
T,{k\p\q') = -r,{p\k\q') . (6.2.10) 
6.2.2 Calculation of One-Loop Q E D Vertex 
in the Asymptotic Limit 
I n this section the one-loop 3-point vertex function shown in Fig. 6.1 is calculated in 
arbitrary covariant gauge in the asymptotic l imi t [22], which means 
k^ >> k • p > > (p^,m^). This calculation is extremely simple when compared wi th 
vertex calculation at all momenta, which is going to be presented later in this chapter. 
Hovever, this l im i t can be very helpful for two reasons : (1) Later, i t wi l l provide a 
check to ensure the correctness of the calculation of the vertex in this l imi t . (2) Even 
without a lot of complicated algebra being involved, i t makes us realize that the Feynman 
parametrization method does not lead to a reasonably simple answer, since i t results in a 
number of unrelated integrals that cannot be expressed in terms of elementary functions. 
The vertex of Fig. 6.1 is naturally wri t ten as 
r^(k,p) = ^"(KP) • (6.2.11) 
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From the Feynman rules specified in previous section. A** to 0{a) is simply given by : 
-i^^'= [ 4 ^ , { - i e 7 n ^ S U p - ^ ) i - i n n ^ S U k - w ) i - i e j ^ ) i A % { w ) , 
(6.2.12) 
where M denotes the loop integral is to be performed in Minkowski space. Substituting 
Eqns. (6.2.3) for S^{p) and A|^^(p), we have wi th a = e'^/Air : 
— wV — \{k — wY — m?\ [w'^ (27r)4 JM ' [{p - Y - m2] ' [(A; - w) 
4 7r3 JK 
WaWp 
,4 7" ( ^ - i/b + m) Y ( ^ - ]^ + m) fa 
M [(p — wy — m^] [[k — wY — m? 
d^w 
47r^ JM [{p — wY — rn?] [{k — wY — ra^\ ' 
(6.2.13) 
on separating the gai3 and WaWp parts of the photon propagator. By making use of the 
Feynman parametrization, the two integrals in Eqn. (6.2.13) can be solved in the asymptotic 
l i m i t . We w i l l do this calculation in two parts, one which vanishes in Feynman gauge called 
A2 and the other which does not called A^, as follows : 
6.2.3 Calculated 
I n this section we handle the first integral in Eqn. (6.2.13) and solve i t by using a cut-ofi^ 
regularization method, 
^ 47r^ JM W"^ [{k — wY — rn^] [{p — wY — 'm^] 
(6.2.14) 
We start by applying a convenient Feynman parametrization to this integral which is : 
4 - = 2fdxr^dy—— - I — - 3 . (6.2.15) 
aoc Jo Jo [a -|- (6 — a)x + (c — a)y\ 
W i t h the choice of 
b={k-w)^-m^ , c = - { p - w f - m \ (6.2.16) 
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we get the following expression for the : 
[w"^ + — 2k • w — m^) X + (p'^ — 2p • w — m^) yY 
(6.2.17) 
As a standard procedure to avoid performing a tricky angular integration, we change the 
variable of integration to w', where 
w'= w — xk — yp . (6.2.18) 
Consequently, w i th this new variable w', Eqn. (6.2.17) becomes 
27r3 Jo Jo ^ JM _ J ) \ 
X 'y°'{^- 1^' - X - y + m) -f" yb' - X ji - y ^ + 772)7^] , 
(6.2.19) 
where 
D = - k ^ x { l - x ) - p ' ^ y { l - y ) + 2xyk-p + m h + m^y . (6.2.20) 
Referring to Eqn. (F.2), integrals of odd powers of w' give zero. Hence, after discarding 
these odd terms, we can separate 10° and w'^ part of the numerator in Eqn. (6.2.19) to 
simplify i t : 
t A , ...2' A \ > ^ ia y i / i - ^ , r ,4 , (AIO + Ai2) + m A, 
A't = -—^ dx dy d^w '—^ 
^ 27r^ Jo Jo ^ JM ( W ' ^ - D ) 
(6.2.21) 
So, now we w i l l evaluate the ii)'-integration in Euclidean space by employing a Wick rota-
t ion, but we w i l l leave external momenta and the mass sti l l in Minkowski space, 
« /'"'^ , {-Aio + w'^ Au)-mA^o 
= TT^ dx dy dw^ ^ —— - 3 , (6.2.22) 
2x3^0 Jo JE (U;^ + £ > ) 
where 
Aio (1 - x ) { \ - y) ^^ 7^  ]^+xy ^7^ 
-X (1 - x) ^7^ ^ - 2/ (1 - y) ^7^ ]^ + rn^-i^, 
Amo = 4 ( p - 4 - F ) . (6.2.23) 
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Making use of the two if^'-integrals 
rA2 















(u;2' + Df 
Eqn. (6.2.22) can be wr i t ten as : 
<4 ,2 
I W W , / '2 
5 + ln(u; - I - D) 
2{w" + Df w'^ + D ^ ' 
J . A' 3^  
A2 
(6.2.25) 
= 2 7 / 0 ' " / o M-^-2^ + ^ - r : D - 2 j - ^ - 2 ^ } • 
(6.2.26) 
Obviously, Aio, ^ 1 2 and Amo are symmetric and quadratic in x and ?/. We want to make 
the integrand linear i n either of the two variables in Eqn. (6.2.26). We do this by replacing 
the ?/-variable by 
y = z { l - x ) , (6.2.27) 
Consequently, we get : 
f / 3 \ 1 
+ ( ^ { l - x ) { l - z + zx) ^7^ + xz{\ - x) in^ ^ 
- x { \ - x ) ^7^ ^ - z( l - x ) ( l - z + ^a:) ^ ^ m } ^ ^ ^ 
(6.2.28) 
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where 
D = [k"^ ^p^z^ -2k-pz)x^ + {-k'^ ^p^z-2p^z^ + 2k-pz + rrY)x 
-f- ( - p 2 ^ + ^ m^z) . (6.2.29) 
Now let us perform the x-integral first and, for that, recall the related integrals f rom 
Appendix G : 
C dx{l - x)\n{D) = 1^ dx{l - x)\n{e) ^'^^^^^^-^ . (6.2.30) 
Jo Jo 2 
Af te r using these integrals in the previous equation, we collect the terms which are pro-
portional to 0{k'^ In k^, k) and 0(k~^ In k^) in A^ as these are the terms we are interested 
in : 
which, on x-integration, gives 
Evaluating the ^r-integral, we finally have A^ to order a : 
(6.2.31) 
(6.2.32) 
6.2.4 A? and A^ Calculated 
We now tu rn our attention to the 2nd integral in Eqn. (6.2.13), which is 
47r'' JM \iv — WV — m^Wik — WV — m^\ 
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Once more, by using a suitable Feynman parametrization for the above expression : 
J - = V. C dx dy i ^ - ^ - y ) (6 2.35) 
aHc Jo Jo [a + [h-a)x + {c-a)y]^ ' ^ ' 
w i t h the same choice of a, 6, c as in Eqn. (6.2.16) and the same change of variables f rom w 
to w as mentioned there, A2 takes the fo rm : 
JM JO JO [W - D] 
X (^A2o(a^,y)H-?^'^A22(a;,?/)+ iw''*A24(a;,y)j+m ^^„o(a; ,y) + ^'^'^>lm2(a;,y)j . 
(6.2.36) 
I n the above expression, the numerator has been wri t ten after eliminating odd integrals 
and collecting even powers of w. Wick rotating to Euclidean space, Eqn. (6.2.36) becomes. 
A^ 
X Mo [x, y) - w^A22 [x, y) -f w'^^Aii {x, j/)j + m (^Amo [x, y) - w'^A^2 [x, y)j 
(6.2.37) 
Making use of the integrals : 
/•A' d'^w _ L 0 r 
Jo (w^ + Df ~ "sdDJo 
- w 1 d f^' d^W A 2 ^ ^ 
{ 3dDJo {w^ + Df 6D^ 
d'^ww^ _ 1 d r^' d^ww^ A 2 _ , ^ TT^ 
Jo (u;2 + Df ~ ~3dD Jo (u;2 + Df ~ 3D ' 
Jo (w^ + Df ~ Jo (w^ + D? ~ Jo  { f {w^ + Df 
in Eqn. (6.2.37) and changing the y-variable to z as in Eqn. (6.2.27), we get 
= i ^ ( ^ - i ) / o ' ^ ^ r " ' ^ 2 / ( i - a ^ ) ( i - ^ ) 
X {A2oix, z ) ^ - A22ix, z ) ± + ^ , ( . , . ) ( i n ^  - '-pj 
+ m(^A^o{x,z)-^-A^2ix,z)^^\ , (6.2.39) 
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where 
A2o{x,z) - x^z (1 - xY k' f jij^ 
+ x ^ { l - x ) { l - z + zx) e ^ i-i^ - (1 - x) fc^M 
- x'z (1 - xY k'^i^ ^ / + x^z (1 - x) i> }i 
A 2 2 ( X , Z ) - - - [ \ - x ) { \ - z + 2zx) jif^ i>-xz[\-x) ]i 
+ ^x (1 - 2x) ji-y^ ji - X {I - 2z - 2zx) p^ j6 
- z{l - x ) { l - 2 x ) k ' ' f l - x{l-2x)k^ ji 
- z { l - x Y l ^ ^ x { l - 2 x ) k \ 




7M (1 - a;) , 
x'^k''^, ^ - 2x^k''k^ 
F ( l - 3 x ) . 
Recall the related integrals f r o m Appendix G to evaluate x-integral : 
( 1 - x ) ^ i: dx- 1 f^^^k_^]^^^j^-,^j^-e^^^2^ ^ P a k^ 
P k^ k^ I 
I ' d x ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ = 0 + O{k-\k-Hnk') 
Jo 
n = 2,3. 
(6.2.40) 
(6.2.41) 
Keeping only terms which would not vanish after performing the x-integral, and collecting 




( ^ - 1 ) r dx r dz{l -x){l - z ) 
Jo Jo 
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Performing the x and z integration, we have : 
As a last step to completing the calculation for one-loop QED vertex in the asymptotic 
l i m i t , we add AJ* and A2 to arrive at the final answer : 
A^ = A^ + A^ 
^ { - ^ 7 . 1 n ^ + ^ ( - ^ 7 . / ^ + ( ^ - l ) ^ ' ^ / ^ ) l n ^ 
+ - ( ^ + 3 ) - l n - | . 
(6.2.44) 
6.2.5 The Transverse Vertex 
Having calculated the f u l l one-loop vertex, there is only one more step towards obtaining 
the transverse vertex which is to compute the longitudinal part of the vertex to order a, 
asymptotically, and subtracting i t f r o m the f u l l vertex. Calculation of the longitudinal 
part, which is the Ball-Chiu vertex, depends direction the knowledge of l/F and M/F 
since they appear i n Eqn. (2.3.34). Expressions for these quantities can be borrowed from 
the detailed discussion in Sect. 6.4.1. : 
F(p2) 47r A2 ' 
^ ( f ^ ) - _ „ f j l K + 3 ) l n | ; ) . (6.2.45) 
F(p2) \^47r'^ ' A 
Inserting these quantities into Eqn. (2.3.34) leads us to : 
^ L - ^ BC 
= - ^ 8 7 ^ " - A ^ + 8 7 P 
« , . A;'^  , k"" 
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Since our aim is to find the transverse part of the vertex to order a, in the fimit 
P » k -p » (p^,m^), we subtract Eqn. (6.2.46) f rom Eqn. (6.2.44). Consequently : 
Since the gauge independent part does not give any contribution to leading log. term of 
the fermion propagator we can drop this term. Now by rearranging the above expression, 
we find 
for » k - p » (p'^, rrY) . (6.2.48) 
6.3 Exact calculation of one loop vertex 
In this section the 3-point vertex function shown in Fig. 6.1 is calculated to one-loop order 
i n an arbitrary covariant gauge for every range of momenta and its complete analytic form 
is presented. I n order to do this, we can start ofi" f rom Eqn, (6.2.13), which is 
A' ' = -—- d^w -J 
TT" JM 
^ 4 ^ 7 ° ( ]h + m) -f^" { m) 7^ 
IM w"^ [{p — wY — "ni^] [{k — wY — m^] 
ia f .4 i"{i>- ^ + m) 7^ ( ^ - ^ + m) ^ r f i o i Q ^ 
" 4 ^ ^ ^ ^M Up - wY - m^l \(k - wY - m^l ' ^^•^•'"'^ ;4 [{  —  — '^] [{k — Y — rii^ 
What makes the present calculation in an arbitrary covariant gauge significantly longer 
and more complicated than that of Ball and Chiu in the Feynman gauge (if = 1) is the 
f o r m of the photon propagator, see Eqn. (6.2.3). The decomposition of the loop integrals of 
Eqs. (6.2.12-6.2.13) into scalar forms in the general case brings greater complexity because 
of the potential appearance of infrared divergences in Eq. (6.2.13). Nevertheless, knowing 
the Feynman gauge result is a most helpful check on our results. 
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Our first step is to perform a little 7-matrix algebra where the useful identities of 7-matrices 
are given in Appendix A and so we rewrite Eq. (6.2.13) as 
f -I 
M [w'^ [{p — wY — m^] [{k — wY — m? 
w'^ [{p — wY — m^] [{k — wY — fn'^] j ' 
(6.3.1) 
where 
+ m 7 ° [ ( ^ - + rn^ 1" Y la . (6-3.2) 
+ m io)Y^ M iD\ • (6.3.3) 
To proceed, we introduce the following seven basic integrals over the loop momentum d'^w : 
= / ^'""-Tu V2 W z V2 ^ ' (^•3-4) 
JM [[P — wY — rn^\ [[k — wY — rn^] 
^ i ' ^ = / ^ ' ^ - T 7 ^ (6-3-5) 
^ JM [{p - WY - rn?\ [\k - WY - rn^\ 
"^^'^ " L ^'"^ [{p - wY - m'] P - wY - m2] ' ^^-^-^^ 
1^°^ = I d^^-rv ^ WJTi V2 ^ ' (6-3-7) 
JM [{p - wY - m^] [{k - wY - m^] 
f ID 
^^'^ " JM ^^"^ [{p - wY - m2] \{k - wY - m2] ' ^^'^-^^ 
^^'^ " " '^"^ ^ i ; ' ' [(p - wY - w?\ {{k - wY - m2] ' ^^'^'^^ 
= / ^ ' ^ r ^ ^ ^771 ^ 
\yp — wY — rn^l [{k — wY — j 
Now, we shall give the outline of this calculation for ease of understanding : 




/ ( I ) 
Tensor Int. 
J(2) /(2) 
Solved in terms of 
Spence Functions 
Solved in terms of 
L, L', S and J(°) 
Longitudinal Vertex 
( I P 
Transverse Vertex 
Full Vertex 
A^ = T^u vr 
Qi = Qr{k\p\q') 
A^ = E 




A U A ^ 
Freedom from 
kinematic singularities 
Ri = = 1,...,12 
12 eqns and 8 unknowns 
l ' ) , i = l , - 8 
New set of basis tensors, 5, 
and new coefficient functions, 
(Ti, i=l , . . 
Figure 6.2: Flow diagram of the one-loop vertex calculation 
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A^ of Eq. (6.3.1) can then be re-expressed in terms of five of these as : 
A'^  = {r{^7''Ji+m^7''+mrji+m''r)l.)j^°^ 
\ 
+ [ Y ' ^ Y ^ mY i, 7^7^ -I- m7''7'' ^  7^ 
+ m V 7 V ) 4 ' ^ ) } - (6.3.11) 
Our next step is to compute the basic scalar, vector and tensor integrals of Eqs. (6.3.4-
6.3.10), [42, 43, 44] each of which is a function of k and p. We relegate to Appendices H 
and I the tabulation of each of the intermediate integrals. 
6.3.1 J(°) Calculated 
J^°' is the only scalar integral that appears in the result of the vertex calculation and 
it can be solved in terms of some special function which is called Spence function or 
Dilogarithm [45]. This is a kind of integral that one always comes across when triangular 
Feynman graph is calculated. In this context, a very useful piece of work comes from 
t'Hooft and Veltman [42]. They have developed a method to compute the general solution 
of one-loop one, two, three and four-point functions. We shall follow this method to 
evaluate the integral: 
• ^ ^ ° ^ = / ^ ' ^ ^ 7 ^ V2 \nri V2 T^• (6-3-4) 
JM [{p - wy - m J^ [[k - wy - m^l 
First of all, as a standard procedure, a Feynman parametrization is introduced : 
— = 2 / dx dy ^ . (6.3.12) 
abc Jo Jo [a + {b - a)x + {c - b)yf ^ ' 
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With the choice 
a = {k — wY — rn? 
b = (p — wY — rn^ 
c = w\ (6.3.13) 
the denominator of the integral can be written as 
D = w'^ + 2w {kx - px + py - k) + (p^ - k'^^ x + (m^ - y + A;^  . 
(6.3.14) 
To get rid of the scalar product of w, the following substitution is made : 
w — w + kx — px + py — k . (6.3.15) 
Therefore, J^^^ can be expressed as 
J^°^ = 2 r dx r dy [ d^w ^ , (6.3.16) 
7o Jo ^ JM {W'^-^NY 
where 
N = {k — PY X {I — x) — p^y^ — 2p • (k — p) xy 
+ y {2k • p — p^ + m 2) - . (6.3.17) 
Using dimensional regularization to evaluate the zy'-integral (see Appendix F) yields 
jd^w'—^ = i ; r 2 M l . (6.3.18) 
J {w'^^NY r(3)A^ ^ ' 
Substituting this result into Eqn. (6.3.16) gives 
J^^'^ = iir'^ dx dy\ax'^+ hy'^+ cxy + dx + ey ^ f\^ , (6.3.19) 
wi i th 
a = - { k - p Y , h = - p \ c ^ - 2 p - { k - p ) , d^{k-pY , 
e = 2k-p-p'^ + m'^, f =-rrY . (6.3.20) 
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Changing the y-variable to 
y' = y-ax , (6.3.21) 
with the special choice of a such that 
(a 4- ca -f ba^) = 0 , (6.3.22) 
the integrand of Eqn. (6.3.19) becomes linear in x : 
J(0) r\ M\-a)x , 
- - = dx dy [{Bx -f A)]-^ , (6.3.23) 
IT:^ JO J - a x 
where 
B = 2bay -\- cy -\- d + ea , 
A hy'^ + ey+f . (6.3.24) 
Now it is easy to evaluate the x integral. In order to do this, x and y should be interchanged 
with some simple transformations. This gives : 
—— = dy dx — - dy dx — . (6.3.25) 
I7r2 Jo ^ Jy/{l-a) {Bx + A) Jo ^ J-y/a {Bx + A) ^ ' 
Performing the a;-integral we have, 
j(o) 
/ dy -{\n{A + B)-\n[A + B - ^ 
Jo n [ \ I — a J ) 
- JJ''dy'^l^ln{A + B)-ln(A-B^^^ . (6.3.26) 
Rearranging the integrals and adding the same extra term In {byo^ + eyo + f ) to each of 
the integrand in a way that the total contribution of this term is zero leads to : 
—7 = dy-{\niA + B)-\n{byo' + eyo + f ) } 
- i r ' 4 {^^ + ^ ( 1 ^ ) - i ' y ^ ' + + ^ ) } 
+ ^ " " ^ ^ 2 / ' - ^ | l n ( ^ A - 5 ^ j - l n ( 6 j / o ' + eyo + / ) | , 
(6.3.27) 
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where 
B = Q y = 
—d — ea 
2ba + c = yo 
By making further changes of variables 
y' = y - a , y' = {1 -a)y y = -ay 
(6.3.28) 
(6.3.29) 




; (c + 2ba) y+ 2a + d+{e + c)a] 
x j l n by'^ + {c+e)y + a + d + f 
Jo 
In byl + {c + e)y^ + a + d^ f 
(c + 2ba) ( l - a ) ? / + ( / + e a ] 
X | l n [ ( a + 6 + c)y2 + (d + e)y + / ] - l n [ ( a + 6 + c)j/2^ + ((^+e)?/2 + /] I 
a 
Jo [—[c-\-2ba) ay + d-\-ea 
x | l n [ a j / 2 + (^j/ + / ] - ln[aj/32 + (^ y3 + /] I , (6.3.30) 
where 





( 1 - a ) ' 
Rewriting Eqn. (6.3.30) in a more convenient way for its evaluation in terms of Spence 
functions, we obtain 
j(o) 1 f /•! 1 f r 1 
-\n[byl + {c + e)yi + a + d+ f]"^ 
- [ ' d y j ^ - ^ l l n Ua + b + c)y' + {d + e)y + f 
Jo {y-y2)[ ^ ^ 
- In [(a + 6 + c) yl + (c? + e) y2 + / ] | 
+ d y - r - ^ — + + - In [ay3 + dy3 + / ] } | . 
(6.3.32) 
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Three integrands in Eqn. (6.3.32) have a similar form. Thus, if one of these is solved, its 
solution can be applied to the other two integrals. Now, let us take the third integral in 
Eqn. (6.3.32) which is the simplest and call it ^s, 
^3 = C dy. ^ . \\n{ay^ + dy + f ) - ln(ay3^ + dy^ + f ) 
Jo [y - J/s) ^ ^ 
(6.3.33) 
After splitting up the logarithms, we can write ^3 as follows, 
/ • I 1 
83= dy- r [ l n ( y - y i ) + l n ( ? / - 2 / 2 ) - l n ( y 3 - y i ) - l n ( ? / 3 - y 2 ) ] , 
•^ 0 [y - 2/3) (6.3.34) 
where yi and ?/2 are the roots of the second order polynominal (x^ -|- dx/a -\- c/a). Now 
let us concentrate on the first and third terms in Eqn. (6.3.34) and call their sum R, 
R 
/ • I 1 
(6.3.35) 
{y - 2/3) 
We are now approaching the integral form of the Spence function. In order to achieve this, 
let us replace y hy y' : 
y = y-yi • 
The i?-integral is then divided into two pieces : 
R = / dy — Iny -ln(?/3-?/i) 
- / dy'— \\ny'-ln{y3-yi) 
Jo 2/ + 2/1 - 2/3 ^ ' 
Making further substitutions 
y ' = (1 - 2/1)2/" and y' = -yiy" , 
respectively in the above two integrals, we find 
^ = t ^ y ' i n T ^ ^ ^ [ln{{l-yr)y")-ln{ys-yi) 







2/12/ -yi + ya 
H-yiy") -Hy3-yi) (6.3.39) 
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After integrating by parts, we obtain 
i? = In 1 + In - / dy —In 1 y 
V y-i-y^J \y3-y1J Jo y V 2 / 1 - 2 / 3 y 
In f 1 In f - r dy'Xln (1 - 1 ^ y") . (6.3.40) 
V yi-ysj \y3-y1J Jo y \ yi - 2/3 / 
Since the definition of the Spence function is : 
1^ ln( l - xt) 
Sp{x) = - j dt ' , (6.3.41) 
Jo t 
R can be written in terms of Spence functions as 
R = Sp + In in 
. 2 / 1 - ^ 3 / \y1-y3J \y1-y3. 
- I n U : ^ I n M i - . (6.3.42) 
\y1-y3J V 2 / 1 - 2 / 3 / \ 2 / i - 2 / 3 / 
Using the following property of the Spence functions, 
Sp{x) = -Spil-x) + ^-\n{x)\nil-x) , (6.3.43) 
we can eliminate the explicit logarithms and R becomes simpler : 
R^Sp - Sp . (6.3.44) 
V 2 / 3 - 2 / : / \y3-y1J 
Now taking into account the second and fourth terms in Eqn. (6.3.34) as well, the complete 
S3 can be written as : 
S , ^ S p ( ^ ^ ) - S p ( ^ ) + S p ( ^ ) - S p ( ^ ] . (6.3.45) 
\y3-yij \y3-yij V 2 / 3 - 2 / 2 / \y3-y2J 
Having computed the third integral in Eqn. (6.3.32), we can apply this solution to the other 
integrals in Eqn. (6.3.32). But before continuing with this procedure, we first substitute 
a, 6, c, d, e and / from Eqn. (6.3.20) into Eqn. (6.3.32) : 
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1 
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i7r2 - 2 ( ± A ) 
X I I dy' -r^— ( In y'^ 
i Jo 2/ - 2/1 V - 1 + — y + — V P / P 
+ 
where 
- / dy' -r^—fin 
•^ 0 y - 2/2 V 
Jo y -
y - i + i r h / + i r 
- I n 
- I n 
2 / 1 ^ -
2 /2^-
1 + — 2 / 1 + — 
y -ys 
,2 1 m? 
y - y + ^ - I n 
2 
y 3 - 2/3 + ^ 
- (fc • p ) ' - / t V • 
Now using Eqn. (6.3.45) with choice of (-|-A), J(° ' acquires the form. 
j(o) ^ 5^ _ i L _ 
-2A 
-5p 
+ 5 ^ 
2 / 1 - 1 , 
/ y2 
,2/1 
- 5 p y i - 1 
, 2/1 - , 
. 2 / 2 - 1 ; 
2/3 
.2/3 - 9i, 
, c 2/3 
V2/3 - 92, 
- 5 p 
- 5 p 
y2 
y2 -
^ yz - 1 
\yz - 9l 
' 2/3 
+ 5p ' y2 - 1 
- 2 / 2 - f 
.2/3 - 92, 
where 
2/0 
^ - ( f c -p ) + A yo 
1 + ^ — i , yi = yo + a, y2 = 
2/0 





i t y - 2(fc • p) ' + 2{k • p)A - / A + p^{k • p) - m\k • p - A)] , 
9i = 
l + V ^ l - 4 m V ^ 
92 
1 - y r ^ w / ^ 
(6.3.49) 
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Massless case: 
I t is useful to consider the massless case, when the integral J*°) greatly simplifies. Taking 
m —^  0, the becomes 
+ 5 p f l ! l ^ ] + 5 J ^ ] - 5 p f ? l 4 1 . (6.3.50) 
V 2/2 / V2/3 - 1 / \y3 - 1 / J 
Using the following properties of the Spence function: 
Sp{x) + Sp(^-^^ = -hn'{l-x), x<l (6.3.51) 
Sp{x) + S p ( - ) = - i l n^ (a ; ) - i7 r lna ; + ^ , x>l (6.3.52) 
Sp{x + y-xy) = Spix) + S p { y ) - S p ( ^ ^ ^ ) 
\ X J 
„ (xy — x\ 1 , 0 a ; TT^ 
Sp + - I n ^ - - — V 2/ / 2 y 6 
'xjr_yjrxy\ ( x - xy 
(6.3.53) 
and writing dilogarithms in terms of the Spence function 
f{x) = Sp{\-x) , (6.3.54) 
straightforward but tedious algebra enables to us to write J'°) as 
j(o) _ 1 L A - P - A \ /^--P + AX 1 ^ p . , - A ' 
(6.3.55) 
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6.3.2 /(O) Calculated 
= / ^'^77 ^ 5777^  ^ • (6-3.8) 
J [{p - wY - [{k - wf - m?] 
This integral did not appear in the result of the one-loop vertex calculation but only in 
an intermediate stage. In any gauge theory, when one deals with vector particles (such as 
the photon here) in other than Feynman gauge = 1), the above integral appears in the 
calculation. The w'^ term in the denominator puts the 1^°^ vertex-type loop integral in a 
different category compared to the j(°)-type integral. In order to evaluate /(°) integral, a 
recursive algorithm is used proposed by Davydychev for the vertex-type diagram [44] in 
the massless case. We introduce this technique to solve the massive 7 °^) integral below. 
Methodology: 
In general, the Feynman integral corresponding to Fig. 6.1 can be written in the following 
form : 
1(1^1,1^2,1^3) = f d'^w- ^ , (6.3.56) 
J [{p — "w) — [[k — wy — m^\ [w^\ 
where d is the space-time dimension, f,- (i = 1,2,3) are the powers of denominators assumed 
to be positive integers. If one of the indices Vi vanishes then this integral takes the form of 
the one-loop 2-point integral. This method (algorithm) is based on the so-called integration 
by parts technique. By using the following identity, which is true for i = 1,2,3 
/ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ 7 7 T2 2^-^))^ iv^TTlT^ H 0 > (6-3.57) 
we can define our 91,92 and 53 for the /("^-integral as: 
z = 1,2,3, g i = p , 92- fc , 93 = 0 . (6.3.58) 
This identity comes from the possibility of throwing away surface terms in the case of 
dimensionally regularized integrals. Performing the derivative in Eqn. (6.3.57), we find 
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dI{vi,P2,^3) = 




A = {p-wY -m'^, B = {k -wY -m\ C^w 2 ™2 (6.3.60) 
For i = 1, Eqn. (6.3.59) can be written as 
dl {1^1,1/2,1^3) = 




Making use of the following identity [46, 47] 
2(9i - w;)^x(9j - wY = (?t - ^«)^ + {qi - wY - (qi - qjY > (6.3.62) 





2{p - wY + {k - wY - { p - kY 
2{p - wY + vY -p^ . (6.3.63) 
If we substitute Eqn. (6.3.63) into Eqn. (6.3.61), and also add and subtract term to 
each of the integrands in the following way, we find 
r . [21/1 [(p - wY±m'^ 
dI{p„P2.i^3) = J d w ^ ^ . : + 1 ^ . 2 C ' - 3 
2i/2 (p - wY±m^ + {k - wY±m^ - q 2_Lv^ 2 „2 
2u3 {p-wY±m^ -\-w'^ 
A'^iB^'^C"^'"'^ 
(6.3.64) 
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Recalling A,B and C from Eqn. (6.3.60), we can rewrite the above equation in a simpler 
form : 
2i/im2 
^ / ( . i , ^2 , .3 ) = J d ^ [ - A ^ r B ^ + B-^^C^ A'^i+^B^^C"^ 
1/2 ^ 2i/2m^ — V2(Y 
+ 7nr-B7::777T7 \ • (6-3-65) ' yl^ i^ l-1^1/2 (7^ 3-1-1 ' y^l'l 1^^ 2 (7^ 3 + 1 
Refering to the definition of I{vi, 1^2,1^3)1 Eqn. (6.3.56), we find the following relations 
between the integrals : 
-2fc'im^/(z/i -I- 1,1/2,1^3) + (9^ - 2m^j J^2-^  (f^i, ^^2 + 1,1^3) 
+ {p^ - m^) V3I {vi,V2, f^ 3 + 1) = (2J/I +i'2 + y 3 - d ) I {1/1,1/2,1^3) 
+1/2I {i/i - 1,1/2 + 1,1^3) + 1^3! {^1 - ^^1^2,1^3 + • (6.3.66) 
Eqn. (6.3.66) is written in such a form that integrals with the sum of the indices 
a = Vi + 1/2 + 1/3 are collected on the right hand side, and integrals with 
a = i/i + 1/2 + 1/3 + 1 are on the left. Similar calculations for i = 2,3 yield, 
2: 
1/1 (cY - 2m^) / ( i / i -f l , V 2 , v s ) - 2i/2m^I{ui,U2 + 1,1/3) 
+1/3 (k'^ - m^) / (t/i, 1/2,1/3 + 1) = {1^1 + 2^ /2 + i ' 3 - d ) I {i/ui^2,1^3) 
+i/il{i/i + 1,1^ 2 - 1,1^3) + 1/3I {1^1,1^2 -1 ,1^3 + 1), (6.3.67) 
i = 3: 
i/i (p^ - m^) I{vy + l,U2,1/3) + 1^2 {k^ - m ^ ) I {1^1,1^2 + ^,1^3) 
= {1^1 + 1^2 + 22^3 - d ) I {1/1,1/2,1^3) + i^il {1^1 + 1,1^2,1^3- 1) 
+ 1 / 3 / ( 2 / 1 , 1 / 2 + 1 ,1^3-1) • (6.3.68) 
Eqns. (6.3.66-6.3.68) can be regarded as a system of simultaneous equations to be solved 
for the integrals I{i/i + l,i^2,1^3), I{i^i, 1^2 + 1,1/3) and I{i/i,i/2,1^3 + 1) with the determinant 
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-2uim^ V2{q^-2m?) 1/3 (p^ - m^) 
2x= 1/1(92-2m2) -2v2m^ z/3(P - m^) 
i / i(p2-m2) ^/2(P-^7^2) 0 
Evaluating the above determinant, we obtain, 
2x = v^V2V3\2 (p' - m'){q' - 2m'){k^ - m') 
+ 2 m2(p2 _ my + 2 m''{k'' - m'Y 
If these equations are solved for J{vi,i'2,i^3 + 1); we find : 
(6.3.69) 
(6.3.70) 
/ ( i ^ l , « ^ 2 , ' ^ 3 + l ) = 
-2vxrin? i'2{q^ - 2m}) (2i/i + J/2 + 1^ 3 - c?)^( j^i , ^^2, ^^3) 
+1/2/(1/1 - l,r/2 + l , i ' 3 ) 
+1/3/(1/1 - l , J / 2 , £ ^ 3 + 1) 
{vi + 2;/2 + J/3 - d)I{vi, 1/2,1/3) 
+ i / i / ( i / i + l , i / 2 - 1,2^3) 
+2/3/(2/1,1/2 - l , ; /3 + 1) 
1/1(^ -2 - 2m2) -2u2m'^ 
z/i(p2 - m^) J/2(fc - m ^ ) ( f i + i/2 + 2i/3 - rf)/(i/i, 1/2,1/3) 
+ Z / i / ( i / i + 1, i/2, J/3 - 1) 
+ 1/2/(1/1,2/2 + 1,1^ 3 - 1) 
(6.3.71) 
Having calculated the determinant of this matrix leads us to the following relation : 
I{V1,V2,V3 + 1) 
^lt^2 
2X 
4^4 _ (^ 2 _ 2^2>)2 
( i^i + i/2 + 21/3 - ( f ) 7(1/1,1/2,2/3) + y i l { y i + 1, i^ 2, i^ 3 - 1) + V2I {ux,y2 + 1,1/3 - 1)^  
+ [(p2 - m'^Yq'' - 2m') + 2m2(fc2 - m^)] x 
( l / l + 2V2 + J^ 3 - <^)/(2^1,2^2,1^3) + 1^1/(1^1 + 1,1^2 - 1,2^3) + {1^1,1^2 - 1,2^3 + 1)^  
+ ( P - m^q' - 2m') + 277z2(p2 - m^)] x 
'{jyi + 1^2 + 2J^ 3 - d ) I {1^1,1/2,^3) + y 2 l { y \ - 1,2^2 + 1,2^3) + y 3 l { y \ - 1,2^2,2^3 + 1)] j -
(6.3.72) 
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To solve for the /^°^ integral, Eqn. (6.3.8), i/i, 1^2 and 1/3 have to be chosen as follows in 
Eqn. (6.3.72) : 
I/^ = 2^ 2 = 2/3 = 1 . (6.3.73) 
We can then write the 7^°' integral as, 
/ (° ' = /(1,1,2) 
= ^ 1 7 ( l , l , l ) ( 4 - r f ) 4m'' + (p' - m'){q' - 2m') 
+ (P - m''){q' - 2m') + 2m\p' - m') + 2m'{k' - m') - {q' - 2m'Y 
+ [7(2,1,0) + 7(1, 2,0)] [4m^ - {q' - 2m'Y 
+ [7(2, 0,1) + 7(1, 0,2)] [ ( / - m'){q' - 2m^) + 2m\e ~ m') 
+ [7(0, 2,1) + 7(0,1,2)] [{k' - m'){q' - 2m') + 2m\p'' ~ m')\ | . 
(6.3.74) 
Apparently the complete solution for 7^°' depends on the integrals of two-point functions 
which are 7(2,1,0), 7(1,2, 0), 7(2,0,1), 7(1,0,2), 7(0,2,1) and 7(0,1,2). Since e = 4 - (f, 
one can notice that the e7(l, 1,1) term in Eqn. (6.3.74) disappears as e ^ 0. 
To evaluate 7(2,1,0) and 7(1,2,0), we can refer to the integral 
/ d'^w (p — wY — rnl {k — w)' — m\ whose solution is given in Appendix H. Then 
we define 7(2,1,0) from Eqn. (6.3.56) as : 
d'^w 
I{2,\,m.P)- IT,— 
J \(v — (p — w)"^ — m'^Y [(^ ~ '^)' ~ "^^] 
The relation between 7(2,1,0) and Eqn. (H.9) is given below 
(6.3.75) 
I d f d'^w 
I{2,\,Q){k,p) = 2m2 dm2 J [(p - wY - ml] [{k - loY - m\] 
d  
2?7r' 
(g2 - 4m2) 
(6.3.76) 
Similarly, we find for 7(1,2,0) : 
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I{l,2,0){k,p) = I{2,l,0){k,p) = 2iir' 
(92 - 4m2) 
7(2,0,1) = iir' 
7(1,0,2) = 
(p2 — m^) 
L 
p^ — J (m^ — p2) 
7(0,1,2) = I{1,0,2) {e ^ p') , 
7(0,2,1) = 7(2,0,1) ( f c^^p^) . (6.3.77) 
Substituting Eqn. (6.3.77) into Eqn. (6.3.74), we finally complete the solution of the 7(°'-
integral : 
7(°) = 7(1,1,2) 
. of 1 
iir < — I X 
2q^S + p' 
[(p2 - m 2 ) 9 2 + 2m\k^-p^)] 
+ k' 
(p2 - m^Y 
[{k^-m^)q^- 2m2(P-p2)] 
L 
( F _ m^Y 
(p2 - m2) (jk2 _ ^2) 
In the massless case: 
Letting mass m, go to zero, x becomes 
(6.3.78) 
X = kYq' (6.3.79) 
and 7^ °^  becomes appreciably simpler 
7(°) = 7(1,1,2) = - C + ln 
. 9 V , 
(6.3.80) 
6.3.3 J^^) Calculated 
The method of relating Lorentz vector and tensor integrals to scalar integrals is by now 
standard [26]. Recall Eqn. (6.3.6) 
w 
w 2 [(p - wY - m}] [{k - wY - m? 
(6.3.6) 
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As a Lorentz vector J^^) can only have components in the directions of the 4-momenta 
and p^. Thus, we can wri te : 
(6.3.81) 
where J^, Jg must be scalar functions of k and p. The factor of is taken out purely 
for later convenience. By forming scalar products as 
r2 
p'^Ji^) = l ^ i k . p J ^ ^ p ^ J s ) , 
and solving Eqn. (6.3.82) for JA and JB leads us to 
1 
(6.3.82) 
JA{k,p) = JB{p,k) 
where 
(6.3.83) 
A' = {k.pr-ky , (6.3.84) 
is the ubiquitous triangle funct ion of k, p and q. Then substituting Eqn. (6.3.6) into 




k • w 
M w'^ [{p — wY — m^] [{k — wY — m? 
2 ^ 1 
JA w 
p • w 
M w'^ [{p — wY — fTi'^ ] [{k — wy — m^] 
(6.3.85) 
One then rewrites the numerators appearing in the integrands using the identities 
2k-w = k^ + -m'^ - \ { k - wf - m^l , 
2p-w = p"^ + -m^ - \{p - wf - m^l , (6.3.86) 
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to obtain the following expression for the JB in c/-dimension : 
k - p [ k ' ' - m ' ) - k ' { p ' - m ' ) \ J ^'"^ 
•w'^[{k — wY — m^][(p — wY — m? 
W'^KP — wY — m'^] ' J w^[{k — wY — m'^] j 
The 16 basic scalar integrals, of which 4 appear in this equation, namely, Q7{k,p), Qai^yp), 
Qi4{k,p) and Qi4(p, k), are given in the Appendix I . We thus deduce 
Mk,p) = ^ 1 {k-p-k^) i^'[C + 2-2S] 
+ [k-p - m^) - e ( f - m")] Jo 
-k-pfi'{C + 2- L) + k^ li' [C + 2- L')^ . (6.3.88) 
Tid ing up this expression, we find, 
Mk,p) = ^ l ^ ^ { m ' k - q +pH-q) + k-pL-eL' + 2k-qs'^ , 
(6.3.89) 
JA and JB are related to each other by the following simple relation which enables us to 
wri te JA immediately : 
JA{k,p) = JB{p,k) , 








L{p <r^ k) 
In 1 
m-' 
4 — In 
(1 - 4mVg2)i/2 _^  ^  
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As we can see f rom these expressions L , L ' and 5 are all elementary functions and J^ "^  
is expressed in terms of Spence functions. Substituting the solutions for JA and JB in 
Eqn. (6.3.81), we find 
^ A2 
k,, y ( - m ^ k-q -k^k-q) + k-pL'-p^L-2k-qS 




{p — wy — m^] [(k — wY — m? 
(6.3.7) 
I n an analogous fashion, the tensor integral J^^) of Eqn. (6.3.7) can be expressed in terms 
of scalar integrals K,Jc, JD and JE by 
/ k-p\ ( ] 
+ I^P^^i^ + k^,Pl. - 2g^^—^j JD + yPi^p^ - 9iiu^j JE| • (6.3.96) 
A l l but K{k,p) are ultraviolet finite and so the number of dimensions d has been set equal 
to 4. I n = 4 + e dimensions, w i th the usual scale parameter introduced to ensure that 
the coupling a remains dimensionless for any d. So we rewrite J^^ in d dimension : 
. 
/ {k-p)\ ( P^\ \ 
+ p^k^ + k^^pi, - 2g^,i,—-— Jo + p^p^ - g^u-r JE \ • 
V a / V a \ 
(6.3.97) 
Contracting the indices w i t h g^"^ Eqn. (6.3.97) yields 
in' 
2 d^w 
ITT'' JM [p — wY — m^] [(k — wY — 
in' 
(6.3.98) 
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Recalling the /f^^^-integral f r o m Appendix I , we can write. 
184 
where 
Ko = 2fi'{C-2S + 2) , 
C = - - - 7 - l n ( 7 r ) - l n ( m V ^ ^ ) (6.3.99) 
We also have to evaluate JC,JD and JE- The first step towards this is to saturate the 
indices w i t h k" and p" : 
in 
d 




Jc + i^lp^k-pJo+p' JE) ( l - ^ ^ 
i,{f[k^J^J)^k^{p^J^J))-
t2.Ko+{k'Jc+p'JE) ^ -P + { k . p f ( l - - \ - ^ k ' p ' 
a D 
Rearranging Eqn. (6.3.100), 
[TVC + 2ek . P7„] ( I + ^ ) + [{k • Pf - kV 
(6.3.100) 
(* • pf - kY ( l - ^ ) ] j c + {2p^k • pJo + P'JE] F7 + 
\4 i D / J J V4 
e 
16 
k y + {\^ + '^{k-p? 2k^k.p[- + - ] J c + 2 Jj^+2p'k-p(j + ^ ) j E . 
V4 16/ 
(6.3.101) 
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( ^ k - p Y - ^ e - 2p^k-pe' 
2Pk-p€' (A;-p)2e+ + 2A;V 
w i t h e+ = 1 + e/4, e" = 1 - e/4 and e' = 3/4 + e/16 . 
{k.pY-^^e-
p\' 





Kk'^k'^J^) - § A o 2k'^k-p€' 
P'P-JI?J-^K0 { k . p Y - ^ e -iir 






Substituting Eqns. (6.3.103, 6.3.104) into Eqn. (6.3.102) we obtain Jc in the form : 
2 
' p'{p'JlV){k-p? + k y l ^ \ -
1 e 
4 
( F p^ 
3 e 
-2 + i 
+ [p'{k^JlV)+k^{p^JlV)]p'k-p(-l + l 
2 4 
Similarly JD is 
(6.3.105) 
(6.3.106) 
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where 
Z = 
2 uvi^p. r(2) u2„2 
2„2 
{ k . p Y - ^ e 
2k^k-p€' 
k'^k'^jl^J-^Ko ( k - p Y - ^ e -
h f V ^ J ^ } - ^Ko p^e' 
i 
ITT 
p'k^J^^J + k'^p^'jlV 
k-p J.. \ 
2p'^k • pe' 
(6.3.107) 
Replacing Z and X in Eqn. (6.3.106) wi th Eqns.(6.3.107,6.3.103) we obtain JE as, 
2 
Jnik,p) = - — p ^ K o [ l - i ) 
' ^P'{P^JS) ilT^A"^ 
e k . p [ - l - i 
3 e 
+ [ f (k^JS) + k^ {P^J^^J)] [{k • P? ( i - i ) + ^ ] }> 
(6.3.108) 
Jc{k,p) and JE(k,p) are symmetric functions in k and p, hence JE can be wri t ten as. 
JEik,p) = Jc{k,p) (6.3.109) 
Now, we contract the indices of J^J w i th p^ and make use of Eqn. (6.3.86) to write the 
tensor integral of Eqn. (6.3.7) in terms of some vector integrals 
P'Jll\k,p) = - \ j d ^ w -(xP- \{k — wY — 
+ 
{k — wY — rn?] [{p — wY — 
I w'^ [(k — wY — [{p — wY — 'm'^] 
-QUP, k) + ip' - m') Ji'\Kp) + Q'^,{k,p) . 
(6.3.110) 
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Recalling Qio and f r o m Appendix. E the above expression takes the following form 
in'^fi^ m + —^ik + p), C + 2- — -2S 
P' 
(6.3.111) 
I n a similar fashion, k^jj^^J yields 
k'JSik^p) = p'^JiVip^k) 
in'^a^ (^ 
— ^ p , C^2- — 
4 \ p2 
m2 
+ — ^ ( ^ + p ) . C + 2 - — - 2 5 
P 
(6.3.112) 
Therefore, by substituting the two Eqns. (6.3.111,6.3.112) into the Eqns.(6.3.105,6.3.108), 
we find 
4 A 2 \ 
2p^ + 2A: -p 
/fc2 
4A; -p5 + 2 fc -p I 1 - — I L 
+ ( 2 A ; - p ( p 2 - m ^ ) + 3p ' (m2-fc2) ) + p 2 ( m ^ - p ^ ) J B | , 
Joik^p) 
4A2 
2 A; • p (A:^  - m^)JA + (p^ - m^) J B - 1 
m m 
2 — - 2 5 + | l - — ) L + ( p ^ - m V A A;2 
and 
- 2 5 + ( 1 - ^ U + ( f c 2 - m 2 ) j £ 
JE{k,p) = Jc{p,k) , (6.3.113) 
all of which involve the previously defined JA,JB, L, L' and S of Eqs. (6.3.94). 
6.3.5 and ij^^J Calculated 
d'^w 
M w'^ [(p — wY — rn'^] [{k — wY — rn? 
(6.3.9) 
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I n a way analogous to the computation of J^ ^^  and jj^l\ the ultraviolet finite integrals 
ijl^ and ij^J [44] of Eqns. (6.3.9, 6.3.10) can be re-expressed in terms of scalar integrals, 
JAJ JB-, Ic: JDI IEI that in tu rn involve the same functions we have already computed. Thus 
2 
Ijl'^ = '-^[kjA{k,p)+pMk,p)] , (6.3.114) 
where 
I^(k,p) = ^ l - ^ ^ J o - ^ { { m ' - p V - { m ' - k ' ) k . p } S 
+ (m2 - p 2 ) P - k - p + ^ { e - m ' ) ( r n ' + k-p) 




lB{.k,p) = lA{p,k) . (6.3.116) 
X appearing in the denominator is the same as in Eqn. (6.3.70) 
X = {q'-2m^){p''-m^)ie-m') + m\p'-m'Y + m \ k ' - m y 
= p'k'q' + 2 \{p' + k ' ) k - p - 2p'k'] rrY + , 
(6.3.117) 
JA M W * [{p — wY — "^^] [{k — wY — m^. 
(6.3.118) 
li'J = ^ 1 '-fJo+(k,k.-9..^)lc 
( {k-p)\ ( P^\ \ 
+ Pf,ky + k^p^ - g^^—-— ID + PuPu - Qnu— IE\, 
V I \ 4 / 
(6.3.119) 
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4A2 ^ p • (/fc2 _ ^ 2 ) - y 
+ ( 2 A : - p - 3 p ^ ) J ^ - P V B 
+ (^-2k.p{m'-p') + 3p'{m'-k')) ^ + p \ m ' - P')IB^ , 
(6.3.120) 
HKP) = -—\-2ik-p)Jo + 2{l + — - L + 2 1 + ^"^ L 
4 A 2 [ V (k^-m^) J \ (p2 -m2) / 
+ ( 2 k - p - k ' ) j A + { 2 k - p - p ' ) j B 
+ [k\m' - p2) - 2 A; • p (m^ - k'')) I A 
+ ( p 2 ( m 2 - P ) - 2 A ; - p ( m 2 - p 2 ) ) / B | , (6.3.121) 
lE{k,p) = Ic{p,k) . (6.3.122) 
The 1/x t e rm in / / I , / B , / C and / D arises f rom the extra \/w^ factor that occurs in the 
second integral of Eq. (6.2.13). Notice that the 1/x term arises in all but the Feynman 
gauge. The possibility of singularities at x = 0 has consequences as we shall see later. 
6.3.6 The Complete vertex A'' 
I n terms of the basic functions JQI JA, JB, Jc-, JD-, JE-, ^A-, h , Ic, IDI IE and the ultraviolet 
divergent KQ, all of which depend on the momenta k and p, i.e. are functions of the 
Lorentz scalars A;^ ,p2 and q^,A^ can be wri t ten completely as : 
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Kik,p) = ^ ( - 4 ^ ^ ]^+2j^ fi ff + 4m(p^ + k^) - 2m^f^) Jo 
+ (ik^ ^ - 2 f ^ j i ^ + Ak^ }t - 2k^^^ - 8mk^) JA 
+ [ik^ ^-2-f^ ji ^ + 4p^ 2p'^j^ - 8mp^) JB 
+ {-Ak, ]i + e'y,)jc 
+ {-4k^ ^-Ap, ji + 2j,k •p-2^^1^f) JE 
+ ( -4p^ i + P'TJ JE 
+7^(1 + -t)iinio 
+ ( e - 1 ) (-4A;^ ^ + 27^ ^ + 4m(p^ + k^) - 2m^7^) ^ 
+ 2k^p^ ] ^ - P k ^ f f + —7^ P ^ + mPp^ 
+ (mfc^ — 4mA; • p)k^ + 2mA;^  fi+ m{2k • p — k^)^^ ji 
- mk^-f^ i) + 2m^k^ —-f^^jJc 
+ (^2Pp^ ^ - 2{k • p - m^)k^ ]^ + 2p^k^ }i + k-pj^ ji^ 
+ 2mp^7^ + 2mp^ ji ]ii - 2m{p^ + k • p)k^ 
+ 2{k^ - k • p)p^ - 2mk'^-i^ i 
+ 2mk^J, ji 2m^p^ ji — rn^k • p f f ^ IE 
fP^ 
+ (^y 7 .^ }i fi + P^k^ fi+ m{p^ - 2k • p)^^ i> - mp^p^ 
+ 2mp^ ji 1^+ mp'^j^ ^ - mp^k^ 
+ 2m p^ p - —p 7^ j IE 
+ [-2p^ ji + 2k^ j i - j ^ ji f i - - 2mk^) J A 
+ [-P^ln - 7M ^ - 2mp^) JB 
+ 27^^^(C + 2 - 25) 1 . (6.3.123) 
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Now we w i l l express A' ' , analogously to Eqn. (6.2.4), as 
A'^{k,p) = f:Pivr , (6.2.4) 
t=l 
w i t h PI = , (6.3.124) 
47r 
where the subscript on the P ' indicates this calculation is only to first order in a. Rear-
ranging Eqn. (6.3.1), P{ can be explicit ly displayed as follows : 
Pi = 2JA - 2Jc + (^  - 1) (rnHc + P'/D) , 
Pi = 2JB-2JE + {(-l){k^lD + m'lE) , 
= -2JO + 2JA + 2JB-2JD 
7 1 2 2 
+ (^ - 1) ( - y - y ^ c - k . p l D + m'lD + ^IE + JA 
Pt = -2JD + U - l ) { k ' l c + m'lD-JA), 
P^ = J , - J ^ - J , + i^-l)(^:^ + ^ I a + ^ l D + ' j l E - \ j A - \ j B ^ , 
/ k^ 1 / 3e \ \ 
P6 = _ ^ 2 j ^ _ f^2j^ _ p2j^ ^ + k-pJD + ^JE + - ( l + —fl')Ko 
\ L 2 z V 4 / y 
^ It ^\( 2 Jo ^^,2T 1 T 2T k^ T T 
+ (^ - 1) ( - m^-j - —k ic - — k-piD- —P IE - -^JA - y ^ B 
+ / iMC + 2 - 2 5 ] ) , 
/ 
Pi = 2m Jo — 4m J^ 
+ (^ - ^ ) m ( ^ - 2 k - p l c + ^IC-P'ID - k-piD - - JA 
P? = 2mJo - 4mJB 
2 
+ _ i)m (^^ + j I c - k - p l D + k'lD - \ I E - J^ 
Pi = ( ^ - l ) m ( / D + /i?) , 
p i " = ( ^ - l ) m ( / D + / c ) , 
p i i = (^ - l ) m + k-plc + J I E - j l c j , 
.2 ^2 
p i 2 = ^^_i)rnl-k'lD- k-plE + j l E - j I c ] . (6.3.125) 
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Notice that both the integrals IA,IB cancel out in this result. Moreover, this result has an 
ultraviolet divergent term in Pf because the fermion propagator is U V divergent. As we 
shall see in the next section, the presence of the same kind of divergence in the longitudinal 
part ensures that they cancel out and leave the transverse vertex ultraviolet finite. Though 
this expression appears to involve all 12 spin vectors, one of their coefficients is not inde-
pendent. The Ward-Takahashi identity, Eq. (2.2.1), only involves 1 as spin structure 
on the right hand side. This means that ji ^ and ^ ji terms that occur in g^F'' must occur 
in the f o r m of the anticommutator, {ji, ^} = 2k - p. Consequently, the coefficients P, of 
Eq. (6.2.4) are related by : 
Pji2 = p 9 ( p 2 _k.p^^ p^iO(^ - p - k ^ ) - Pl^ . (6.3.126) 
Formally, this completes our calculation of the one loop corrections to the QED vertex in 
any covariant gauge for arbitrary momenta. 
6.4 Analytic Structure of the Vertex 
6.4.1 Longitudinal Part 
Figure 6.3: The inverse fermion propagator to one loop order in perturbation theory 
As explained in Sect. 6.2.1 (and in Sect. 2.3.2), the longitudinal component of the vertex is 
determined by the fermion functions, F{p^), M(p^ ) , thanks to the Ward-Takahashi identity. 
In this section we compute these functions to 0{Q) by calculating the one loop corrections 
to the fermion propagator. Fig. 6.3, which can be wri t ten as 
iSp' = IS'E~' + ^ P ' ) . (6.4.1) 
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We now replace the inverse fermion propagator by Eqn. (2.3.1) 
J - M ( p ' ) 
P(p2) 
= z ( / - m ) + E(p^) , (6.4.2) 
where 
(6.4.3) 
We can split Eqn. (6.4.2) into two pieces according to whether they involve odd or even 




= —im + Ti2 
(6.4.4) 
(6.4.5) 
The odd number of 7-matrices contribute to E i 
a r d'^k 
S i = 47r3 JM g2(A;2 _ ^2-) 




47r3 JM q'^{P — m?) 
(6.4.6) 
(6.4.7) 
Obviously, knowing S i would tell us what 1/P is. We first concentrate on evaluating this 
term. Af t e r performing some 7-matrix algebra in c?-dimensions, we can write Eqn. (6.4.6) 
as 
k>' 
^ 1 = - A ( ( 2 - ^ ) 7 . / d'k-
ATT^ y JM q^(k^-m?) 
+ ^ V M ^ ^ {k-pY{k^-m^) 
(6.4.8) 
Solving the above integrals using dimensional regularisation (see Appendix H) leads to 
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^ ««/^  I / o^  P 
(m^ — p2) 
C + — + 2+ 1 + ^ U 
p2 \ P^ 
1 I V "^VJ 
(6.4.9) 
where C has been defined before in Eqn. (6.3.99). After some t idying up, E i acquires the 
fo rm 
47r I V P / 
+ ( e - i ) m (6.4.10) 
I f we substitute this result i n Eqn. (6.4.5) and mul t ip ly i t by i f., we then obtain the inverse 
fermion wavefunction renormalization to 0{a) as. 
Cli'^ 1 + - T ( 1 - i ) (6.4.11) 
To find the ratio MjF we shall evaluate E2, Eqn. (6.4.7). This task can be carried out by 
referring to Appendix H . I t eventually yields. 
m 47r 
(e + 4) (C + 2 - L ) + ( ^ - l ) (C + 2 - L ) ^ . (6.4.12) 
Af te r substituting this expression into the Eqn. (6.4.5) and mult iplying by the factor (—i) , 
we obtain, 
(6.4.13) 
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Having calculated two cornerstones of Ball-Chiu vertex 1/P and M/F up to 0{a) allows 
us to wri te what the longitudinal vertex is to this order. Now let us call Sect.6.3.6 where 
we defined the f u l l vertex in tems of 12 spin amplitudes and their coefficients. Four of these 
12 components define what is called the longitudinal vertex. This is related by the Ward-
Takahashi identi ty to the fermion propagator. This fact allows three of these components 
to be expressed in terms of the fermion wave-function renormalisation P(p^), and its mass 
funct ion M ( p ^ ) and forces a four th to be zero. As we decribed in Sect. 2.3.2 Ball and Chiu 
have shown how to construct this longitudinal vertex in a way free of kinematic singularities. 
As mentioned several times, this freedom is essential in ensuring that the Ward identity is 
the q ^ 0 l i m i t of the Ward-Takahashi identity. Therefore the longitudinal component of 
the vertex is : 
= XrL'i + \2L^ + X^L^ + X.L'i , (6.4.14) 
in terms of 4 tensors : 
and the 4 coefficients 
LI = V,' , 
j ^ = vr+v,'+v,' + vr , 
= 2k-pV,'-Vr , (6.4.15) 
1 / 1 1 
2 \F{k^) P(p2)^ 
A2 = 
2 ( P - p 2 ) VP(A:2) P ( p 2 ) ; ' 
A = 1 /E(fc2) S (p2) \ 
( P - p 2 ) i , P ( P ) P ( p 2 ) J ' 
A4 = 0 . (6.4.16) 
Simple substitution of Eqns. (6.4.15, 6.4.16) into the Eqn. (6.4.14) gives the longitudinal 
vertex, which we wri te out as : 
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O TT 
2CM'+ 1 + ^ (1-Z,')+ 1 + ^ ( l - i ) \ fc / V P / 
1 1 
X 
47r ^ ' ' ^' ( P - p 2 ) 
6.4.2 The Transverse Vertex 
V P p2^ 
{ L - L ' ) . 
1-f — L + 1 + ^ L 
k^ P' 
(6.4.17) 
Having calculated the vertex to 0{a.), Eqn. (6.3.125), we can subtract f rom i t the longitu-
dinal vertex of Sect. 6.4.1, Eqn. (6.4.17), and obtain Eqn. (2.3.64) for the transverse vertex 












4'^  + - l ) a ? 
+ - J B 
ci'^ + (e - i ) c ? : /A 
'4" + - 1)4'' IB 
1 
+ (e - 1)4' (0 L 2 p 2 ( P _ p 2 ) ( p 2 _ ^ 2 ) ^ 2 
+ ^ , o /m TTTTo o\ A o / l ^ + (^ ~ l ) / 2 ^ ^ 
+ 
+ 






4'^ + (e-i)4*^]5 
+ (^ -1)4 ' ' ] Jo 
/P + (e - i ) / (0 (6.4.18) 
in terms of the 12 vectors V-" of Eqn. (6.2.5) w i th the coefficients which are fisted in the 
Appendix J. 
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O u r task is now to represent th is resul t i n terms of the eight basis vectors, o r thogonal to the 
boson m o m e n t u m , each uncons t ra ined by the Ward-Takahash i i den t i t y , de f in ing Tj-{k,p), 
E q . (2 .3 .64) . T h u s f r o m E q n . (6.2.7) we can a l t e rna t ive ly w r i t e out 
i y — k^fi T-2(/ - • p ) - T3 + Te 
p^ f T2(fc^ - k-p) -T:i-TQ 
k^i T2{p^ - k • p) + T z - Tq + Ts. 
+ T2{k^ - k • p) +T3 + Te - 7-8 
+ r^q^ + r 6 ( p ' - k^) + r^ik • p 
+ [ 
+ T i ( A ; 2 - A ; . p ) - r 4 ( P - k • p • p ) - r s + ^ j { k ' ~ p ' - 2 k . p ] 
T , { p ' - k - p ) - T,{p' - k - p ) { k - p ) + r5 + ^-^{k'-p' - 2 k - p ) + k'' 
+ p'^^t^ [T^{k^ - k - p) + r-j 
+ P ^ ; ^ [nip" - k • p) ^-T-r 
- 5 + f (P^ - k^) 
C o m p a r i n g Eqns . (6.4.18) and (6.4.19), we have 12 equations f o r the 8 u n k n o w n r,-. Since 
F j is t ransverse t o the vector 5^, E q . (6 .2.6) , on ly 8 of these equations are independent . 
Here are t he 12 equat ions we need to solve f o r the r^'s ar is ing f r o m the comparison of the 
coeff ic ients of the var ious tensors : 
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}i comparison 
£ ( J i ^ I _ (2 + 3py) -[4{p' + k- p) A' + 6pVk •p]m'- p' [2{k' + q')A'+ 3p'k'q'] 
+ii - 1) [ - + 3p'g ') + p- [-2{p- + k^ - k • p)A^ - ip-k\^] ]" • 
+ A { - (2A^ - 3PV) - 2k • pA' - Zp\'k • p 
+ ( I z i l [ _ ^2 (2A2 - ip-^q-^) m« + [ (2(p2 - e)p • q + &p\e + p^)) A ^ 
- '(8(p2 - ;fc2)2 + 6p2p . q - Qk^k • q - 6(p^ + i t")) A ^ 
+3p2/fe2 (4|fc2p . ^ _ 4p2 ,^ . 5 - (p2 _ ^2)2) ] ^2 ^ p4 ,^2^2 (2A2 + • p) ] } 
L 
+ — — { [A" - 3(p2 - i'2)p4p . ^] ,„2 + p2p . ^ . p ^ p2)^2 _ 3p2^ . p(p2 _ ^2)] 2p2A''(p2 _ k2) 
+ [ {PHP' - k') + 2k'p •q)A'- 2p\p' - k'){p' + 2k')A' 
+3p«(p2 - k^) {k • Pip"" + 3fc2) - |fc2(3p2 ^ ^2)) j ^4 
{k\k^-p^)-2p^k-q) A" 
+2p2(p2 _ ,^2^  ((p2 ^ ;t2)(_2p2 + k.p^_ p2^2) ^2 
+3p"P(p^ - k') ((p^ + i-^ )p . q - 2p'k •q)]m' 
+p'k'q'p • q [{p' + k • p)A' + 3i-k • pip' - k')] ] } 
+ 2p2A4a>2-k2){ + 2(p^ - k')ik' + k • p)A' + i k W - k')k • q] 
-k^A^ + 2/fc2(p2 _ k^)p . qA^ - Zp^k\p^ - e)p • q 
e [ A " - 2(p2 _ ;fc2)(^2 ^ ^ . p^^2 _ 3p2 .^2(p2 _ ^,2)^, . ^] ^6 
+ [ \2p\e - p2) + {k" - p") - p\^\ A" + 2fc2(p2 - e ) [p2(p2 + 2/fc2) 
+ • p(p2 - A2 - 3/fc"p-(p- - k"") [p • + p2) _ 2p2 ,^ . 1 ,„4 
+ 
( ^ - 1 ) 
[p2(p2_fc2)^2/fc2p -9] A" 
-2p2(p2 - [(^.2 ^ p2)(^, . p _ 2 .^2) _ p2 ,^2] ^2 
-3p")fc2(p2 _ ,^2) [2fc2p . ^ _ 2( ,^2 ^ p2-)^ . j ^2 
+ i k V 3 ' [ A " + 2p'(P - P ' ) A 2 + 3p2/t2(p2 _ ^2)p . ^] ] 1^ 
r2 (p^ - k • p) - rs + re (6.4.19) 
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^ comparison : 
— ( ^ 1 - (2A2 + U'q') -[4{k' + k- p) + Qk'qH • p] - [2{p' + q')A' + Zp'kV] 
Air \47r'' 
+ ( ^ - 1) [ - (2A2 + 3fc2g2) „ 4 ^ ,^2 f2(p2 + k^-k- p)A^ + 3p^k^q^] ] } 
+ J _ { _ (2A2 + 3)fc2g2) - 2k • pA' - 3k'q'k • p 
+ ( i n i l [ _ g2 (2A2 _ 3 '^2g2) + [ (2(p2 - p)k • q + 6k^ik^ + p')) A' 
+3k^ {4p^k^q''-k-p{p-'-ky)]m^ 
+ [[4k\p^ - k y + 6k^p • q - V/fc • q - Up^k^)) A" 
+Zp'k^ {-ik'p • q + Ap'k -q + i p ' - k y ) ] m2 + k'p'q' {2A' + Sq'k • p) ] } 
2 p ^ A ^ ( p ^ - k ^ ) { + ^^P' " + • P^" '^ " " ^'^^ • 
+ ( i n i ) [ _ g2 [^4 ^ 2(p2 _ ;i.2)(p2 ^ . p)^2 _ 3p2 ,^2(p2 _ ^,2)^ . ^6 
+ 
+ 2k^(k^ - p2) + _ p4) ^ ,^2^2] ^4 ^ 2p2(p2 _ ^2) [;^ 2(^ ,2 ^ 2p2) 
-k • pip^ - k^)] A2 - Sp^k\p^ - k^) [-k • q{k' + p^) + 2Pp • q 
_p2 [ [_;k2(p2 _ ^2) _ 2p2 .^ . ^] ^4 
^-2k\p^ - [{e + p^k • p - 2p2) - p2/k2] ^2 
+ 3 f c V ( p ' - k-") [-2p-'-k • q + + p2)p . 5] ] 
V - k ' ? ' [ A ' - 2-fc'(fc' - P ' ) A 2 + 3p2/fc2(p2 _ ^2)^.. ^] ] I 
+ 2 p 2 A ^ C P ^ - k ^ ) { ' ^''^ • « • P + + ^^'^ • -
+ - g2 [A4 _ 3fc V - ^ ' ) ' t • 9] m« 
+ [ (fc2(p2 _ fc2) + 2p2|fc • g) A * - 2jfc4(p2 - )k2)(i.2 ^ 2p2)A2 
+3A;«(p2 - P ) (/fc -Pie + 3p2) + p2(3^'2 + p2)) ]771" 
+ fc2[(p2(^2_p2)_2p2^.5) A4 
+2/fc2(p2 - ((p2 + k-'){-2k'' + k-p)- p'k') A' 
+3kVip^ - k^) (-(p2 + k^)k • q + 2k^p • q) ] 
^kVq^k • q [{k^ + k • p)A^ - Sk^k • Pip-" - k y ] }) 
= = r 2 ( k ^ - k - p ) - r 3 - r 6 (6.4.20) 




^ ( ^ { (2A2 + 3q^k • p) m" + (8(g2 + k • p)A' + GkYq') 
+8A' ' + (4p2jfc • q - 4k^p • q - 2pV) A^ - Zp'^k^q'^k • p 
+ ( f - 1) [ (2A2 + 3q^ . p) m" - 2k'-k • pA^ - 3pH'q^ • p ] ' • 
+ J _ | (2A2 + 3q'k •p)m' + {W + 2fc • P)A2 + 3//fc^9^ 
+ [ g2 (2A2 + 39^^ . p) ^6 + [ _ 4A'' + (3(p2 + fc2)2 ^  2p2;fe . q - 2k^p • q) A^ 
X 
+ 3pH^ ((p2 - /fc2)2 + 4p2 ,^ . q _ 4 ,^2p . ] ^ 4 ^ [4(^,2 ^ p2-)^4 ^ (l2p2jk2(p2 ^ ^2) 
-2ifc • p(p2 + k y - 2ek • Pip'' + k^) + ik^p'^k • 9) A ^ - 3p''k' . p(p2 - ^2)2 
-4p''kV) ] - Ap'^k^A^ - pH'' ((p2 - e f + A p H q - 8k^p • q 
+2fc2(p2 + k'') + 8p2/fc2 j _ 3p4 ,^4 ((p2 _ ^2)2 _ 4^2p . ^  ^  4p2^ . ^ ) j ", 
2 p 2 A 4 ( p 2 - k 2 ) { + - + - • " I 
V A " - p2(p^ - /k2)(5p2 - 4it • P)A2 + 3p''fc2(p2 - fc^)p • q 
q^ [A" + p2(p2 - ;fc2)A2 + 3p4(p2 _ ^,2)^ .q\m''^\ (p2(p2 - k'-) + 2i-2p . 9) A " 
-p2 (p ' - ^ ' ) (3p^(fc^ + P^) - 2fc2p • g) A ^ - 3pH-2(p2 - fc2) (g2(p2 + fc^) 
+ (p2 - ifc2);fe . g)] _ p2 I (p2^2 ^ (p2 _ ^2)(3p2 ^ ^2-,) ^4 
V ( p ' - -fc') (5(-t' + p')A; • g + 3ik • Kifc^ + p2) _ 2^ -2p . ^) ^2 
+3p"fc^(p^ - k') {q'ik' + p') + ip' -k')p-q)] m' 
+p'k'q'p • q [i2k' + p • q)A' + 3p'k\k' - p')] ] } 
{ [ - A * + k\p^ - k^)A^ - Sk^ip"" - k'-)p • q\ 
-k^A^ - k\p'- - k'){5k^ - ik • P)A2 - 3 f c V ( p ' - k')k • q 
g2 [_A4 ^ ,^2(p2 _ ^,2)^2 _ 3^ ,4^ p2 _ ^,2)p . 5] ^6 ^ [ ( .^2(p2 _ ^2) ^ ^^2,, . ^ ) ^4 
-k^p' - e ) {3k\k' + p2) + 2p'ik' -k-q))A'- 3fcV(p' - k') [q\p' + k') 
+(p2 - k')p • q)] + [ (p'k\k' - p') - 2k'p • q) A' 
-k\p^ - (6p2|fc2 + 3p2(p2 + k'-) - 2k'k • p - 2(p2 + k^)k • p) A2 
+3p^k%p^ - k^) {{k^ + p')p • q - 2p^k •q)]m'- p'^k^'A' 
+3p2fc'(p' - A;-)(p2 + k- - 2p • q)A' 
+3p'k\p' - k') ((p2 - k')k • q - 4k'k • p + 2k\p' + fe2)) ] I ) 
+ 2p2A4(p2 _ k2) 
r2(p^ - k • p) + T3 - re + rg (6.4.21) 
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p^ }i comparison : 
a_ / Jq 
47r 
( J i ^ l (2A2 + Zq^ • p) + (4(p2 + k')A^ + QpH'q') mV- fc ' (SA^ + 3g2/k • p) 
+ ( ^ - 1) [ (2A2 + 3qH • p) - 2p2fc • pA^ - 3pH\H • p] } 
(2A2 + 3g2)fc -p) + (p^ + A;2)A2 + 3p^\^ 
+ ^LL11 [g2 (2A2 + 3qH • p) m« + [ - 4A4 + {S{p^ + + 2p''k • q - 2k^p • q) A" 
+3p2)fc2 ((p2 _ k y - 4k^p • q + 4p^k •q)]m^+ [4{k^ + p ' )A^ + (l2p2^2(p2 ^ ^2) 
-2k • p(p2 + k y - Ap'k^p • g(p2 + k')) A' - 3p2fc2 (k • p{p' - k y 
~ip^k\^) j - 4pH^A^ - p2fc2 (^ (p2 _ ^2)2 _ 4^2p . ^ 
+8p2ik • g + 2p=^ (p2 + k^) + 8p2fe2j - 3p^fc4 ((p2 - fc2)2 + 4p2fc . ^  _ 4^2^ . ^) j | 
^ 5 ^ 1 (p2p + {k • p)') + 2p'k^ • p + [ (pH' + {k • p f ) - 2p'ek • p] • + 
+ 
4k2p 
2p2A4(p2 - k2) 
+ 2p2A4(p2 - k2) 
— { (A^ + p2(p^ - e)A' + 3p^(p2 - ^2)^ • q) 
p^A* - p\p^ - k')A^ + 3 - tV ' (p ' - k')p • 1 
q^ [A^ + p2(p2 - k')A' + 3p^(p^ - k y •q]m'+[ (-p2(p2 _ k') - 2k'p • q) A^ 
-p2(p2 - k^) {3p\k' + p') - 2p'k •q)A'-- Sp'k'ip' - e ) (g2(p2 + k-") 
+(p2 - e)k • g) ] + [ {p''k\k^ - p2) - 2p''k • q) A^ 
V ( P ' - k"") {6p'k' + 3k\p' + k') - 2p'k • p - 2ip' + k')k • p) A' 
- 3 f e V ' ( p ' - k~) iik' + p')k • q - 2k'p •q)]m'- kVq'A^ 
- 3 f c V ( p ' - k^p^ + e + 2k- q)A' 
-3kVip' - k') ((p2 - k')p • q - 4p'k • p + 2p2(p2 + k')) ] } 
{ ( - A ^ + )k2(p2 _ ^,2)^2 _ 3^4(p2 _ ^2)p . ^ ) ^2 
- ib^A^ - Ifc4(p2 _ ^2^^2 _ 3p2 ,^4(p2 _ ^.2)^ . ^ 
,2 [_^4 ^ ^2(p2 _ ^2)^2 _ 3 ,^4(p2 _ ^2)p . ^6 ^ J (^,2(^2 _ ,^2) ^  ^p^f, . ^) ^4 
-p2(p2 - {ip\k^+p^) - 2ep •q)A'- 3kVip' - k') [q\p' + e ) 
HP' - k')p •q)]mU k'- [ (Pg=^ - (p^ - k^U^ + p^)) A^ 
+k\p^ - + p2)p • g - 3^- p(/t2 + p2) _ 2p2fc . g) A^ 
-nVip" - k') {qHk' + P') + ip' - k')k •q)]m' 
+kyq'k • q [(2p^ - k • q)A' - Sp'k'ik' - / ) ] J } ) 
= r2(k^ - k • p) + T3 + re - rg (6.4.22) 
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7^ ^ | i comparison 
47r V47r4 
+ | . { - 2 A V } 
+ 
+ 
2p2A4(p2 _ k2) 
L ' 
2p2A4(p2 - k2) 
{ - 2 p 2 A V - ^ ^ ' ) p - 9 ; 
{2fc2A2(p2 _ -^2)^ . . ^  J j 
(6.4.23) 
7^  comparison : 
^ f i L |g2 A2„^4 ^  4^4^2 ^  p2^ .2^ 2^ 2 
47r \47r4 L 
+ ( ^ - 1 ) q-'A'+pHy-A' } 
+ ^ { - A ^ q ^ m ^ - q ^ . p ) } 
+i^-l)[-A' (q'm'-i-k.p)]} 
+ ^ ^ ^ [ - A ^ {{k^ + p2),n2 + 2p-'k') ] } 
+ 2p2A4(p2_ i , 2 ) {^V - ( ( A ^ - p^ p • q)m' + p'A' + p'k . q) } 
+ (^ - 1) [A2(p2 - k') {{A' - p2p . q)m' + p2A2 + p4^ , . ^ ) j J 
+ -{ - A\p' - P) {{A" + Pp • qW + k'^A' - k^p • q) }) 2 p 2 A 4 ( p 2 - k 2 ) 
+ ( ^ - 1) [ - A\p' - e ) ( ( A ^ + r-p • qW + ^ ' A 2 - k'p . g) ] } 
= r3q^ + r e ( p 2 - k 2 ) + r 8 k - p (6.4.24) 
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k'" comparison : 
^ ( i ^ { 8 A ^ ( p . g m ^ + ( A ^ + P ^ . . g ) ) 
(^ - 1) [ [(-4g2 + 8p • g - 6fc • p) A^ + 3p- (2fe2p • g - (p2 + ^2^^ . 
-q' [2(p-q-p')A' + 3p'k'p-q]]} 
+ | j { 8 A 2 p . g 
+ g2 [(-4g2 + 8p • g - eik • p)A' + Sp^2k^p • g - (p ' + k^)k • g)] m" 
X ^ 
+ [( - 49p'k\' + 7p"p • g + 6k'k • p{k' - p2) + 2lp'k • pip"" - k') 
-p^k\p' + k-p)- 46p^k^) A' + Qp^e (p" + k^)k • q + 4p2fc2(p2 _ 
-4p^k • q + Wp'^kH •q)]m'- p2g2 [ {3k'(p'- + k') - 8k'p •q + 2p'k q)A' 
+3p'k' {k'k-q + p'k-q-2k'p-q}]} 
+ ( l ^ [ 2 p 2 {2A'-k'p-q)]} 
{ 8 p ' A ' [ p \ p ' - k ' ) - A ' ] 
2p2A4(p2 - k2) 
+ 
+ (ild)|p2 f _ q2 [2A' + (p2 - k')i2p • q - p')A' + 3p\\p' - k')k • p] m" 
+ [ ( - 8 ( p ' - k y + 8k'k • q - 4(p2 - k'){k' + k-p)) A' 
V ( p ' - k') (-7(p2 + k')' + 26k • p(p2 + k') + 4p'k • q + 2k\p' - e)) A' 
+6p^k'{p' - k') (4g2fc • p - (p2 - k ' f ) ] m2 
-p'q' [2k'A' + {p' - P) {2k • p{p' + k') - 9p'k') A' 
3p'k'{p'-k'){k'p-q-p'k-q)]} 
-[8k'A'{A'-{p'-k')k-p) 
2 p 2 A 4 ( p 2 - k 2 ) 
+ ( i l l 2 l { 5 2 U p _ 4p2)^4 _ p ( p 2 _ p ) ( p p)A' + 3kyq\p' - k')] m" 
X 
- ' {I2k^{p' - k') + 12p2yt . p(p2 - ^2) _ 4;(.4p . ^ ^  4p4^ . ^ ) ^4 
-2k\p' - k') {-19p'k'k •q + 3k- p{k^ - p") - hp^k • q - Up^k')) A' 
-dkVip' - k') ((p2 - ky~k • p - Ap'k'q') ] m' 
-k^p'\{lQ{k'- p') + 4p • q) A" 
_(p2 _ (_l2fc2p . , + I4p2^ . ^ + 3(p2 _ f.2Y ^ p2(p2 ^ p ) ^ jQp2p-) ^2 
-3p^ifc^(p^ - k') {{p' - k ' f + 4p'k • q - 4k'p • q) }) 
= n (p2 - k • p) - r4 ( p ' - k • p) (k • p) + Ts + ^2{k' - p2 - 2k • p) (6.4.25) 
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p^ comparison : 
am / Jn 
,^ii^,{8A^-k.qm^^A^-k^p.q) 
-!)[{[ {^{k' - P^) + ^(k • P - ^ k y A^ + U\p'^ + k^)p • q - Qp'^k^ • g] 
+g2 {2A' + Sp-'k')}]} 
+ | , { - 8 A ^ ^ . g 
+ [ r 2 \(^Qk-p- lO/fc^  - 2p2) A ^ + 3^ '2 (p . g(p2 + ^2) _ 2p2 .^ . ^) ] ^4 
+ [l2(p2 + fc2)^4 
+ (39p2)fc2g2 ^ 5 .^4^ . ^  _ 13^,4^, . ^ _ 4p2^ . p(p2 _ ,^2) ^ 24p'^k\k^ + k • p)) A ^ 
+6)fc V {{P^ + k^)k-q- 4k^p • q + Gp'^kH • q - 4p~k~p • g) ] 
+3p2;fcVfcg}]} 
^ 2 A 2 { + 4k2p 2 
+ iLl2l\2mp^k^k-qy-
+ 2 p 2 A 4 ( p 2 - , 2 ) { - 8 p - A M A - + ^-p(r-^-)) 
+ [ m p 2 | - g2 [2A4 - (p2 - '^2(2g2 _ ;fc2)^2 _ 3p2;t2g2(p2 _ ;fc2))] ^4 
+ [ (8(/t^ - p^) - 4k • Pip-" + e ) + 8p2/fc2) ^4 
+2(p2 - k"^) {-Up'^k'k -q-k- p(p^ - k^) - 3pH' • g - 12p2/S:2) A^ 
+QpH\p^ - [(p2 - k^k • p - 4p''k\^] ] 
W k ^ ' k . p [{-2k • q + 4p2)A2 + 3p2fc . g(p2 - ^t^)] ] } 
+ -{sifc^A^ [k\p^-k'') + A''] 2 p 2 A ' i ( p 2 - k 2 ) 
[ ;fc2 r 2 [2A4 + n\p^ - e-)A^ -ik\p^ -k^k'-p-q-pH-g)] m" 
- ' (4)fc2(p2 - /fe^ ) _ 4k^p . q + 4p^k • g) A ' ' 
-*2(p2 _ ^2) (_5(p2 _ ^2)2 ^ ^^j, . p(p2 ^ ^2) _ 2^2(^2 ^ ^2) _ ^^2^ . ^ ) ^2 
-6;fcV(p' - k') {4q^k • p - (p2 - fc=^)2) ] m'-
-pH^qH • q [(2p • g + 4/1-2)^2 + 3Jt2(p2 _ ;5.2)p . ] J ) 
n (k^ - k -p) - r4(k2 - k • p) (k . p) - rs + 5 ( k ' - p ' - 2k -p) (6.4.26) 
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am / Jo 
1 7 
p^ ^ ^ comparison : 
• ( ^ { ( ^ - 1) [ - [^q'k .qm'+p- qi2A' + 3k'q')] ] } 
2p2A4(p2 _ k2) l^P' - "'i'^' t^^^' + • - ' ^ ' ^ ' ' ^ • ' - • "^^ 
+ [4ik2A" - {3p'k'k • g - p'k • p{p' - k') - 5pV • g - 24p2;fc2) ^2 
+ 6 p V {4q'k-p-{p'-ky) 
-3p^k'q'k qpq} • 
L ' f ( ^ - l ) 
+ -
+ - • ' i i ^ mk'{p'-k'){q\A' + 3k'q')r 2p2A4(p2 _ k2) I. X 
+ [ (-14^2(p2 ^ ^ 4 p p . ^  ^ 2/fc • p(p2 + k')) A' 
+k' {6k-Pip' - e y - 24p2ifc252) j„,2 
+/fcV [(2p=^  + fc')A2 + 3 p W ] } ] } ) 
= r4 (p2 - k • p ) + T7 
]L comparison : 
(6.4.27) 
am / 3 
~4^ 
A4 ^ X 
L 
— [ - (P^ - ' k ' ) { g ' [{-ik' + 2fc . P ) A 2 - 3k'{-p'k • q + k'p • g)] 
+ 
- 2 k 2 A 4 ( p 2 _ k 2 ) k X 
+ Up'A'^ - {-3p'k'k • q + k'k • p(p- - k') + 5/t"/t • g - 24p2|fc2) A^in(6.4.28) 
+6ky {4q'k-p-ip' -k')')]m' 
-SkVq'p-qk-q}]} 
•,{^^^\-k'ip'-k'){q'{A' + 3p'q'), 
- 2 k 2 A 4 ( p 2 - k 2 ) I X 
+ [ (-14p2(p2 + k') + 4p2 '^ •q + 2k- p{p' + k')) A' 
V • p(p ' - k')' - 24p'k'q') ] m' 
+p'q'[{2k' + p')A'+3p'k'q'] }]}) 
r4(k2 _ k • p) + ry (6.4.29) 
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7^  }t comparison 
a m / Jo 




( p ^ - m ^ ) ] } 
^ { i l z l l [ _ „,52(p2 _ ^ 2 ) (^2^2 ^ 2A2 + g f^c • P) ] } 
4k2p2A 
+ [-2(p2 + /fc2)A2 _ p2(p2 _ fc2)2 _ 4p4 ,^ . ^ ^ 4p2 ,^2p . ^] ^2 
- p V f e p + p W } ] } 
^ - 2 k 2 A 4 ^ - k 2 ) ( ""^^^ " ^ ' ) { ? ' ( 2 A ^ - k'k • q)m' + [i2k\k' - / ) + 4p2 -^ • p)A^ 
+4p^kY - k^k • p(p2 - k y ] + k^q^p • g } ] } ) 
- r s + 5 (p^-k^) (6.4.30) 
7^  ^ comparison 
; m / J ^ ( i ^ { , _ , [ , 2 ( , 2 _ 2 ^ ] } 
+ | ^ { ^ ^ [g^(P + m^) (g^m^ + 2A^ + q'k • p) } 
+ 
+ 
p 2 A 2 { + 
( ^ - 1 ) 2m/fc2A2[]} 
4k2  
[,2(p2 _ , 2 ) { [2A2 + (p2 + . 2 ) . . g - 2.2p . g] 
+ [2(p2 + k^)A' + Ifc2(p2 _ ^^ 2)2 _ 4^4p . ^ ^ 4p2^,2^ . ^2 
- P V ^ - P + P W } ] } 
, ^ p 2 ^ f ( p 2 _ k 2 ) { ( p ' - ^^ ' ){9 ' (2A^ - P^P • + [(2p2(^2 - p') + 4k'k • p)A' 
+4k'pV - k'k • p{p' - k ' f ] + p'k'q'p • g } ] } ) 
= r5 + ^ ( p ^ - k ^ ) 
+ • 
(6.4,31) 
Labor ious so lu t ion o f these 12 equations yields expressions fo r the 8 transverse coefficients 
Ti. Each is a f u n c t i o n of P,p'^,q'^ and ( . T h e results are as fo l lows : 
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g (3 + 0 J - ^ (^m'^ + k • Jo - 23 
+ 
{p^+k-p)L {P+k-p)L' 
{p2 _ fc2) (p2 _ (6.4.32) 
2 
+ 
( i . + i ' ) 1 
+ 2 (p2 - A;2) 
2 2 p2fc2 
,2 
k- P 
I Tn2\ / Tr(2\ 1 1 
(A;2+ fc-p) 1 + ^ U ' - ( ; ,2+ fc-p) 1 + ^ I 
+ a 87rA2 ( ^ - 1 ) 
X 
-2m2 r / 2 , ib2\ ^ / , ^p^\ ,1 „ 
^2' 
2(p2-^^2) 
+ ^ [fc2^2 ^ ^ ' j _ ^2 ^^2^ ^ p2^'y 
+ ^ ( / - [ (m^ - P ^ ) L - (m^ - fc2) 
+ ^ ( m ' ' - p^k-") [ (m^ - p 2 ) i + (m^ - ^2)^,' 
+ 1 ^ (p^ - k") {m' - p2 fc2) [(m2 + p2) 1 - (m2 + fc2) ^ ' 
+ _ 8 g2( ^ 4 ^ ,^2^2) ^ i2p2A;2( ,,2 - ^2) + 2g2( fc2 ^  ^2)^2 
+ 2(p2 _ ^,2)2^2 _ l . m y k \ ' k-p+ ± m ' p ' k \ p ' - k y 
(6.4.33) 
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T3 = 32mA2 
{m'+ k - p ) i p ' - k y n { ^ = l ) 
+ 
MU-f)..[^-i)A.\ii-e,,.-^, 
+ ( m 2 + fc.p) + _ L - ( p 2 + A;2)(/A;2 + m 2 A ; . p ) | 
+ a 87rA2 ( ^ - 1 ) 
• P { k ^ ^ p ^ ) - ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ [ k - p - r r ^ ) 
Jn 
1 + -
X p i \ / J 
+ 
+ jq'm' (pH-k'L') - \q^m^ ( f h ^ k H ) 
+ \ ( p ' - k ' ) q \ m U p ' k ' ) i L - L ' ) 
2 
+ ^(P^ - • P - m\L - L') + m\p^ - k^){pH - kH') 
Li 
-!I^(p^-k')[p' + 2k-p + k']{L-L') 
+ ^ ^ ' i p ' - k V + 2k-p+k'] [{p'k' - m')L - (fcV - m')L 
- g ( p ^ - k y {p\m' - k')L - k\m' - p')i:\ 
+ ^^<i\p' ~ k y [{p' - m^)L+{e - m')i: 
- ^ . P ' k \ \ p ' - k'f [{p' ~ m')L+ik' - m')L' 
- Sm^A^ + 4m\p^ + e)A^ + 2m\p^ - k^lm^ - {p^ + A;^)] 
L 
- 2mS^[m' + k-p] + 2p^k^q^[m^ + k • p] + 2m\p'' - k^ 
n 1 \ 
+ ^ l \ p ' ~ k ' ) \ m ' - p ' k ' ) m + k-p (6.4.34) 





[k' + 2 k . p + p ' ] { ^ - ^ 
{p^-k^) 
,2 / „ 2 
3m2g 
A 2 
( / - k'){m' - p'k'){L - L') - ^ { m ' - A; V ) ( L + L') 
2A2 
2 „ 4 
{{p' -m')L + {k' -m')L'} 
+ J^-20my-2q'{p' + k ' ) - ^ ^ ^ [ m ' + k.p] 
+ ^ ( ^ 4 _ ^ 2 ^ 2 ) } 5 j | (6.4.35) 
am 
87rA2 
( e - l ) < 
1 + -
X 
A'-^-{p^-ky+'-^[m' + k.p] . { Z + k^.2 
- m\p' - k') l^L' - ^L] A' + 2m2(p2 _ k'){L - L')A' 
\k p J 
p. A;2 
+ m 2 g 2 | ( ^ 2 ^ f c 2 ) ^ ^ ( ^ 2 ^ p 2 ) ^ | ^ 2 
, / „ 2 r _ 2 { ^ [ „ ^ 2 ^ ^ . ^ j ^ ^ 2 ^ . p _ l ( p 2 _ ^ 2 ) 2 | ( ^ ^ ^ ' ) 
+ - k')l^<l'^' + 2qH.p- ! ( / - k ^ y i - L ' ) 
+ ^q\p' + fc2)(p2L + kH') - p \ p ' - k'){pH - e i ' ) 
+ g 2 ( / + k^ - 2m^) {q^m^ + q'^k • p + 2A^) S | , (6.4.36) 
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m^k - p - p^k'^ 
m^A''{[p'-m^'^ L- k ' - m ' ^ L' 
+ ^m\k^ - p^)[m^ - k - p ] { L + L ) - 2m\k • p){p^L - kH ) 
p. fc2 
m k - p { p ' - k') {m' - p')L + {m' - k')L 
- i / A ; V { [ ^ ' - f c - p ] i - [ p ' - k - p ] ! : } 
- q^ [p\m' - k')L - k\m' - p')L'] + 2m''k'p^ [kH - pH') 







p'kWp' - k') [{m' + / ) L + (m^ + k')L' 
p'k\p' - fc2)2 [ ( ^ 2 - p 2 ) i _ ( ^ 2 _ 
^2^2(^4 _ ^4) [ ( ^ 2 + ^ . 2 ) ^ _ ( „ ^ 2 ^ ^ 2 ) ^ ' 
+ ^ q \ p ' - k') [{m^ + p'k')L + (m^ + p^k')i: 
+ ^ , { P ' - k'f [{m' - p'k')L - {m' - p'k')i: 
+ (p2_fc2) q' [m'-Vk-p]^^k^p''q'' [m2 + A; • p 
3m'* 
2A2 
4 m \ 2 + 2m2g2(p2 ^ ^,2) 5 (6.4.37) 
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87rA2 
' " j 2 A ^ 
J-^' - p ^ ^ 
1 + -
X 
2m f(m^-fc^) _ K j V ) ,1 
(p2 - P ) [ p2 /k2 
/k2 
^ ' ( / t - p ) {m" -p')L+{m' -k'')l! 
and 
-2g2{^2 [ „ ^ 2 ^ ^ . . p ] ^ 2 A 2 } 5 I (6.4.38) 
4 7 r ^ { ^ (fc • P + m ^ ) Jo + 2q'S + + • p ) L + { - k ' + A: • p ) L j 
(6.4.39) 
These r^'s are g iven i n an a r b i t r a r y covariant gauge specified by i^ . As promised, a l l the 
r ' s have been expressed i n t e rms of e lementary func t ions and one scalar in tegra l . 
B y l e t t i n g m —» 0, t he r, 's s i m p l i f y enormously and four of t h e m , corresponding to 
^ = 1,4, 5, 7, a c tua l ly vanish : 
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Massless case: 
m ^  0 : 
a 
T2 = 87rA2 Jo ^ + i^-2) + k.p 
+ l n — 
+ l n 
A;2p2 
2 ( p 2 - P ) + 4 A 2 ^ ^) + ( p 2 _ p ) _ 
3 
( ^ ^ • . . ^ + l ) ( e - 2 ) + l 
+ ( e - 2 ) (6.4.40) 
T3 87rA2 
{ P + p y 3 
8 8A2 
(^-•p)^(fc^-p^)^ ( e - 2 ) - A ^ 
1 
p2 
+ l n 
fc2p2 
(A; + p )2 
^ ^ ( - i + ^ ^ - p ( ^ ^ + p f ) ( e - 2 ) 
( P - / ) ^ ) ( e - 2 ) 
2 V 4A2 
( ^ - 2 ) 1 (6.4.41) 




+ l n — 
p2 
^ + ( ^ - 2 ) 





2 ( p 2 - F ) , 
U - 2 ) 
k-pq'iC-2) 
+ U - 2 ) (6.4.42) 
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a 
87rA2 
k • pJo + (6.4.43) 
Our next step is to explore various limits which we now undertake. 
6.5 Freedom from Kinematic Singularities 
Clearly the ful l vertex, T'^{k,p), is free of kinematic singularities. The Ball-Chiu construc-
tion ensures that the longitudinal part is free of them, so the transverse part must be. 
However, after decomposing this transverse part into 8 components, it is not necessary 
that the individual components will each be free of kinematic singularities. Ball and Chiu 
showed that with their choice of eight basis vectors Eqn. (6.2.7), the transverse vertex in 
the Feynman gauge possessed this property of being singularity free. Here we explicitly 
consider whether this is true in an arbitrary covariant gauge. Indeed such checks are far 
longer than the initial calculation reported above. We consider several hmits in turn. 
6.5.1 0 : 
This limit arises when two external fermion legs are parallel or anti-parallel to each other. 
The proof depends crucially on the behaviour of the combination of Spence functions 
forming the integral Jo that appears in every r .^ Thus, for instance, when we consider the 
limit —> 0, i.e. (k • pY —> k'^p^, we can deduce from Eqs. (6.3.4, 1.15-1.18) that JQ can 
be expanded in powers of as : 
Jo = Jo" + A ' + O(A^) (6.5.1) 
where 
7° 
m2 + v ^ P ^ 
Y,{k\p')L'-Y,{p\k')L-Z,{k\p')S 
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and Yi and Zi are defined as 
Y,{k\p') = 
Together with the known behaviour of all the other functions, such as L, L' and 5, it is a 
lengthy but straightforward calculation to deduce that each r, is finite in the limit —> 0, 
despite the appearance of explicit 1/A^ and terms. As we have seen above in the 
massive case, the expressions become very long and complicated, therefore for the sake 
of simplifying matters and for better understanding, we shall evaluate the limits for the 
massless case rather than massive, unless it is necessary. We can start with the same limit 
discussed above, A'^  —^  0. We start with Eqn. (6.3.55) : 
^ " 4 / 
'k-p-
f 
'k-p + A\ 1 
+ - l n \ l n 
'k-p - A" 
k-p + A^ 
,(6.3.55) 
We expand this expression in powers A^, recalling Eqn. (6.5.1) : 




— ^ I n — 
V f q ^ p^ 
— I n ^ 
3kWo 
1 
l n 4 , 
p2 3x/fcV P' 
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i — ( 3 f c ^ + 3p^ - 8 V ^ ) - in • 
+ ^ ( ^ 3 \ / P - 1 5 y f c V + 2 5 y p 7 - 5 \ / p ^ ) l n ^ . (6.5.2) 
5^6 
Some other quantities acquire the following form in this limit : 
A^ A4 
k-p ^ + 
2 V F ^ 8 x / F ^ + 
90^  
A' A^ 
1 1 0^ , A^ In — = In — , + 
p2 p2 iyjk^p^q^ 2Pp2^4 
(6.5.3) 
The r,'s then can be written as 
T2 
Ts = 
T6 = 0 
a 
a 
1 + 24np^ 
a. 29 





4 + . 4 ' 
3 
(6.5.4) 
6.5.2 x ^ O : 
As seen from Eqn. (6.2.12) the ful l vertex, and hence the transverse part, has no pole 
singularities when x ~^ 0- However, the expressions for T2, T S , 74, T S , Te and TJ, 
Eqns. (6.4.32, 6.4.39), have explicit factors of 1/x in all but the Feynman gauge. As can 
be seen from Eqn. (6.3.70) x only vanishes if both and P tend to m^, i.e. when 
both of the fermion legs. Fig. 6.1, are on-mass-shell. Then as P ^ p^, X = q^{p^ — m^)^. 
In this limit the fu l l vertex only has logarithmic singularities, like In (1 — m^/p^): these 
arise when the external legs are on-shell or when the internal fermions can be real. Con-
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sequently, an acceptable basis for the transverse vertex is one in which only these log-
arithmic singularities occur. Explicit calculation shows that T2,73,75 and re, given by 
Eqs. (6.4.33, 6.4.34, 6.4.36, 6.4.37), do have only these logarithmic terms when x ~^ 0. 
However, both T4 and TJ have poles in l/{p^ — m?) term. In this limit the two vectors 
and point in the same direction : 
n = {p''{k-q)-k^{p-q))k'fa,, 
kCr,^ {k'-k.p){p + k r k ' f a , ^ , 
= \ip' - k') !^)-p''- fcl + {k + PT kVax, 
{p^-kY k^p'^a^, . (6.5.5) 
Consequently these two coefficients, 74, ry, can have a singularity, which cancels in F j . 
These singularities are readily removed by choosing a new basis for the transverse vertex, 
the S'f {i = 1,....,8). Clearly this only involves changes to and T j . Note that these 
singularities do not arise in the Feynman gauge (( = 1), and so Ball and Chiu were not 
aware of this constraint. 
We write 
where 
r^ (^ ,p) = ^<T'5f, (6.5.6) 
Then 
=p'{k-q)-k-{p-q) , 
Si^ =[p^{k-q)-k^{p-q)]{]l+^) , 
St =q'[r{^+}i)-p'-k^] + 2{p-kYk'p^a,^ , 
S^, =q^a-'^ , 
S^ ^ Y { p ' - k ' ) + {p + kri , 
=\{p'-k')[Y{^+}^)-p'-k^]^{k + prk'fa,^ , 
S^ =-j^k''p'a,x + k y - p ' ' j i . (6.5.7) 
(7i = Ti for 1 = 1,2,3,5,6,8, (6.5.8) 









,2 - ^ 9 . ( ^ 2 ^ ^ . . ^ ) J^__^k.p_2 
4 A 2 ' 
1 +-
X ( p 2 - P ) V p 2 k\ 
p2A:2 





•(p2 - P ) {(m^ + p2)L - (m^-f P ) L ' } 
4A2 
4A2 
[p^ -P){m^ -p'k'){L-L) 
(m^ - /fc^)(L + L') + ^ ( / - fc^) ( l - L') 
+ g'A; • p [(p2 - m2)L -f ( P - m^)! ' 





- 2q\m' + k-p)- Aq^A^}S | . (6.5.11) 
In this new basis, all the (TJ'S {i = 1,....,8) have no singularities other than the expected 
logarithmic ones. Note that in this new basis, the C-parity operation of Eq. (2.2.3) requires 
a,ik\p\q') = -a,{p\k\q'), (6.5.12) 
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which Eq. (6.5.7) ensures. 
6.5.3 Asymptotic limit: 
It is convenient to give here the simple asymptotic limit for the transverse vertex. In the 
limit that either of the fermion momenta are large, e.g. P » k • p » (p^, m^), 
l n - | ! - = \n^ + l^kep'k-p-8{k-pf + 3ky-6k^k-pf~6k'k-p 
k^p^ p'^ O K " ^ 
- k^ 
\ Ak-p) p \ ^{k-pr\.k^ 
P 3 F 3ik4 
/ (k.p) 2p' 8{k.py + 0{l/k'), 
then the r,'s come out as : 
T3 = 
" ( 2 ^ - l ) I n ^ a 





a - 2 ) l n 5 - T ^ ( e - 2 ) 
In — a 
(6.5.13) 
(6.5.14) 
Consequently, these r's lead to the following transverse vertex, which is the well known 





6.5.4 Photon Mass Shell Limit, —> 0 and k'^ p^: 
In the photon mass-shell limit, —> 0 
p' + k' 






(p2 - fc2) 9 
(6.5.16) 
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where 
\ n2 
p2 - e (p2 - P)2 13 ( 2 _ p ) 3 
p- p" 18 p" 
(6.5.17) 
In this hmit, the r's are : 
a 
0 27r(p2 - P)2 
1 p2 + P , P 
I - - — — In — 
+ ( ^ - 1 ) 
2 p2 - P p2 
p2 + P , . 5 p^ + A:^  P 
^ ^ p2 - fc2 2 p2 - A;2 p2 
+ 1 + - In — I In ^ 
2 p2 - A;2 p2 I 
T2 
247rp4 
/ I rr'l^ 
(6.5.18) 
T3 1 
g2 0 47r(p2 - Py 
( 1 - 0 p2 - P 
+ 2 ( 2 - o ( P + p ^ ) + ( 2 - o < ^ i ^ ( i - 6 | ± i ; i ; ) i „ ^ ! 
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T6 
7 2 ^ 0 
a 
87rA2(p2 _ ^2) ( ^ - 2 ) p p-






We finally came to the end of this chapter and to the end of this thesis having presented 
the complete one loop calculation of the fermion-boson vertex in QED in an arbitrary 
covariant gauge. In this perturbative calculation we have computed the coefficient func-
tions, r,-, of the basis tensors to order a. These functions are the only unknowns in the 
transverse vertex. From the beginning of this thesis all our effort has been learn about 
the non-perturbative structure of the vertex. However, as we saw it is not easy to deter-
mine this. Perturbation theory is simpler, but even there their form is very comphcated. 
Nevertheless, non-perturbative coefficient functions must agree with this calculation in the 
weak coupling limit. Therefore, these perturbative r, hopefully will guide us to construct a 
non-perturbative ansatz together with the constraints from multiplicative renormalisability 
found in Chapters 4, 5. This construction is for future work. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
With everything that we do, 
we desire more or less the end; 
we are impatient to be done with it 
and glad when it is finished. 
It is only the end in general, 
the end of all ends, 
that we wish, 




We began this thesis with the aim of investigating QED from a non-perturbative point 
of view. The SD-equations are introduced as the field equations of the relevant Quantum 
Field Theory. Because these equations are an infinite nested set that relates one Green's 
function to another, they are not solvable unless they are truncated at some level. The 
solution of the SD-equations have to be multiplicatively renormalisable and gauge covariant 
since all fu l l n-point functions must have these features. Though we need to truncate these 
equations in order to find their solution, we know that even the solution for the 2-point 
functions must know about the higher point functions. So, a reasonable truncation seems to 
be to approximate the 3-point vertex in a way that incorporates some how all the necessary 
information from the higher point functions. Then, the SD-equations can be solved for the 
2-point functions, i.e. for the fermion and boson wave-function renormalisations and the 
fermion mass function. To do this, various 3-point vertex ansatz are proposed in the case of 
quenched QED, each of them were an improvment on the previous one and have their own 
features and deficiencies. In general, the aim of all ansatz for the 3-point vertex should be to 
ensure the solutions of the SD-equation for the 2-point functions respect gauge invariance 
and multiplicative renormalisation. 
In this thesis, we extend these studies to massless unquenched QED. The purpose of this 
study was to understand the structure of the fermion-boson vertex and construct a non-
perturbative 3-point function in the case of unquenched QED. We have carried out this 
investigation along two different directions : (1) the SD-equations are studied in order 
to deduce the constraints needed to ensure both the fermion and photon propagators are 
multiplicatively renormalisable, (2) the one loop perturbative calculation of the 3-point 
vertex is performed in an arbitrary covariant gauge. 
In both directions, the vertex function, being a Lorentz vector, involves twelve independent 
spin and Lorentz vectors. Each of these vectors has a coefficient that is an analytic function 
of the three Lorentz scalars, P, p^ and q^, that can be formed from the two independent 
4-momenta flowing through the vertex in the case of the coupling of two spin-1/2 particles 
with a vector boson. 
FoxiY of the 12 components define what is called the longitudinal vertex. This is related 
by the Ward-Takahashi identity to the fermion propagator. This fact allows three of these 
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components to be expressed in terms of the fermion wave-function renormalisation -F(p^), 
and its mass function M(p^) and forces a fourth to be zero. Ball and Chiu have shown how 
to construct this longitudinal vertex in a way free of kinematic singularities. This freedom 
is essential in ensuring the Ward identity is the 5 —> 0 limit of the Ward-Takahashi identity. 
Since the vertex can be written in terms of the longitudinal and transverse parts, the rest 
of these 12 component (8 of them) give the transverse piece. In the massless case, four 
of them are zero and so we are left with only four tensors multiplied with four coefficient 
functions, r,. The only unknowns in the vertex functions are these coefficient functions. 
Their symmetry properties are determined by the parity operation and their dimension is 
fixed by the dimensionless of the transverse vertex. Making use of these conditions the 
logarithmic expansion of the coefficient functions are substituted in the fermion and boson 
SD-equations in order to solve for the fermion and photon wave-function renormalisations. 
After calculating the general multiplicative forms of F and G, these are compared with the 
ones coming from the solution of the SD-equations. This comparison gives the constraints 
on the vertex function imposed by multiplicative renormalisability. Attempts to find a 
simple solution to these constraints will be the basis of future work. 
To gain more knowledge about the vertex function, we have also calculated the coefficient 
functions for one-loop fermion-boson vertex in arbitrary covariant gauges since a perturba-
tive calculation provides a very useful check on the non-perturbative one. Surprisingly this 
one loop calculation had only been previously performed in the Feynman gauge by Ball 
and Chiu [26]. Our results correct some typographical errors in their publication in that 
gauge. The vertex has only logarithmic singularities: these arise either when the external 
legs are on-shell or when the internal fermions can be real. 
Having calculated the complete one-loop 3-point vertex at order a allows us to subtract 
the longitudinal vertex from our one loop answer to find the transverse vertex to 0{a). 
This result can be represented in terms of a basis of eight vectors orthogonal to the boson 
momentum, each unconstrained by the Ward-Takahashi identity. 
We propose a new transverse basis S'f {i = l . . . ,8), Eqns. (6.5.6, 6.5.7), which has com-
ponents with only the logarithmic singularities of the full vertex. This basis modifies the 
Tl'ii = 1,....,8) of Eqn. (6.2.7) proposed by Ball and Chiu [26]. Though their basis has 
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no additional singularities in the Feynman gauge, this is not the case in any other gauge. 
Eqns. (6.2.4, 6.4.18-6.4.39, 6.5.6-6.5.10) constitute our new result in QED to one loop. 
The same and/or related integrals arise in QCD, and so this calculation could, in princi-
ple, be extended to non-Abelian theories in any covariant gauge too. However, the length 
of this calculation, as presented in Chapter 6, is what has doubtlessly deterred previous 
computations. 
Though our perturbative calculations are self-evidently only true to 0{a), our aim has 
been wider. The hope is that the coefficients of each of the transverse vectors, S-", like 
those of the longitudinal component, are free of kinematic singularities at all orders in per-
turbation theory and even non-perturbatively. Just as use of the Ward-Takahashi identity 
specifies non-perturbatively the longitudinal vertex in terms of the fermion propagator, 
Eqn. (2.3.34), multiplicative renormalisability too imposes relationships between the ver-
tex and the fermion propagator. These constrain the transverse vertex. A start has been 
made in analysing these powerful conditions. Ignoring such requirements and use of, for 
instance, a bare vertex {the rainbow approximation) in studies of chiral symmetry breaking 
leads to the generation of highly gauge dependent masses. In contrast non-perturbative 
enforcement of the Ward-Takahashi identity and the constraints of multiplicative renormal-
isability dramatically reduces or even eliminates [23, 38] this unphysical gauge dependence. 
Indeed, knowing the vertex in any covariant gauge may give us an understanding of how the 
essential gauge dependence of the vertex demanded by its Landau-Khalatnikov transforma-
tion [30] is satisfied non-perturbatively. Moreover, having a basis for the transverse vertex 
with coefficients free of non-dynamical singularities is a key step in further investigations 
of a meaningful non-perturbative truncation of Schwinger-Dyson equations. 
Obviously, the natural end of this study will be to bring all the results together to construct 
simple ansatze for the possible non-perturbative fermion-photon vertex. An extension of 
the multiplicative renormalisability constraints to massive QED may be on a list of future 
work. 
An unquenched vertex ansatz should be particularly useful in numerical studies of dynam-
ical mass generation in QED and other gauge theories. Previous work [48, 49, 34, 35] has 
highlighted the sensitivity of the results to the structure of the ful l vertex. An unquenched 
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vertex ansatz can also be adopted for the quark-gluon vertex in studies of QCD, of quark 
confinement and of chiral symmetry breaking. This should prove more realistic than the 
rainbow approximation often used. 
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Appendix A 
A 7-matrix algebra in 4-dimensions 
i ) li = Y v , , (A . l ) 
^^) {7',7n = 2g'' , (A.2) 
Hi) 7^7M = 4 , (A.3) 
^v) 7^7«7^ = - 2 7 " , (A.4) 
v) 7 . 7 " 7 V = 45"'' , (A.5) 
^0 7 . 7 V 7 S ' ' = - 2 7 ' 7 V , 
7-matrix algebra in c?-dimensions : , 
vii) 7*^ 7^  = d , (A.6) 
viii) ^^^"^^ = - { d - 2 ) r , (A.7) 
ix) 7 M 7 " 7 V = ( C ? - 4 ) 7 V + 4^^'' , (A.8) 
x) ix^i^ri^ = g'-'i^-^ + 2d) , 
+ ^ ^ V ( 8 - 2 d ) - ( 6 - ^ ^ ) 7 V 7 " , (A.9) 
xi) ip^.^.Yl" = {'^-d)'iisi,i''-{2-df-f, . (A.IO) 
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Appendix B 
B Angular Integration for the Fermion SD-Equation 
This appendix is related to the fermion SD-equation of Chapter 2,3 [50] : 
Recalling the definition of the angular integration, Eqn. (3.2.13); 




k-p = |A;| IPI c o s a n d q = k—p. (B.2) 
It can be in the form of 
In,m = |^^|"|pr r ^ ^ s i n ^ ^ ^ ^ H ! : ^ ^ , (B.3) 
Jo [a — 6 cos •0) 
with 
a = A;2+p2 , 6 = 2|A;||p|. (B.4) 
Now, we shall calculate In^m for different n and m values starting from n = 0,7Ti = 1 : 
/.,, = r # r 4 ^ . (B.5) 
Jo [a-bcosf) 
Changing the ip variable as 
z — cosip , (B.6) 
integral becomes 
/o,i = / ' dz ^ ^ ^ ^ , (B.7) 
J-i [a — bz) { -bz) ' 
by making further changes of variable 
y = a-bz, (B.8) 
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we get 
1 R 
-'0,1 - n / — 
0'^ Ja-b V 
where 
y VR' 
R = b - {a - yy = b - a' + 2ay - y 
(B.9) 
We divide this integral into three pieces 
(6^ - a^) dy a dy I y»+'' {a - y) 
~b^ Ja-b i T R ^ b Lb 7R^ Ja-b ^~7T 
start to deal with the first one : 
dy 
b ys/R' 
By making following changes of variables three times one after the other 
62 
y V a ' - 62 (a2 - 62)2 
(B.IO) 
( B . l l ) 
62 
-1/2 




(a2 - 62) 
-1/2 
6 sin^ 
(a2 - 62) 
1 rl"^ 
V« — 62 J-7r/2 
Finally, the result is : 
(B.12) 
4^ y a 2 - 62 
(B.13) 
We now evaluate the second integral in Eqn. (B.IO) : 
b VR n, = / Ja-
(B.14) 
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A g a i n changing the i n t e g r a t i o n variables twice : 
w = y - a , I I = l - j ^ = , . (B.15) 
J-b \ — 
and 
I t results i n 
w = h^^^Q, /o% = dB . (B.16) 
/ J i = T . (B.17) 
T h e t h i r d a n d last i n t eg ra l t o evaluate is : 
M a k i n g changes of y -var iab le 
a n d f u r t h e r m o r e 
r-7r/2 
u; = 6sin^, I^^ = b [ ""'^ d6 sm9 . (B.20) 
-'7r/2 
T h i s i n t e g r a l gives 
/o , i = 0 . (B.21) 
The re fo re , a d d i n g these three integrals together leads to : 
/o , i = ^ ( « - \ / ^ ^ ^ ) , (B.22) 
where 
V ^ P ^ = [{p' + ky-Ak'v'\"' = [{v'-k'fY" = \p'-k'\. (B.23) 
W e now i n t r o d u c e the f o l l o w i n g q u a n t i t y fo r convenience to use f r o m now on , 
K^) - \[\ + x - \ l - x \ ) = 1 ^ 
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I n s e r t i n g the a and b quant i t i es f r o m E q n . ( B . 4 ) , /o , i can be w r i t t e n as 
4 P r ^ p2 1 - ^ p2 
E v e n t u a l l y , we find 
2 P ' 
T h e angular i n t e g r a t i o n for n = m = 0 : 
/o,o = # sin^ ^ ^ 2 ' 
?^  = 2, m = 0 : 
71 = 4, m = 0 
n = l , m = 0 : 
n = ?2, m = 0 
ho = dtp sin^ ipik-pf 
Jo 
8 ^ ' 
'4,0 / sin'^ tl^ [k • pY Jo 
16 ^ 
hfi = / dtl^k • p 
Jo 









/„,o = 0 n : o d d number (B.30) 
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N o w we shal l w r i t e E q n . ( B . 3 ) for m = 1 as : 
231 
ini = i ^ r b r r # s i n ' ^ — ^ 
Jo ( a -
cos" il^ 
(a — b cos ip) 
1 a 
(B.31) 
we t h e n can ca lcula te th i s expression for d i f fe ren t values of n s t a r t ing f r o m n = 1 
1 . a 
" 2 0^,0 + 2 0^,1 
r eca l l i ng a and b f r o m E q n . (B .4 ) 
n = 2 : 
n = 3 
+ [ ( , 2 + I ] 
L J 4 
TT 
8 P p2 
.2 
8 P p' 
p' + k ' - \p''-k'\ 
^1,1 = 
8 P 
4k^ \ p \ 
1 a 
-^ 2,1 = - 2 - ^ 1 , 0 + 2 ^ 1 . 1 
TT a 
4 6 2 
(a - V a 2 
TT a 
/.2 , L2^ • / ^ 
8 P 
1 a 
-^ 3,1 = " 2 2^,0 + 2 -^ 2,1 
7ra (a - Va2 - 6 2 ) -
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n = 4 : 
1 a 
-'3,0 + 
TT a (a - Va^ - 6 2 ) 
16 6 2 
7 r / ( p 2 + F ) 
32 P 
32 128 
\ p8 / 16 T,4 
( B . 3 5 ) 
^5,1 
1 a 
- 2 •'4,0 + 2 ^4,1 
+ 
3 2 6 2 
64 P 
( a - V a 2 3 ^ ) TT a 





16 \ / 
5 ^ , 2 6 . /"^'^ 
64 ^ 
(B.36) 
N o w we shal l ca lcula te the angular integrals f o r the n = n , m = 2. I n order to do th i s , we 
take the de r iva t ive of E q n . (B .31) w i t h respect to a; 
5 a "'^ da 
r 9 „ cos" 4> 
sm 9 
2" Jo ^ (a - 6 cosV') . 
— / aw sm tp — 
2" Jo ^ a (  — 6 cos 
oa 
-In,2 (B.37) 
Le t us use th i s equa l i t y t o evaluate the angular i n t eg ra t ion fo r the d i f fe ren t values of n. 
n = 0 : 
d 





6 2 V v V ^ 
TT 1 
- 1 
h \ - \ (B.38) 
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n = l : 
3 
n = 2 : 
n = 3 
n = 
'2 ,2 
1 - ^ I 
262 l y ^ r r ^ 
^2 1 , k^' 
- f / 2 , r 
da 
n / a 3 ^ /,2^ 
3 + 2 a \ / a 2 - 6 2 + 
462 V\/^ ^^  2; 
J ^ ! ) , - L ^ J ^ ! ) . ( B . 0 , 
-^3,2 = — - ^ - ^ 3 , 1 
oa 
d 
4 P | p 2 - f c 2 | 4 | p 2 - P | 
TT / a 
5 \ Q „2 12 lA 
, , - 5 a ^ + 4 a ^ ^ / ^ ^ ^ + ^ + ^ 
1662 \ v / ^ 2 ^ y 2 8 
3 2 F b 2 _ p | + 32 | p 2 _ p | (^p6j I 6 | p 2 _ p | \ f 
2' 
(B.42) 
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n = 5 : 
5^,2 
TT - 5 a ^ + 5 a V a 2 - 6 2 - a ^ + 
32 62 ^ 
3 7rp'° 
32 k^ \p^-k^\'"\p 
/ „ + 2 a 6 + — 
\/a2 - 62 4 
iS-i2\ 
(B.43) 
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C Angular Integrations for the Photon SD-Equation 
T h i s a p p e n d i x is r e l a t ed to the f e r m i o n SD-equat ion of Chapte r 4 [50, 43 . 
Reca l l i ng the d e f i n i t i o n of the angular in tegra l f o r the p h o t o n SD-equat ion, Eqn . (3.3.22), 
/ C . = Z ' i ^ s i n ^ ^ i j ^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ f ) ! ^ . (C.l) 
S p h t t i n g u p the denomina to r of th is in tegra l as 
1 1 
( ^ 2 + p2/4)2-)£ • p ) 2 ] a 2 _ 5 2 c o s 2 ^ 
2 a \ a — 6 cos ip a + 6 cos tjj 
where 
a = ^ ^ + j , b=\i\\p\, (C.3) 
Kn,i t h e n can be r e w r i t t e n 
2 a 2 a 
where 
{£ • pr 
Kn, = ^ l U + ^ J n , , (C.4) 
= r ^ s i n ^ ^ ^ ( -
Jo Za \a b cos tp 
j „ i = r d t p s m ' t p ^ ( , ] . (C.5) 
"'^ Jo ^ 2a \a-\- b cosxpj ^ ^ 
M a k i n g use of E q n . (B .25) f o r J and / ' in tegrals , we f i n d t h a t 
TT / 4 £ 2 \ 
^0,. = / i . ^ ^ ' . y . (C.6) 
There fo re Ko 1 becomes 
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Analogous ly t o the angular i n t eg ra l ca lcu la t ion i n f e r m i o n case, we can derive the f o l l o w i n g 
re la t ions : 
Jn,\ = Jn-1,0 — O-Jn-1,1 , 
C = - C i , o + « C i , i , (C.8) 
f o r n = 1 these give 
t h e n Ki^i gives 
For n = 2 
J\,\ — Jo,0 — 0,Jo,l — ~ ^1,1 ) 
Ki,i = ^ + Ji,i) = 0 . (C.9) 
J2,i = Ji,o- aJi^i = -aJi^i = al[ -^ , (C . IO) 
thus at t he end K2,i can be w r i t t e n i n te rms of / i , ] , E q n . (B.32) 
K2,i = ^1,1 = 2 / i _ i , 
n = 3 : 
<^3,1 — J2,0 — J2,l — — I's,! ) 
K3,l = 0 . (C.12) 
= 4 : 
J41 — J 3 0 ~ O J 3 1 — ~0'J3,\ — '^^3,1 
Ki^i can be expressed i n t e rms of /s^i, E q n . ( B . 3 4 ) , 
KA,! — -^3,1 = 2 / 3 , i , 
2^f2 \ p& j ' IQ'- \ p-i 
and n = 5 : 
Ks,! = 0 . (C.14) 
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D Integrals Used for the Fermion Equation [50 
- Jo p' ( P + p 2 ) 
= ^ - 4 1n2 , ( D . l ) 
- Jo p' ( P + p 2 ) ^"A2 
= g - 4 l n 2 ) l n ^ + 2 C ( 2 ) - ^ , (D .2 ) 
k^ (2p2 _ k^) 
^ - Jo p^ ( P + p2)2 
- 7 1n2- | -5 , (D.3) 
Jo p* 
( - 7 1 1 , 2 + 5) b ^ - 3 1 n 2 + ^ C ( 2 ) - ^ , (D.4) 
Jo p^ 
-- - ^ + 2 C ( 2 ) , (D.5) 
fp' „ 2 j P + p ' ) A k' , p' , , p ' \ 
= Jo 7 ( P ^ r A ^ ^ ' A ^ " ^ ' A ^ J 
= ( 4 + 2 C ( 2 ) ) l n ^ , (D.6) 
^ Jo p'^ ( P - p 2 ) y A2 A 
,2 " 
"2 
- ^ + C ( 2 ) , (D .7) 
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r - r\n-^^" ( 5 P + 2 p 2 ) ( k' / \ 
^« " Jo p'^ {k^ + p^){k^-p') V^A2 ' ' ' A 2 ; 
^6 
- 7 + 7 C ( 2 ) • (D .9 ) 
4 4 
if = / , 
I n ^ , (D . IO) 
yA^ , ^ 2 
A 2 
2 A 2 
_ f ' ' d _ ^ , , 2 ^ 
^ n ^ ^ , (D.12) 
1 ( 3 P - p 2 ) 
( P + p 2 ) 
- I -
A 2 
- 3 1n-?^ + 4 l n 2 , (D.13) 
' P ( P + p 2 ) A 2 Jo 
| l n ^ | l - 2 C ( 2 ) , (D.14) 
p' ( 2 P - P^) 
( P + p 2 ) 2 
^ + l n 2 , (D.15) 
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= ( 5 + l n 2 ) l „ | l - i c ( 2 ) + 3 i n 2 , (D.16) 
F ( P - p 2 ) \^  A2 A^^ 
l l n ^ ^ + 2C(2) , (D.17) 
= / ^ P T T In^ — - I n ^ l n — 
^ ' 2 P ( P - p2) y A2 A2 A2^ 
i l n 3 ^ + 2 C ( 2 ) l n | , , (D.18) 
- 1 {k'+p') r i „ 2 ^ _ i ^ 2 P l ^ 
( P - p 2 ) \^  A2 A \ 
^ l n ^ ^ + 2C(2) , (D.19) 
^^ 2 1 A k' , 
p ( p ^ r x ^ - ^ ^ A ^ 
C(2) , (D.20) 
( P + p 2 ) ( p _ p 2 ) \^  A2 A2^ 
4 
^ C ( 2 ) , (D.21) 
OK _ I j p P ^ l n _ _ l n — 
4 4 
/ • P ^ , , P iP-3p') (. p ' ^ P 
^ 7o p4 ( P + p 2 ) y A2 A2 
2^ 
(D.22) 
( - 7 + 8 1 n 2 ) l n ^ + c , (D.23) 
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= r ^ f c ^ ^ V , . ( I n ^ ^ + ln^ 
Jo 
"A 
A 2 P 1 , , 2 ^ 
P^ (A;2 + p2) \^  A2 ^ A2 
( - 7 + 8 1 n 2 ) l n ^ ^ + 0 ( l n | l ) , {D.24) 
Jo (/s2-|-p2) \^  A2 A2 A2 
2 2 
( _ 7 + 8 1 n 2 ) l n 2 | ^ + 0 ( l n | ^ ) , (D.25) 
- Jo p' ( F + p 2 ) ^nA2 
i ( - 7 + 8 1 n 2 ) l n | ^ + ( ! ) ( l n | ^ ) , (D.26) 
Jo p4 ( P + p 2 ) 2 y A2 A2y 
( - l l + 1 6 , l n 2 ) l n | ^ + 0 ( l n | ^ ) , (D.27) 
= /o ^ ^ ^ ( F T T F r A ^ j 
2 2 
= ( - I l + 16 1 n 2 ) l n 2 | j + 0 ( l n | ^ ) , (D.28) 
2 2 
= ( - 1 1 + 16 1n2) l n ' | j + C ( l n | y ) , (D.29) 
« ~ 7o '^ '^  p4 ( p + p 2 ) 2 ^"A2 
= ( - ^ + 8 1 n 2 ) l n ^ + 0 ( l n | ^ ) , (D.30) 
jr2 1 ( p ' - 3 f c ^ ) A p' , P \ 
3 , 2 l n ^ f j + 2 C ( 2 ) , (D.31) 
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, K _ r ^ , 2 i ( P - - 3 P ) , ^ . p ^ \ 
- P ( P - p 2 ) A2 A 2 j 
= _ 2 1 n ^ | l - 4 C ( 3 ) - 4 C ( 2 ) , (D.32) 
= / dk^ — ^ I n — In — - In — 
7p2 k^ ^ ~ - p ( P - p 2 ) \ ^ " ^ A 2 " ^ A 2 A2^ 
l l n ^ ^ + 2 C ( 2 ) l n ^ + 4 C ( 3 ) , (D.33) 
/•^^ ,1,2 1 (P^ - k') ( , P' , k' 
I P ( P T ? ) r x ^ - ^ ^ A ^ . 
i l n ^ ^ - 2 C ( 2 ) , (D .34) 
- U p ( p + p 2 ) i ^ ^ ' ^ A2 A 2 ; 
= ^ I n 3 ^ + 4 C ( 3 ) + 4 C ( 2 ) , (D.35) 
f^\,2 1 { p ' - k ' ) ( , p' , P , 2k'\ 
= / d p - - , „ , „ I n — In — - I n ' — 
^ V P ( P + p 2 ) \^  A2 A2 A ^ y 
= - i l n ^ | ^ _ 2 C ( 2 ) l n ^ + 4 C ( 3 ) , (D.36) 
1 i-2 2 / 7l2 p \ 
~ 7^ 2 P ( p 2 _ A ; 2 ) ( f c 2 ^ p 2 ) 1^  A2 A 2 ; 
. . 2 1 (P^ - 3fc^) , ^ \ 
^ A;2 ( P + p2) \^  A2 A2 
^ W f - + 8 l n 2 1 n f ^ + c , (D.38) 
2 A2 A2 
- '.2 P ( P + p 2 ) 
3 1 n | i + 4 l n 2 , (D.39) 
A2 
- I 
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i f 
" P ( p + p 2 ) 1^ ^^  A 2 + ^ ' ' A2, 
4 1 n 3 ^ + 8 1 n 2 W ^ + 0 ( l n ^ ) , (D.40) 
5 i , 3 ^ ^ g l ^ 2 1 n ^ ^ + 0 ( l n | ^ ) , (D.41) 
( P + p 2 ) A2 K2 '•12 
3 -2 
^ I n 2 ^ + 4 1 n 2 1 n ^ + c , (D.42) 
r^' - 1 (p2 - 3k^) . 2 _ r ^j^2 i - 3fc-j 
- X. ^'^ p ( P + p 2 ) A2 
l n ^ | ^ + 4 1 n 2 W | i + 0 ( l n | ^ ) , (D.43) 
V F ( P +J92)2 \^  A2 A2^ 
_ 3 i n 2 | ^ _ 4 l P _ 4 1 ^ 2 , (D.44) 
2 A2 A2 
1 ip' - k r 
Jp2 k^ 15 ^ 2 ( p 4 .^2)2 
- I n 1^-2 , (D.45) 
- P ( P + p 2 ) 2 1^^^ A 2 + ^ " A2 
„2 „2 ^2 
i l n ' | j - 4 W ^ ^ 8 1 „ 2 1 „ f 5 + c , (D .46) 
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~ 7^ 2 P ( P + p2)2 A2 
.2 ^2 
= - i l n ^ ^ - 2 1 n | , - 4 1 n 2 , (D.48) 
- 7^ 2 P ( P + p2)2 A2 
= - i l n 3 £ l + 2 1n2^ + 8 1 n 2 1 n f l + c , (D.49) 
3 A2 A2 A^ 
''20 
„ 2 A / , 
l l n ^ ^ - l n | l - 2 1 n 2 1 n | l + 3 1 n 2 + 2C(2) , (D.50) 
2 A2 A2 A^ 
Jp 
A' A;2 
- /p2 ( P + p 2 ) 2 
- l n | ^ - ^ - 2 1n2 , (D.51) 
where c is some constant . 
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E Integrals Used for the Photon Equation [50 
Jo 
PV4 £2 (16^4 _ 3^4-) 
p 4 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
p M - ^ + ^ n 2 ) , ( E . l ) 
24 2 
Jv 
A^ , "2 
d f 02 P p2/4 2 ( ^ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) 
/•A' o2 £2 
f L _ f J02 P I 
^2 - yp2/4 2 ( £ 2 + p 2 / 4 ) ^ ^ A 2 
T l n ^ ^ + ^ n 2 1 n ^ , (E.3) 
4 A2 2 A2 
/ I n2 1 „2 \ 
i f = ^ i 
6 A2 ' 2 A2 
.2 P'i'^^'-P') 
" ~ yp2/4 s i P - ^ p y ^ y 
/ 1 »2 \ 
- i l „ | , + c , (E .5) 
«j = / : M':,^-: , r . / . in 
/ I / D M \ 
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*6 V / 4 64(^2+^2/4) 
1 
V / 4 64(P+PV4)» 
P ^ ^ - j W ^ j . (E.8) 
Jo p2 (£2 + ^2/4) 
2 ~ Jo p2(£2+p2/4)2 
= p2 ( - ^ + 1 1 1 2 ) , (E.IO) 
p2 (£2 + p2/4)2 3^ = X 
p2 (^ 2 +p2/4)2 
51n2A 
^ 1^  16 8 ; ' 
- r df ^ 
* i " Jpy4 8 (£2+p2/4) 
/ ( - ^ n ^ + c ) , (E.13) 
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*5 = r - " 
^ p2 £2 
'3' = / 
_ _p2 £2 
2 J l n f ^ + c j , (E.16) 
/ l 1 j,2 1 2 \ 
/•A^ _„2 /2 /?2 
/•A 
l n | ^ + c , (E.19) 
rA^ . ( P - p y i ) P 
- ^ n ^ | ^ + l n 2 1 n ^ - l n ^ + c , (E.20) 
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t', = J[ d e . \ : i n -
Ipy4 {P+p^Ay A2 
1 I n 3 4 + l n 2 1 n ^ ^ - l n ^ 4 , (E-21) 3 A2 ' A2 A2 
jp 
^,2 i^'-pV^) 
I ' l l — / / / i n . 
>/4 (^2+PV4) A' 
l n 4 - ^ + h n 4 ^ ) , (E.23) 
„ /A2 , p2 ^2 1 
p — In — 7 + o in -
Vp2 ^2 p2 2 A2 
where c is some constant. 
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F Some standard integrals in c?-dimensions 
f d'k ,„V{n-dl2) 1 
, ; , r ( n - ^ / 2 - l ) 
+ 2 r (n ) 5("-<^/2-i) ' 
'''' J + ~ 2r [n) • ^ ^ 
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G Related Integrals to Vertex calculation 
in Asymptotic Limit [50 
This appendix is related to the one-loop vertex calculation in the asymptotic limit of 
Sect. 6.3 : 
Definitions: 
D = a-\-hx -\- cx^ , 
where 
a = —p^z + p^z^ + rin}z , 
h = -k^ + ph-2p'^z^+ 2k-pz + m^-m^z , 
c = p^z^ -2k-pz , 
A = 4ac-b^ 
= -k^-2kyz + 2m^kh + iPk-pz + 2k^m'' , 
and 
= k^ -\-p'z-m'z-2k-pz-m' . (G.l) 
/ ^ ^ ^ _ 1 \^ b + 2cx- ' , fb + 2 c - V ^ 6 + 
Jo 'D ~ 7 ^ ^b + 2cx + 
2) / — = , — ^ I n 
where 
6 + N / = A = 2{p'z-ph'-m'z) , 
6 _ y Z A = 2{-k'-p'z' + 2k-pz + m') , 
b + 2c + V ^ = 2 (^ -^  + p^z - - 2A; • p^) , 
b + 2c- \ / ^ = 2m^ . 
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Therefore we find for Eqn. (C.2) : 
250 
/ •I dx 1 / 2k • pz' In —z - z + z'\ - In — - In — 
Xp-' J p^ 




InD = In — - In — . 
0 V 
z + z' 
fc2 
(G.5) 
' Jo D c 2c2 
' ^ 62 _ /•! cix 
0 2c2 Jo D i: 
1 / 2A; -p^A J _ / 2k-pz^ 
" P l ^ + ~ F ~ j ' ^ 2 P I + P , 
' m2 1.2 
In — - In — - In — 








' 6 ' - 2 a c , ^ 
+ — — — InD 
0 2c3 




2k-pz\ 1 / 2k-pz\ / . A;2 
" 2P P ) kA k^ J \ p^ 
p" 





= 0 + 0{k-\k-^ In/b^) , n = 1,2, 
D 
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v^^) £ d x l ^ 
b + 2cx 
AD + 
2c yi dx 
~KJo~D 
_ J_ (1- }.\ (\ 2A:-pz 
2 / \k-pz^ m 
In — + In — - In — - + 
r 
+ o{k-'), (G.8) 
^ yi X 2a + 6x ^ ^ /"S 1 
1 (^^'^k.pz' 
k^ 
i f Ak-pz m In — + In — - In — z - 2 + 
p^ \ p^ 
+ 0{k-'), (G.9) 




- 1 ^ + 
k'^m'^ k^ 
(G.IO) 
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1 x^ 1 
XI 
' a(2ac-62) + 6(3ac-62)3; 
. ^ C2AJ9 
' 6(6ac-62) 
2c2A 
- 1 ^ 2k-pz^^ 1 ^ 4fc-p2 
Pm2 P / 2 P I P 
, P 2^ 2 
In — + In — + In 
+ 0{k-^) (G.12) 
X M ) / 
Jo 
dx 
x{\-xy _ 1 / ^ 4k.pz\^^k l2 
£)2 p i ' J.2 ; p 
l n - + 0 ( P * ' ) , (G.13) 
xiii) 
Jo 
•a .£lLi^ = o + o(.-) n = 2,3--- (G.14) 
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H (/-dimensional Integrals Corresponding 
to the Vertex Calculation 
This appendix briefly outlines the evalution of the related integrals in Chapter 6. We first 
deal with general 2-point scalar integral as follows : 
7p„(fc,;9,mi,m2) = / d'^wj- -rp^- -pr • (H.l) 
[k — w) —mi [p — w) — m j l 
Using Feynman parametrization : 
A-BP - T(n)T{p) Jo ^ ' [ x / l + (1 - x) 5]"+^ ' ^ ' 
where 
A = {p — wY — ml , 
B = (k — wy — ml , 
the denominator of the /p„-integral becomes : 
K ^ — 2w • {px + k{l — x ) ) + p^x -\- k^ (l — x) — mix — ml{l — x) . 
We now change the variable of integration as : 
w'^ w - {px + k{l - x)) . (H.3) 
Consequently, K is, 
/^ = u;'^ + ( ^ - p ) ^ x ( l - x ) - m ^ x - m ^ ( 1 - x ) . (H.4) 
Substituting K into the Eqn. (H.2), we find the /j-integral to be : 
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where 
L = — {k — PY x{\ — x) -\- m\x + m\{\ — x) 
After making a Wick rotation and using Eqn. (F . l ) , we find, 
(H.6) 
I,.iKp,m.^m.) = ^ i - l r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' - ' l ' ^ ^ mm Jo 
(H.7) 
i) n = p = l,m-i = m2 = m : 
I,,(k,p,m,m) = ^/^^^^g^ j 
r ( i ) r ( i ) J Uk-wf-mA \{p — wY — m 
If we take in Eqn. (H.7), we get 
where 
and 
L = —q'^x{l—x) + m'^ , q = k — p, 
d = e + 4 . 
We then find In to be : 
/ii(A;,p, m, m) = zTr^//*^ / dx 
Jo 




C = 7 — InTT — i n — 
Performing the x-integral gives 
Iu{k,p,m,m) = « 7 r V ( C + 2 - 2 5 ) (H.IO) 
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where 
5 4 f l - 4 : ^ ) ' ^ n ' ' - ^ - ' / ' % > ' . (H.n) 
2V 9 V ( l - 4 m V g ' ) ^ - l 
ii) ra = p = l ; m i = 0,m2 = m,A: = 0 : 
/n(0,p,0,m) = I d'^ 






Applying Eqn. (H.2) to this case, we get, 
where 
L = —p^x {I — x) + m?x 
Performing the x-integral we have, 
7n(0,p,0,m) = z 7 r V ( C + 2 - L ) , (H.13) 
where 
Hi) n — p = l ; p = 0, m2 = 0, mi = m : 
Moreover, 
/ i i (fc,0,m,0) = / d'w ^ , 
J [[k — wy — m J^ 
( C + 2 - L ' ) , (H.15) 
/ rr>2\ / i.2 \ 
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Now we take 2-point vector integral : 
(H.17) 
[k — wY — m\^ [p — wY — ml 
After using the Feynman parametrization, changing the variable of integration and per-
forming the integral in (/-dimensions, we get : 
On tidying up we arrive at : 
Ipn{k,p,mi,m2) 
, , . / 2 ( _ i ) „ . . r ( n + p - . / / 2 ) 
mnp) 
/ r dxx^ {\ - xf-'L'"''-'' 
Jo 
-n-p 




L = —q^ X (1 — x) -h mix -\- m\{\ — x) (H.19) 
iv) n — p = l;mi = m2 = m 
I^^{k,p,m,m) = J d'^'^ w 
[k — wY — m2 (^k — vjf — m2 
(H.20) 
On using the general solution which is I^-i{k,p,mi,m2), this is 
/ [ , ( fc ,p ,m,m) = in'^'T{2-d/2)(p^ ['dxxL'^'-' + k'' ['dx{l-x)L'^'-') , 
\ Jo Jo / 
where 
L = -q\{l - x) + m'^ , 
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and tidyding up, one gets : 
IiJk,p,m,m) = in^fi^ f dx (p^x + ^"(1 - x)) 
Jo 
Now evaluating the x-integral, we obtain, 
C - \ n { l - - ^ x { l - x ) 
/- ,(fc,p,m,m) = ^7^V^^ I ^ ( C + 2 - 2 5 ) (H.21) 
v) = p = 1; = 0,mi = 0,m2 = m 
7{'i(0,p,0,m)= / ' d^ 
Jo 
w 
w'^ [(p — wY — 
Again making use of Eqn. (H.20), we get 
/i ' i(0,p,0,m) = ii:'"^V{2-dl2)p'' f dxxL"^-^ 
J 0 
iT^Li^p" f dxx 
Jo 
- C - l n l - i ^ ( l - a : ) 
Evaluating x-integral, we find : 
7ri(0,p,0,m) = z 7 r V | -
^ ^ m'W ( p'' 
C + 2 - — - 1 - — In 
p2 \ p2y \^  m^, 
(H.22) 
(H.23) 
vi) n = p = l ;p = 0,m2 = 0,mi = m : 
/[i(A:,0,m,0) = J d'^w w 
w"^ [{k — wY — m^] ' 
k" ,2\2 ^ m' I rn' \ , I ^  k 
C + 2 - — - 1 1 - — I I n l l -
k^ k^ 
J, np [{k - pf]"" [{k^ - m?)f • 
The obvious thing to do here is to use Feynman parametrization : 
(H.24) 
(H.25) 
1 r ( n + p) 
A" BT V{n)V{p) 
I dxx""-^ { l - x f - ^ --
Jo \x [ A + {\-x)B n+p ' 
(H.26) 
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where 
A = {k-pf , 
B = e-m^ , 
with the denominator 
K = P - 2 ) t - p x + / x - m ^ ( l - x ) 
The next step is to change the variable to k' where 
k = k — px , 
Jnp then becomes : 
( P - L) 
where 
L = - p ^ x ( l -x)-\- m^(l - x) 
Then for this general case, we find : 
Jnp - ( i j r(n)r(p) 
-1 / „2 \d/2-n-p 
/ ( / x , x " - i ( l - x ) ' ' / ^ - " - M l - ^ x 
Jo \ m^ I 
(H.27) 
j) n = p = 1 : 
11 / d'^k p - p ) 2 ] ( P - m 2 ) 
- ITT 
= in^jj,^ 
11^ I dx 
Jo 
C + 2 
C - l n ( l - x ) - l n l - - ^ x 
m'-
' m2\ / p2 
1 - — In 1 + (H.28) 
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ii) n — 2,p — 1 : 
J: 21 ip) = J 




{k - PY ( P - m2) ' 
1 
(H.29) 
/ + d 
(m^-p^) 
J2i{p) = j d' 
( j t - p ) 2 ( P - m 2 ) 'J " ( A ; - p ) 2 ( P - m 2 ) ; 
(H.30) 
w 
w 4 [{p - wY - m2] 
Letting p —p 
J. UP) = I d'^w [p -t- wY — rn? 
Changing the to-variable as w = k — p^ j'21 becomes : 




J^p = / d'k 
k' 
= ITT 
p - p ) 2 ] " [ P - m 2 f ' 
<^/2(_i)n+pr(n + p --(^/2) .1 _ ^y-.^„2-n-p ^ (H 33) 
r ( 7 2 ) r ( p ) Jo 
where 
n)r(p) 
L = -p2x( l - x) + m^(l - x ) . 
Hi) n = p = \ 
J. d'^k 
k" 
( f c - p ) 2 ( P - m 2 ) ' 
(H.34) 
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Making use of Eqn. (H.33) : 
Jo 
dx C X — X ln( l — x) — x\n 1 — 




iv n = 2,p = 1 
21 (P) = / 
^21 (P) 
J. 
(m^ — p2) 
d^k 
k" 
( A ; - p ) 4 ( P - m 2 ) 




^2i(p) = / 
w 
w w* [(p — wY — "1^ 
If we change the A;-variable to z« = A; — p in J2i{k,p), and let p ^ —p, we get 
JM = J d'^w-
ro'* [(w — PY — "m^ 
The first term in the expression below is the one we want to evaluate, J2i(p) • 




. ^ \ ( . P'" 
1 + — I n 1 - ^ 
4 [{w - PY - m2] ' y (A; - p)4 ( P _ ^ 2 ) 
(H.38) 
p ^ - p 
p. 
(H.39) 
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Qi = / d'k [ d ' k — ^ — 
JM {k - pf - m2 
€ \ In U - C (1.1) 
JM"' {k-pY [ P - m 2 ] 
p2 
Q^, = / d'k 
• 2 c P 
p^ rw 
(1.2) 
Q3 = f d'k 
Q 
M {k- PY [ P - m2] 
L k" M {k- PY [k^ - m2] 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
-L d'^k M {k - PY [k-^ - m2] 
3 , (1.5) 
d'^k 
M {k - PY [k^ - m2] 
(1.6) 
QT = [ d'^w 
1 
M [{k — wY — m2] [(p — luY — m'^ 
z 7 r V [ C + 2 - 2 5 ] ' , (1.7) 
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1 -L M [{p — wy — rn^ 




M [{k — wy — m?] [[p — wY — 
ITT — / / ^ ( / + A:"^ ) [C + 2 - 25] (1.9) 
Qv 10 
w 




Q 11 JM [{P — wy — 
in'-
(m^ — p"^) 
f x U C - 1 + — In ( I . l l ) 
12 IM d'^W to' (p — wy — m?\ w'^ 
p2 1 p2 y 
(1.12) 
Q 13 IM d'^w \p — ii;)2 — m^] [(k — wy — m?] w'* /(o) 
X 
2q^S + p' 
{p'-m')q' + 2m\k^-p') 




( P _ m^y L 
C 
(p2 _ m 2 ) ( P - m2) j ' 
(1.13) 
where we recall 
2 m 
C = 7 - l n ( 7 r ) - l n — , 
e ^2 
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L : 
V r J 
L' = L{p k) , 
S • 
2 \ l / 2 
1 III 
^ \ 1 J 
(1 - 4m2/92)i/2 ^ ^ 
(1 - 4 m 2 / 9 2 ) i / 2 _ 1 
(1.14) 
(3l4 = / d^W J- r - TT-jT- -j = J(°^ , 
JM [{P — wY — rn \ [{k — w)^ — m^\ 
is naturally expressed in terms of the Spence function Sp{x) : 









,y2 - 1 
-Sp 
y3 




. y 2 - t . 






' 2 / 2 - 1 
. 2 / 2 - f , 
' 2/3 \ 
,2/3 - 92/ 
2 / 1 - 1 
2/1 - ^ , 
- 5 p 
' 2/3 - 1' 






-(/fc-p) + A 
1 + ^ 7 , 2/1 = yo + a, y2 
p2 
yo yo 
— y s = — 
[l — a) a 
2p2 A 
ifcV - 2{k • pf + 2{k • p)A - / A + p\k • p) - m\k • p - A) 
1 + ^ 1 _ 4m2/92 I _ y i - 4 m 2 / g 2 
2 ' 2 
(1.17) 
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In the massless case, Jo simplifies to 




k-p + A' 
1 f k - p - A \ 
-Sp r k- p - A' 
k P + A) 
In (1.18) 
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J Coefficients Related to the Vertex Calculations 
In this appendix the coefficients of the 12 vectors V^" in Eqn. (6.4.18) are explicitly tabu-
lated. 
= k • p { p ^ m / - ) -






(2) _ k H . p - ^ { m ' + k% 
k\p' -m^)-2k-p (A;2 - ^ 2 ) + 4A\ 







A ; 2 ( / - m 2 ) - 2 f c - p ( A : 2 - m 2 ) , 
+ A;-p(m2 + fc2)-2A2, 
- 2 A 2 , 
2 ' 
-(fc2 + m2)A2, 
- 8 m A 2 , 
- m 
= m 






-fc2 + A; - p , 
2 2 ^ 
,(11) 
J12) _ m \ k \ 
= 0, i = 8,9,10,11,12 ( J . l ) 
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(7; 
a?{k ^ p), 
a f { k ^ p \ 
af\k ^ p), 
0, 
b^^^ = a?{k^pY 
I = 3,4,5,6 
6 f U a r ^ ( f c - p ) , 
i = 9,10, l l ,12 
4" - 4^ (^fc <-> p), 02 — 4^ (^fc p), 
= 4'^ (fc p), i = 5,6 
= 4^ °^ (A; p). 6'^ °) = a2^ (^A; p), 
= —a H^-P), •- -a^2^\k p) 
= (m 2 + p 2 ) ( f c . p ) - {k. pf - p% 2 —(m 
2 ^ 
+ A:^ ), 
= m ^ ( A ; . p ) - ^ ( m ^ 
4" = m - A ^ + ^ ( p ^ -- P ) 
= m k\k-p)-{k-pf -•2A ' (J.2) 
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z=. l , . . ,12 
p4fc2 3 m V _ 2 2 , 2 , 2 , 2 + — - m2p2fc2 _,_ p 2 ^ 2 k.p-rn''k-p, 
2 2 
kY m4fc2 m?k'^k-p+'^^^k^k-p, 
(m^ - k^) [A^ + ^(fc2 + m^) - • p V 
m'P , 2 2 , 4, 3fcV , 2 2 , 2 + fcV k-p-m^k-p — + m V ^ , 
{k'-m')^2 
C2 
.(7) _ - m 
pH 2^ 
(3(A; • p)2 - 2 p n • p - • p) m2 + ^ i — - + 3p^k^k-p 
- 2 p \ k . p y - ' ^ - k \ k . p Y 
C2 = m (fc .p)^-2fc^fc-p + ^ + ^ m 
Yk^ + p^kH-p-k^k-pf + k'k-p 
J9) m 
C2 - m ' ^ _ 2 j f c . p + : ^ ) m^ + g^ib-p + 2A^ . 2 2 / 
,(11) m I m ' e ^ + ^ ( f c ^ - p") +p'k.p{k.p- P ) , 
J12) 
C2 = m 
2 9 \ 2 _ : f c l L Z ( p 2 ^ ^ 2 ) (J.3) 
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d? = 0, i — 1,..,12 
4^ ) — C2 {k ^->p), 4^ ' = c^2\k ^ P), 
4^  — C2 5,6 
4^ ) = c^2^\k^p), -.cf\k^ P), 
4"^  = —c n ^ - p ) , 4"^  = = - c f ' ( f c ^ P), 
4^ ) 2n A2 , " ^ V - m {k-p) 2 + 2 p^k-pY +p^k''k-p-m*k 
4^ ) 772 T) 9 9 7 4 7 = — ^ + m p k • p — m k • p 
kY 
2 5 
4^ ) = m •^A^ + ^(^2_^2) j ^2 -p^A^ 5 
4^ ) = m (-A;2fc-p+(A;-p)2)m2 - p ^ A ^ 2 ^ (J.4) 


















m -p')A' + mY{k'-p'), 
-2(p2 - m2)2(/t2 _ p2) ^ . p _ (^ 4 _ ^4)^2^ 
m' - p')A' + myk'ik'' - p2) - 2m'* • p - p'), 
-{p'-m')A'+p'ie-p'){p'-m')\ 
- p^)A2 - 2m2p2 . p (^2 _ ^2) ^ ^4^2(^2 _ p2)^  
- (p^-m^)A^+p^(A:2-p2) (p2_„ ,2 )2^ 
m 4 p > 2 + mV(^'^-p^), 
/-m'*)(^^^-p^)A^ 
p'^ - m'Xe - p')A\ 
8mp2(p2 _ ^2^^2^ 
m [2p'(p^ - m')A2 - mV(fc2 - p')j , 
8mp2(p2 _ ^2)^2^ 
m [2p2(p2 - m2)A2 + m y k \ k ' - p') 
m^{e -p^)[p^ -2k-p\, 
my{e~p% 
m V ( ' t ' - p ' ) [ p ' - / t - p ] , 
m^{e - p2) [2(^ • PY - p\k • p) - p2fc 
0, z = 5,9,10,11,12 (J.5) 
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(11 
f(7 
- e f ^ ( A ; ^ p ) , 





-e^r\k - p ) , 
)(fc - p ) , 
- e « ( A ; ^ p ) , 
/ ( 2 ) ^ _ , ( l ) ( f c ^ p ) , 
i = 5 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 
i = 6 , 7 , 8 
) = -e?{k ^ p), 
fW = _ef\k^p), 
°) = -e^ik ^ p ) , 
/ r = 4"^(^-P), 
i = 5 ,6 
= m [(A;2 - p2) (-A;2p2 _ 2k' k-p + 4{k • p f ) m' - 2k\k' - m')A'] , 
/ f ) = m [ ( - 2 A ; 2 m 2 ( P - p2) • p - k'^vn?{k'^ - p 
= 0, i = 5 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 
9i' = 2 A; • p, i = 1,2 
('•) 
y i = - i k ' + p ' ) , 
i = 3 , 4 
(6) 
91 = - 2 A \ 
(i) 
92 = 0, i = l , . . . , 1 2 . 
(J .6 ) 
( J . 7 ) 
h? 0, i = 1 , 2 , 4 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 
- - 4 A ^ 
- 2A2 , 
— - 2 m 2 A 2 
- 4 m A ^ i = 7 ,8 
h? 0, i = 5 , 6 , 1 1 , 1 2 
- h^2\k ^ P) = P' m? - k-p 
4^ ) h^2\k ^ p) = k'p ' - m' k - p, 
h^2\k ^ P) = m -p'k-p + A' + {k-pY 
= 4 ^ ° ' ( f c ^ p ) = - m k' -k-p\ (J .8 ) 








/ ( I I 
= l ? { k ^ p ) = 
m2A2 
2A;2p2 ^ 




0, i = 5,7,8,9,10,11,12 
_ m2 n ^ 
= / ? ) ( ^ - p ) 
m2A2 
2fc2p2 
m^4:# + P^ 




+ m^ — • p. 
0, 
_ m 2 n 
^ ~ 2 i p 2 ' * " P , 
= m 
m 
- f c - p + 2 (k-pY 
k^ 
-k-p+k' 
_ ;(io) (A: <-> p) = m 
A; • p 
+ 1 
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